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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an examination of the differing nature of Indian and European relations on a fur trading and a settlement frontier.

The argument is based on the assumption that there was a fairly sharply definable shift from fur trade to settlement in British Columbia; that in 1858 the fur trade essentially came to an end and the settlement frontier was born. This transition from fur trade to settlement also brought quite fundamental changes in the nature of Indian-European relations.

During the fur trading period Indians and Europeans were involved in a mutually beneficial economic system. Because of the nature of their activities fur traders were both unable and unwilling to force major cultural change on the Indians, so the change that did occur within Indian societies was limited and could be controlled by the Indians. During the fur trading period Indian cultures were stimulated rather than disrupted as a result of contact with Europeans.

With settlement, however, the Indians experienced major cultural disruptions. New groups of Europeans arrived and made different demands on the Indians. Gold miners, settlers, missionaries and government officials, in different ways, all required the Indians to make major changes in their way of life, and the whites now had the power to force change. The Indians were no longer free to adapt as they wished, and the pace of change was so rapid that many Indians lost control of their situation.
As the Europeans consolidated their hold on the country the traditional Indian cultures were disrupted while the Indians' current needs were neglected. Governmental action constituted an attack on Indian cultures, and reflected the fact that the Indians had become irrelevant to the development of the Province by white settlers. By 1890 the developments that had commenced with the advent of settlement were complete. The settlers were in a firmly established position of dominance over the Indians of British Columbia.
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INTRODUCTION

The history of the fur trade in North America has been shown as a retreat in the face of settlement.1

In Canada the relationship between the native Indians and the immigrant Europeans has not been a major concern of historians. In contrast to other former British settlement colonies, the aboriginal people have been seen as peripheral rather than central to the study of Canada's past; or, as some have written, the Indian provides the "background" for Canadian history.2 Some of the major themes in Canadian historical writing have actually done a disservice to the study of the indigenous Canadian.

The staple-Laurentian thesis has been the most creative idea to emerge out of the study of Canadian history. The notion that Canada's development can be explained in terms of the production of certain staples for export to metropolitan markets was enunciated by Harold Innis in The Fur Trade in Canada and it was elaborated in Donald Creighton's The Empire of the St. Lawrence. Both Innis and Creighton make the point that the culture of the hunting Indians was essential to the fur trade, and Creighton adds that, while the fur trade preserved the Indians from extinction, settlement drove them towards degradation.3 Yet both these historians deal with the Indians only as they respond to the European economic system. The Indians are shown accommodating to European demands rather than acting according to their own impulses and priorities. A further effect of staple theory
history has been that the Indians have dropped from view with the decline of the fur trade. Having ceased to be an important factor in the European economy, the Indians are given little attention during the disruptive settlement period.

Attempts to apply Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis to Canada have also done little to elucidate the role of the Indians. The frontier thesis is confidently ethnocentric in that it is predicated on the notion of the "existence of an area of free land"; land which, of course, really belonged to the Indians. Turner simply dismisses the Indians as "a consolidating agent", a common danger demanding united action on the part of the settlers. In his view the Indians were merely an impediment to the drive westwards. Work on comparing frontier experiences and their impact on the Indians has tended to produce a smug self-satisfaction with the Canadian example; as if a comparative lack of inter-racial violence is sufficient evidence of a superior Indian policy.

The writing of Canadian history has been whiggish to the extent that it deals with winners. The overriding concern has been with central politics and, as dropouts from the development from colony to nation, the Indians have been neglected. Bernard De Voto's comment about American history, that it "has been written as if history were a function solely of white culture - in spite of the fact that till well into the nineteenth century the Indians were one of the principal determinants of historical events", is equally applicable to the writing of Canadian history.

In the historical writing of British Columbia the situ-
ation is little different. Even though the Indians formed the majority of the population of the present British Columbia until into the 1880's, in *British Columbia: a History* they are only small players with brief entrances. More detailed studies have often failed to achieve minimum standards of historical accuracy. Works like Forrest E. LaViolette's *The Struggle for Survival* and the sections that deal with British Columbia in E. Palmer Patterson II's *The Canadian Indian: a History Since 1500* are based on superficial research and consequently contain numerous errors of fact and interpretation. But perhaps the most curious treatment of the native British Columbians is the inclusion of a chapter on them in a volume entitled *Strangers Entertained*. It is misleading to assume that the Indians are comparable with the immigrant groups within the British Columbia population. For instance, the first sentence of *Strangers Entertained* asserts, quite incorrectly, that "all of us who live in British Columbia are immigrants or the descendents of immigrants." The author goes on to explain that by "strangers" he means "the ethnic groups of British Columbia who have come to this province in the last century". In these terms the Indians were clearly not "strangers" and surely it cannot be argued that, after the coming of settlers, the Indians of British Columbia were "entertained".

British Columbia historians have, by default, left the study of the Indian's role in the Province's history largely to the anthropologist and Wilson Duff's *The Indian History of British Columbia*, ten years after its publication, is still the best work in the field. In 1958 the authors of a study of
the contemporary social adjustment of the Indians of British Columbia were "impressed by the lack of historical writings dealing with the social history of White and Indian relations in British Columbia." Today the remark has almost as much validity as it did then.

One of the purposes of this thesis, therefore, is to establish the role of the Indian in the history of British Columbia. It is not, however, an Indian history. It is a history of the contact of two cultures; of Indian-European relations. Some historians have indulged in rhetorical gestures in the direction of putting the Indian at "the centre of his own history", and have then proceeded to write descriptions of Indian and European relations. Given the nature of his sources it is perhaps more valid for the historian to deal with Indian and white relations rather than with so-called Indian history. The historian relies largely on written, and therefore European, sources which inevitably impose limits on his appreciation of the Indian side of the story. These sources obviously contain distortions resulting from ignorance and prejudice, but they still reveal much about what the Indians are doing and, sometimes, about what they are thinking.

The Indians' response to the intrusion of European culture is an important part of the history of culture contact in British Columbia and much can be gleaned from the usual historical sources about the behaviour of the Indians in contact with the white man. But the imbalance that would be created by relying solely on records written by Europeans can be partially corrected by utilising the work of anthropologists. Anthro-
polological literature provides the historian with descriptions of Indian cultures, with insights into the Indians' response to the impact of Europeans, and can help him avoid some of the pitfalls of writing about a largely illiterate society.

There are, nevertheless, implicit tendencies towards ethnocentrism in a study of this kind. The political entity of British Columbia, for example, did not even exist until 1866 and certainly had no meaning to the Indians for most of the period under discussion. In a sense to write about the British Columbian Indian is unhistorical. There are also dangers in making generalisations about the Indians of British Columbia as if they were culturally similar. There were, of course, many subtle and not so subtle variations in the Indian cultures of the area, as well as the quite fundamental division between the coastal and interior tribes. General applications of Ruth Benedict's description of Kwakiutl potlatching are a warning of the problems of generalising even about the coast Indians. The Kwakiutl were exceptional in so many ways from generalisations that can be made about the Indians of the northwest coast during the contact period.

The Indians of the area that became British Columbia did, however, have one important factor in common during the period 1774 to 1890; and that was the European. Throughout this period most of the Indians were in contact with, and had to adjust to, the representatives and products of an alien culture. Naturally neither culture was monolithic and therefore neither was uniform in its response to the other. Geography introduced another variable. The degree of contact and the pace of change
was not uniform among all Indian groups at a given time. Neverthe­less this thesis does suggest that there is at least one generalisation that can be made about the history of Indian-European contact in British Columbia; that there was a fundamental change in the nature of Indian and European relations with the passing of the fur trade and the establishment of settlement.

This thesis, therefore, is an examination of the differing nature of race relations on a fur trading and a settlement frontier. In British Columbia there was a sharply definable shift from fur trade to settlement. Although there were transitional phases either side of that date, in 1858 the fur trade essentially came to an end and the settlement frontier was born.

Based on this premise, the argument is that the fur trade brought only minimal cultural change to the Indians, and that it was change that the Indians could control and adapt to. Settlement, on the other hand, was disruptive because it introduced major cultural change so rapidly that most Indians began to lose control of their situation. Because of the nature of their activities the fur traders made very limited demands on the Indians and there was a considerable degree of racial interdependence during the fur trading years, whereas settlement brought various Europeans who were in no way dependent on the Indians and therefore had no compunction about disrupting the Indian way of life. The settlement frontier is defined broadly to include other groups besides farming settlers. Gold miners, settlers, missionaries and government officials all, in their different ways, changed Indian cultures. During the fur trade
period there was the kind of reciprocity between the two races that is implied by the word "relationship", but with settlement the word "impact" becomes more appropriate. Settlers dominated the Indians and change essentially moved in one direction, so one can fairly talk of the impact of one culture on the other.

This thesis does not describe every aspect of Indian-European relations in the years covered, but will attempt to draw out the essence of that relationship. It does not, like a Franz Boas ethnography, attempt to include all the information collected; rather, like all history, it is by necessity selective. Particularly for the period of the maritime fur trade the sources are scattered and fragmentary anyway. Most of the information comes from voyagers' journals and there are years in which several accounts are written and then periods of several years in which there is no information at all. Consequently one has to be satisfied with suggesting possibilities and making equivocal statements. This is a kind of history that may not be congenial to those accustomed to the comparative certainties of political history. The weighting of this thesis in the settlement period is also a reflection of the sources.

This thesis, then, will look at the nature of Indian and white relations; beginning with the first tentative, fleeting contact in 1774, and following the story up to the 1880's, by which time settler society had become dominant.
CHAPTER I

The Maritime Fur Trade

... we found to our cost, that these people, ... possessed all the cunning necessary to the gains of mercantile life. 1

The first recorded European contact with the Indians of what was to become British Columbia was in 1774. In July of that year the Spanish navigator, Juan Pérez, was apprehensively guiding his vessel, Santiago, through the eternal rain and fog around latitude 54° north. More than a month had passed without the sight of land since the Spanish expedition left Monterey, and the growing tension on board was relieved when there was a glimpse of land on 18 July. Two days later land was sighted again and it was named Point Santa Margarita by Pérez to commemorate the day "of that glorious saint". The expedition was near the northwest corner of what is now known as Langara Island. Two Franciscan friars, Juan Crespi and Tomás de la Peña, were aboard the Santiago and they have recorded in their diaries the events that followed. The initial contact between the two cultures came when a group of Haida Indians paddled out from the shore. According to the record the first responses of the Indians to the presence of the Spaniards were tentative, curious and peaceful. 2

The first canoe that drew out from the shore would not come close to the vessel and its occupants could not be convinced to come aboard. But the Haida did paddle around the Santiago throwing feathers on the water. The act was a sign that
they came in peace and, although the Spaniards could not know its significance, Crespi concluded that these Indians were a "peaceful and very docile people." The Indians' desire to trade soon became stronger than their fear of the strangers, and when other canoes paddled out to the vessel the exchange of goods began. The sailors offered clothes, beads and knives and in return the Haida traded some sea-otter furs along with a variety of hand-made articles. Carved plates and spoons, mats and hats were all obtained, but the diarists were most impressed with what appear to have been Chilkat blankets and with the ornately carved wooden boxes that were offered to them. The Santiago spent two days in the area and then moved on without any of its crew having made a landfall. The expedition made contact in a similar way with the Indians of the west coast of Vancouver Island, but again no one set foot on land.

This first fleeting contact was not renewed for another four years and, because the Spanish were unwilling to publicise the voyages of their explorers to the northwest coast, a decade was to pass between this initial contact and the first fur trading expedition. In 1778 the brilliant, meticulous James Cook, leading his third expedition to the Pacific, spent nearly a month refitting in Nootka Sound. The Pérez expedition had also contacted the Indians of the area, but whether the roadstead named San Lorenzo by Pérez was the same as Cook's King George's Sound is a matter for conjecture. Cook's was, however, the first extended contact with the Indians. While he was at Nootka he obtained a number of sea-otter skins, and the story has been frequently re-told of how these pelts fetched fabulous prices in
China. Gradually the news of this transaction seeped out. In 1783 John Ledyard published an unauthorised account of the voyage of Resolution and Discovery and he noted that the furs had been sold in China for $100 each. Rumours about the profits to be made selling sea-otter pelts in China were confirmed by the publication of the official account of the voyage in 1784, and Captain James King's revelation that some of the best skins had sold for $120. In the following year the first fur trading vessel, appropriately named Sea Otter, under James Hanna arrived at Nootka.

In the next few years as navigators began to probe the sounds and circle the islands, the continental foreshore was opened to the maritime fur trade. For the first three seasons all the trading vessels were English, but in 1788 the first American vessels arrived on the coast. In 1792 the maritime fur trade really began to burgeon. In that season there were twenty-one vessels engaged in the trade, nearly double the number of the previous year, and more than half of them were British. But in the following year the Americans outnumbered the English, and this trend was to continue. Initially the British traders were fettered by the monopolistic practices of the East India Company, and then the war with France reduced the number of British vessels involved in the trade. By 1801 the trade was dominated by American vessels, most of them out of Boston.

The peak years of the maritime fur trade were from 1792 to about 1812. By 1825 the trade had virtually ceased to exist as a separate entity. There are records of some 330 fur trading vessels coming to the northwest Coast during the forty years
between 1785 and 1825. Because these trading vessels had to maneuver in difficult waters most of them were relatively small, from 100 to 300 tons burden. Of the total number of ships nearly 40 percent spent more than one trading season on the coast, and about 23 percent made three or more visits. There was, therefore, a degree of continuity about the trade and some Captains must have become well known to the Indians, particularly as fur trading was concentrated in certain areas. The Indians of Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Islands traded the majority of the furs collected on the coast.

During the first couple of years of the maritime fur trade pelts were easily acquired and the profits made by European traders were considerable. On 2 July 1787 Captain George Dixon was tacking into a bay that was later to become famous as Cloak Bay, when some Haida approached in their canoes. As Pérez had found, curiosity was initially the dominant reaction of the Indians. The Haida could not, at first, be tempted to trade; "their attention seemed entirely taken up with viewing the vessel, which they apparently did with marks of wonder and surprise." Only after the Indians had satisfied their curiosity about the vessel could they be induced to trade. Later in the day Dixon ran his snow, the Queen Charlotte, further up the bay and a scene is described "which absolutely beggars all description." The crew was "so overjoyed, that we could scarcely believe the evidence of our senses", because the Indians were falling over each other to trade their cloaks and furs: "they fairly quarrelled with each other about which should sell his cloak first; and some actually threw their furs on board if nobody was at hand to receive them." In half an hour Dixon obtained 300 furs.
A month later, when he left the islands that he had named the Queen Charlottes, his vessel had 1,821 furs in its hold.\textsuperscript{10} Two years after Dixon's visit the crew of the American ship Columbia emulated his example. John Kendrick, the Master of the Columbia, made one of the best deals ever when, in a few minutes, he traded 200 pelts at the rate of one chisel each at the Indian village of Kiusta on the northern end of Graham Island.\textsuperscript{11} In the first years of the trade these furs, so cheaply purchased, brought high prices in China. It was claimed that the 560 sea-otter pelts that Hanna collected on his first trip realised 20,600 dollars,\textsuperscript{12} and that the Dixon and Portlock expedition sold 2,552 furs for 54,875 Spanish dollars.\textsuperscript{13} Prices such as these moved Dixon's associate, Nathaniel Portlock, to remark that this branch of commerce was perhaps "the most profitable and lucrative employ that the enterprising merchant can possibly engage in."\textsuperscript{14} But the easy trading and high prices initially enjoyed by fur traders were not to continue. As trading vessels visited the Indians with increasing frequency the nature of the trade was soon to change.

For one thing the Indians rapidly lost their curiosity about the Europeans and their vessels. As voyages became more frequent vessels were no longer a novelty. In contrast to the curiosity with which the Queen Charlotte was received in 1787, the Indians of Cloak Bay wandered all over Jacinto Caamaño's ship, Aranzazu, in 1792 "without showing wonder at anything, nor was there any object of which they did not appear to know the use".\textsuperscript{15} A ship under full sail was an impressive sight, but to the trading Indians it soon became commonplace. As in most
contact situations the initial phase, when the white men were inexplicable and were perhaps even seen as supernatural beings, soon passed and crews ceased to be regarded with wonder. It was becoming apparent to the Indians that their visitors were quite human. Though some of their behaviour might be curious, many of their demands and desires were familiar. As the Indians grew accustomed to Europeans they also became much more sophisticated traders.

It has been common among historians to describe the maritime fur trade as little more than piracy. F.W. Howay, whose careful research into the subject is unsurpassed, refers to the trade as a predatory affair,\(^\text{16}\) "merely a looting of the coast".\(^\text{17}\) Earlier H.H. Bancroft had written of Cook buying furs from the "guileless savage".\(^\text{18}\) Yet, like much historical writing on Indian-white relations, this view is ethnocentric to the extent that it is an attempt to pass judgement on European behaviour rather than to analyse Indian responses. The imputation of right and wrong has often been a substitute for examining the process of culture contact. It is, for example, hard to see how Cook is (as the "fatal impact" school would have us believe\(^\text{19}\)) morally culpable for the changes brought to the indigenous peoples of the Pacific. Certainly to describe him as "the white messenger of doom"\(^\text{20}\) is to credit Cook, and the fur traders who followed him, with far more control over the trading situation than they actually had. The notion that the Indians were exploited by the traders implies a superiority of the European that the Indians did not recognise. There was no reason why they should. The ways in which the European trader may have
felt superior had little meaning for the Indian. The Indians were not passive objects of exploitation; even in the early years of the trade they vigorously asserted their own demands. Indians were never very interested in baubles and beads as trade items.\(^{21}\) Cook, for example, noted in his journal that European beads could not supplant the Nootkans' own ornaments.\(^{22}\) So the old stereotype of the avaricious trader stealing Indian furs for a few trinkets never applied on the northwest coast.

As the Indians lost their initial curiosity about Europeans they became very shrewd traders. Even after his brief encounter with the Haida, Pérez declared that the Indians were expert and skillful traders.\(^{23}\) The members of Cook's expedition reached similar conclusions. As one of them put it, "They are very keen traders getting as much as they could for everything they had; always asking for more give them what you would."\(^{24}\) The consequence of their astuteness was that the Indians of Nootka "got a greater middly and variety of things" from Resolution and Discovery than any other people that the vessels had visited.\(^{25}\) When John Meares left on a trading expedition to the coast he was warned that "it appears that the natives are such intelligent traders, that should you be in the least degree lavish, or inattentive in forming bargains, they will so enhance the value of their furs, as not only to exhaust your present stock, but also to injure, if not to ruin, any future adventure."\(^{26}\)

The Indian demand for metals, particularly iron, was recognised by most early traders. Cook's ships left Nootka with hardly any brass left on board, and his crews had also traded a considerable amount of iron.\(^{27}\) Like the explorers, the
early fur traders found that the Indians were most partial to iron. Peña had noted that they particularly wanted large pieces with a cutting edge, and Dixon's staple medium of exchange was "toes", or iron chisels. Early in 1789 the crew of the Columbia, trading in the straits of Juan De Fuca, were mortified to see 70 prime pelts escape them "for want of Chizels to purchase them". Indians also made other demands that surprised their visitors. Cook found the Nootkan concept of resource ownership operating when he was asked to pay for wood, water, and even the grass cut for livestock. The last demand evoked admiration in the English explorer, and he is reported to have responded by describing the Indian who made it as "an American indeed!" After the first frantic years the fur trade settled down into a pattern over which the Indians exercised a great deal of control. It was, after all, Indian demands that had to be satisfied before sea-otter pelts changed hands.

One indication of Indian control of the trade was the rapid increase in the price of furs in the early 1790's. Traders in those years, who hoped to follow the example of those who were first in the field and purchase large numbers of furs cheaply, were often disappointed. John Boit returned to the coast in 1795 and found that the price of pelts at Dadens on Langara Island had increased 100 percent since 1792 when he had been there on the Columbia. Archibald Menzies observed a similar rate of increase in Johnstone Strait when he returned there with Vancouver in 1792, while another member of Vancouver's expedition claimed that prices generally had quadrupled since the earliest voyages. At Nootka, where Meares had traded ten
skins for one piece of copper in 1786, the asking rate six years later was one pelt for one piece of copper. Price increases such as these led the Spaniard, Alejandro Malaspina, to conclude that the great profits of Cook's and Portlock's voyages should be forgotten as unattainable. There were of course other factors that affected prices, including the growing scarcity of furs. However, the depletion of the sea-otter was not as significant in the early 1790's as it was to be after the turn of the century. The Indians had learned to demand higher prices while furs were still relatively plentiful.

Not only did the Indians quickly learn to demand a greater quantity of goods for their furs, but they also became very discriminating about the nature of those goods. It is a commonly held view that the Indian taste in trade goods was "strangely whimsical and constantly variable". By citing examples from widely differing points in time and place it is possible to create the impression that Indian demands were merely fickle, and to obscure those patterns that their requests conformed to. Initially the Indians wanted articles that had meaning and use within pre-contact society. They possessed both iron and copper at the time of contact but these metals were not plentiful. For this reason iron and other metals were highly valued and in great demand in the early years of the fur trade. The iron chisels brought by the traders were sufficiently similar to indigenous tools to be readily understood, hence the heavy initial demand for them. As the market became saturated with these items their value dropped, other needs began to operate, and new demands were made. When trading rather than
wearing furs supplanted old forms of clothing the need for an alternative arose, so the Indians turned their attention to trading cloth, clothing and blankets. The demand for blankets particularly remained fairly constant, and so they became a staple in the trade. As a garment they served an important function for the Indians. But the blanket was also an article that could be easily counted and compared. It was, therefore, a useful medium of exchange both for the fur trade and for Indian potlatches. During the later years of the trade the Indians acquired some more exotic tastes. A liking for rum, smoking tobacco and molasses gradually developed, and muskets also became an important trade item.  

Naturally there were exceptions to this pattern, as the Indian market was as much subject to fads as any other. Yet most of these were also related to Indian usages. The popularity of the iron collars forged aboard the brigantine Hope has been seen as the height of Haida fadishness, but this demand was consistent with the Haida taste in personal ornamentation. Copper bracelets, for example, were frequently worn and Joseph Ingraham made his collars from the pattern of one he had seen a Haida woman wearing. The same point can be made about the ermine skins that William Sturgis sold with considerable profit at Kaigani. Ermine pelts were an important wealth item among the coast Indians. But demand for this kind of article was temporary and the market quickly became glutted. As well as occasional fads, there were other factors that created the impression that the Indians would take a great variety of goods. At times they would receive as presents items, such as beads
and trinkets, that they would not accept as trade. Often when Indians accepted these baubles they were as an additional gift and not as part of the actual trading transaction. These presents added to the diversity of goods that changed hands but not to the number of articles that would buy furs.

When trading the Indians not only paid great attention to the type of goods that they acquired, but they were also discriminating about quality. Trade articles were examined closely and carefully before bargains were struck. Iron that contained flaws or was too brittle was of little value to the Indians because they worked it while it was cold. Indians showed great "judgement and sagacity" when selecting firearms, woollen goods of insufficient quality were turned down, and porcelain imitations of dentalia shells were treated with contempt. Usually the Indians knew what they wanted when they were trading and they were determined to get it.

Nor were Indian traders easily diverted from their purpose. One captain hoped that a few hours of conviviality in the house of a chief would bring him more furs, "but, no sooner was traffic mentioned, than from being the engaging master of the house, he became a Jew chapman and dealer." There are numerous comments in the journals of trading expeditions to the northwest coast about the enterprise of Indian traders whose trading acumen meant that many captains "had the sorrow to see valuable furs escape us, the acquisition of which was the principal object of the expedition, for want of suitable objects to exchange."

It has been argued that because trading captains seldom
expected to return to a particular locality they were frequently able to defraud the Indian traders and regularly took violent action against them. In fact there was more continuity in the trade than might be expected. Many vessels and captains returned to the coast more than once, and a large percentage of the trading was done with a few Indian leaders and at a limited number of entrepots. A trader who made more than one voyage to the northwest coast was, therefore, very likely to return to the same place to trade, particularly if relations with the Indians had been amicable during the first visit. The possibility of a return trip militated against the indiscriminate use of fraud and violence.

As vessels came in search of furs, with increasing frequency the Indians became very tough-minded manipulators of competition. They forced prices upwards, particularly at places often visited by traders. As a consequence in the early years furs were found to cost more at Nootka than at other places. Later, harbours such as Newitty, Massett and Kaigani became centres of trade and of high prices. At Kaigani John D'Wolf found in 1805 that the Indians were "so extravagant in their demands ... that it was quite impossible to trade." When more than one vessel was at anchor the Indians would move from one to another comparing prices and bargaining to force them upward; and, as one trader observed, it was easy to increase one's price but always impossible to reduce it. The American, Richard Cleveland, while on the northern coast in 1799, was told by another captain that he could expect ten other vessels from Boston to be trading in the area that year. He was, therefore, anxious to dispose of
his "articles of traffic" before competition reduced their value, because, he said,

... the Indians are sufficiently cunning to derive all possible advantage from competition, and will go from one vessel to another, and back again, with assertions of offers made to them, which have no foundation in truth, and showing themselves to be as well versed in the tricks of the trade as the greatest adepts.

Even the captains of solitary vessels who felt that Indian prices were exorbitant were informed that other traders would soon follow who would be willing to pay what was asked. Such exploitation of competition by the trading Indians was one of the reasons why, far from making a killing, many fur trading voyages were ruinous to their promoters. As the Indians raised their prices captains were apt to overestimate the value of their cargo and, therefore, their margin of profit.

Indian traders were not above adding a few tricks to the trade. When Cook was at Nootka he found that the Indians were not quite as "guileless" as Bancroft would have us believe. The explorer discovered that the Indians were deceiving his men by selling containers of oil that were partly filled with water. In fact "once or twice they had the address to impose upon us whole bladders of water without a drop of Oil in them." Another captain found a Nootkan trying to pass off a land otter pelt as a sea-otter in the dusk of evening. Meares went as far as to claim that in their commercial transactions the Indians would play a thousand tricks. He was probably exaggerating when he added that Europeans were "more or less, the dupes of their cunning", but it is undeniable that Indians usually behaved with confidence when they were trading.
The Indians were able to assert their demands with such vigor that European captains had to modify their trading methods to accommodate them. In the early years of trade Dixon had largely coasted along the shore line and relied on the Indians to paddle out to him to trade. He was convinced "that this plan was attended with better and speedier success than our laying at anchor could possibly be." Only four years later, in 1791, Ingraham collected 1,400 sea-otter skins off the Queen Charlotte Islands, and he attributed his success to the opposite tactic of remaining at one village until no further furs could be secured. The Indians preferred this approach to paddling out four or five miles to a moving vessel. The tendency was for captains to have to spend more and more time in one place instead of moving about. It also became apparent that one season was insufficient time to gather a profitable cargo. Crews began to winter on the coast and, by 1806-1808, to trade all year round. Initially most trading was conducted over the side of vessels with the Indians remaining in their canoes, but increasingly they had to be allowed to come on deck to display their wares.

Changes such as these resulted from the fact that the Indians preferred to trade at their leisure. They had plenty of time at their disposal and liked to use it to bargain over prices. Even though captains were invariably in a hurry to fill their holds, Indian concepts of time operated increasingly. Many "would wait alongside several hours - nay all day - to obtain their price." D'Wolf complained that the Kaigani Indians would lie about the deck for days on end endeavouring to
extort unreasonable prices for furs, while affecting the utmost indifference as to whether they sold them or not.\textsuperscript{67}

Other Indian usages had to be observed by captains hoping to acquire furs. The journals show that a considerable amount of Indian ceremonial accompanied trading contacts. One observer noted that it was a constant custom to begin and terminate commercial transactions with strangers with singing.\textsuperscript{68} Although traders often found such ceremonies irritating and time consuming, they had to be patiently accepted before the exchange of goods began. However fixed European notions of the nature of trade might be, traders also had to accede to the custom of gift exchange with Indian leaders.\textsuperscript{69} This ritual was observed in spite of the feeling on the part of some captains that furs exchanged as presents were sure to prove the dearest that they obtained.\textsuperscript{70} In the interests of profit Indian leaders often had to be treated with much of the deference that they expected from their own people. Cleveland was one trader who generally could not abide the presence of Indians on the deck of his ship. When he was at Kaigani, however, the Indian chief named Kow had to be indulged with hospitality on board. It would, said Cleveland, "have been folly to have prevented him".\textsuperscript{71} Indian leaders who were unwittingly insulted had to be mollified,\textsuperscript{72} while supposed insults from Indians were tolerated in the hope of driving a bargain.\textsuperscript{73}

European traders were, moreover, subject to Indian trading patterns to the extent that those Indians who sold them furs were often middlemen who had their own mark-up. The first Europeans to arrive on the coast noticed how Indian traders made
efforts to prevent other Indians from trading with them. While he was at Nootka, Cook, who by 1778 was an experienced observer of the behaviour of indigenous peoples, noted that the Indians that he first contacted attempted to monopolise the trade with the Resolution and the Discovery. Whenever strangers were allowed to trade with the ships the transactions were managed by the people of Yuquot, and in such a way as to increase their own prices while lowering the value of the English commodities. On other occasions the local Indians used force to prevent outsiders from trading with the ships. It was evident that these explorers had not arrived in a commercial desert, but that definite trading patterns already existed. Much is often made by European historians of the trading abilities of the Yankee captains out of Boston, but it is less frequently remembered that the Indians had a long tradition of trading among themselves.

Many, perhaps most, of the furs that changed hands during the period of the maritime fur trade were not captured by the Indians who traded them. When captains were exhorted, as they often were, to wait a day or two so that Indian traders could gather more furs it did not mean that those Indians intended to hunt for them. Indian leaders on the outer coast collected furs from those who lived deeper inland, either as plunder or by trade. Some chiefs quite frankly told white traders that if they would wait they would go and fight for furs which they would then bring to sell. No doubt this method of gathering pelts was not uncommon. It was well known that the famous Nootka leader, Maquinna, controlled a trading network with the Indians who lived near the mouth of the Nimpkish River on the east
coast of Vancouver Island. When European explorers established the insularity of Vancouver Island, they also found that the Indians who had villages along Johnstone and Queen Charlotte Straits were quite familiar with their merchandise. These Indians, in contrast to the Coast Salish to the south, had passed through the stage of high demand for iron, and were also much sharper traders. Maquinna nevertheless made considerable profit in his trade with these people. Wickaninish, the chief at Clayoquot Sound, exercised a similar control over the trade of that area. The Haida likewise traded with mainland groups. By 1799 it was considered that not half of the furs traded at the Queen Charlottes were collected there. Indians on the outer coast exchanged European goods with inland Indians at two and three hundred percent profit margins, and in this way furs were collected at the central locations of the trade with European vessels. Thus, one seaman observed, "we see the untutored Indian influenced by true Mercantile principles." Certainly, if there was exploitation in the maritime fur trade, it was not confined to Europeans.

Such were the demands made by Indians on white traders that it was considered that "a man ought to be endowed with an uncommon share of patience to trade with any of these people." Of course many captains lacked their fair share of tolerance and Indian importunities evoked their own backlash. Traders caught in the squeeze of increasing costs on the northwest coast and declining prices in China were apt to become annoyed with Indians who made what they considered to be unreasonable demands. When the early method of coasting became unfruitful, ships had
to stay longer in one place to negotiate trading terms with Indians who were increasingly allowed on deck. The extended contact added to the possibilities for friction. Consequently the trade was accompanied by a degree of hostility and violence.

Yet it is clear that the hostility of the Indians has been overemphasised in European records. Captains often came to the coast expecting the Indians to be hostile and therefore perceived hostility where it did not exist. This possibility was exemplified while Cook was at Nootka. The Indians whom he had been dealing with suddenly armed themselves and became aggressive. Cook first thought that the hostility was directed against his men, but then he realised that it was aimed at another group of Indians who were attempting to trade with his ships. Other captains, lacking Cook's experience, were not so discerning. In fact one of his own crew was still suspicious that there was a strategy between the two parties of Indians to catch the visitors off their guard and attack them with a combined force. A member of Cook's expedition recorded an account of the Nootka welcoming ceremonies, but added that, although intended as a sign of friendship, these ceremonies could as easily be taken as an indication of enmity. In a contact situation where neither race was familiar with the behaviour patterns of the other, the possibility of misunderstanding and hostility was as great as the degree of mutual suspicion.

Seeing the situation in racial terms, Europeans tended to assume that all Indians were equally hostile and that all hostility was directed towards them. That these savage Indians were "only waiting an opportunity for to Massacre the whole of us
in cold blood" was a common enough belief among fur traders. Because the Indians were often warlike towards each other it was assumed by some Europeans that their "intentions towards us white people, are at all times bad, no doubt". The trade was pervaded by a spirit of jealousy, and some captains tried to deter others with tales of the "Monstrous savage disposition" of the inhabitants. The tenor of hostility was further increased by those Indian leaders who tried to prevent traders from calling on neighbouring groups by emphasising their uncooperative and warlike nature. Both races, in an effort to protect their trading interests, exaggerated the hostility of the other. Some Indian chiefs went further and tried to convince captains to turn their guns on rival groups. Vessels were often caught in the crossfire between rival Indian trading parties. The Indians were not united against the Europeans, and this lack of unity, which many traders could not see, turned some Indian attacks on vessels into failures. The factionalism in Indian society had advantages for European traders. For example, when one group of Indians captured some of the crew of the Aranzazú, Caamaño was lucky enough to see them released by another group.

While white captains exaggerated the ill-will that the Indians bore towards them, it is equally evident that the anticipation of hostility brought its expected result. The behaviour of some captains in their dealing with the Indians verged on the paranoid. When trading over the stern of his ship, Richard Cleveland was in the habit of mounting two four pound cannon and a pair of blunderbusses, all loaded, on the taffarel. This practice was hardly conducive to relaxed trading relations.
Taking Indian hostages, either to prevent expected attacks or to force reluctant traders, became reasonably common. Indians in canoes were fired on for trivial reasons, and the shelling of Indian villages by angry traders was not unknown. Indian stealing often resulted in violence. The traders operated outside Indian social sanctions, so European property was not regarded in the same way as the property of other Indians. Because the traders were aliens and seemed incredibly wealthy to the Indians, their goods were looked upon as fair game. Yet Indians stole lightheartedly, and laughed when they were detected "as if they considered it as a piece of Dexterity and did them credit rather than any dishonour." Captains saw the matter differently. They treated theft seriously, and the punishment that they meted out was sometimes savage. Naturally the Indians did not remain passive in the face of such treatment; they reacted in kind.

Indian retaliation for outrages committed against them has been seen as the major reason for their attacks on fur traders and their vessels. In some instances revenge was undoubtedly the motivation. One of the best documented of these cases was Koyah's attack on the brigantine _Lady Washington_ in June, 1791. Koyah was the leading figure at the Haida village on Anthony Island. The early contacts with his people had been peaceful enough. For example, Robert Haswell on the _Columbia_ noted that the Indians "pillaged any little trifling thing they could find a good opportunity to take unobserved", but he added that "as we took no rash meens (sic) with them it never interrupted our trade." Other traders were much less tolerant.
When pilfering occurred on John Kendrick's Lady Washington he reacted by capturing Koyah and mistreating him in a way that was shattering to the Indian leader's prestige. Kendrick apparently flogged Koyah, painted his face, cut off his hair and took a large number of pelts from him. John Hoskins arrived after the event on the Columbia's second voyage, and was told that "Coyah was now no longer a Chief but an 'Ahliko' or one of the lower class; they now have no head Chief, but many inferior Chiefs." Kendrick returned to the village on the Lady Washington in 1791. Almost certainly in revenge for the treatment he had received, Koyah attacked the vessel. Although the Haida gained the initial advantage, the end result was a considerable loss of Indian life and consequently further loss of face by Koyah. In an effort to re-establish his lost prestige, Koyah led attacks on other vessels. These attacks were probably typical of a number that were launched in retaliation for the high-handed way in which white traders sometimes treated Indians.

Yet, even if the Indians revenged all insults against them, it would be fallacious to reverse the proposition and say that all attacks were motivated by revenge. The "revenge only" explanation is an obvious corollary of the view that the Indians were exploited by the maritime fur traders, and overlooks other possible motivations. Such a theory fits into the concept that the Indians played a passive role in culture contact. According to this view the Indian only reacts in response to European action, he does not take the initiative. Rather than having good reasons of his own for attacking whites he must wait
for the European to insult him. The "retaliation only" explanation is as naive as the notion that Indians attacked ships simply because of their natural treachery and ferocity. The simple misconstruing of European behaviour could have been the reason for some Indian attacks. The violation of Indian social customs, either wittingly or unwittingly, would also be likely to produce conflict. When the Columbia was in Clayoquot Sound in 1792 Hoskins tried repeatedly to visit a group of mourning Indian women, in spite of Wickaninish's warnings not to. The captain of the ship, Robert Gray, a few days earlier had declined an invitation to a potlatch which "by no means pleased" his hosts. This kind of disregard for Indian protocol was likely to produce hostility. Through ignorance of Indian social usages, white traders probably offended Indian sensibilities on many occasions. Their refusal to trade, particularly when furs were offered by Indians in the form of reciprocal presents, could be, and sometimes was, taken as an insult. Simple dislike of foreign intruders could have been a motive for Indian attacks. It is possible that fur traders, while they remained on their vessels, were seen by the Indians as completely outside the Indian social sphere. There are, however, no recorded attacks of voyagers while they were guests at Indian villages. In spite of the vivid imagination of some whites, who assumed that Indians only invited them to their houses to butcher them, Indian concepts of hospitality applied to all visitors.

There were many possible motives behind Indian attacks on vessels, and most of them more complex than just the desire for revenge or innate treachery. There was a delicate balance
of gains and losses to be weighed up by Indian leaders who contemplated an attack. The immediate advantage of gaining wealth by plunder had to be assessed against the long term disadvantage of losing trade. One of the most famous and successful Indian assaults was that led by Maquinna on the American ship, Boston, in 1803. Many motives seemed to have operated. Grievances had accumulated against the whites over the last twenty-five years of contact. There was also dissatisfaction among the Nootka because the fur trade was passing them by. Sea-otter were rare in Nootka Sound by the turn of the century, and vessels were visiting the more lucrative inner harbours. Four days before the attack on the Boston there had been an angry exchange between the Captain, John Salter, and Maquinna over a musket which had been presented to the Chief but which he claimed was defective. So the Indians attacked the Boston and killed her crew, with the exception of John Jewitt and John Thompson who were taken as captives. Maquinna was astute enough to realise the possible consequences of the destruction of the Boston. Actions such as this tended to deter other traders, and two summers were to pass before another vessel came to Nootka Sound.

The balance of actual power on the coast was quite fine. European captains relied on the assumed superiority of their firearms over Indian weapons. They thought that the "terror" which these arms inspired constituted their strength and security "against the multitude." This assumption is also implicitly accepted by historians who argue that fur traders imposed their will on the Indians. In fact the smooth bore musket, the weapon that Europeans relied on, was notoriously unreliable and in-
accurate. Particularly under damp conditions it was liable to misfire, it emitted a cloud of smoke that obscured vision, and it took a long time to reload. Where accuracy and rapid fire were required the Indian bow was probably superior. In close fighting the seamen had, in effect, one shot. The coast Indians probably used hand weapons more than the bow, and by the time the struggle became hand to hand they were better armed and more experienced. For similar reasons the Indians did not necessarily become more efficient fighters and hunters by the acquisition of firearms. Initially muskets probably made little difference to indigenous people who already possessed projectile weapons. When hostilities developed, the Indians had the additional advantages of numbers and knowledge of the territory. In their attacks on trading vessels, the northwest coast Indians employed some of the strategies that they had used in pre-contact times. Tactics designed to catch the foe off his guard and mount a surprise attack were viewed as treachery by Europeans, but to the Indians they were a means of ensuring success with a minimum loss of life. Such tactics were used by Koyah in his attack on the Lady Washington and, more successfully, by the Nootka when they overwhelmed the Boston in 1803 and the Tonquin in 1811. Europeans did have the power to destroy Indian villages at long range with cannonfire, but the destruction of property was not new to the Indians as it was a part of their own warfare. Villages were totally destroyed by Indian raiding parties, admittedly not at such a range, but equally effectively. These tactics may well have held less terror for the Indians than Europeans thought. When the Indians, for their part,
mounted a determined and concerted attack on a vessel they stood a good chance of success. What is surprising, therefore, is not that a few vessels were captured, but that there were not more attacks. The mitigating factor was the Indians' realisation that killing traders diminished their utility, rather than the so-called superiority of European weapons.

The Indians had considerable control over the trade and over the power relationship between themselves and the Europeans. Consequently, they also remained in control of their own culture during the period of the maritime fur trade. Of course there were changes in Indian cultures, just as there had been changes before the arrival of the European. The fur trade did not introduce change into a static society, although it probably did quicken the pace of change. But, as far as it is possible to determine, the changes took already existing directions rather than new ones.

The nature of the evidence makes it difficult to be precise about the type or degree of change that the Indians were experiencing. Traders who recorded their observations of the Indians, naturally enough, paid particular attention to those aspects of the culture that were relevant to their own purposes. As has been shown, they left information on the nature of Indian trading patterns and the kinds of goods that they demanded. They also left records on such subjects as the nature of leadership in Indian society and the availability of Indian women. Changes that the Indians were experiencing, though less prominent in the journals, can be deduced by a careful reading of, and between, the lines.
It is probable that the role of Indian leaders was exaggerated in the journals of European traders, but it is also true that the role of certain individuals within Indian society was being exaggerated as a result of the fur trade. Captains liked to deal with Indian leaders rather than the general populace. So those chiefs who had the good fortune to be in the right place at the right time were able to exercise a considerable control over the trade. Their wealth and, in a culture where the two were closely related, their prestige, were greatly increased. They did not exercise an absolute control. Some of the trading was still done by individual families, but "the plebes" did not possess such an abundance of furs as their leaders. Because of their wealth and position chiefs were able to gather more sea-otter pelts; therefore they traded more European goods, and were able to acquire even greater numbers of furs. The trade placed the rich in a position to add to their wealth by ever increasing multiples.

A number of such individuals emerge in the journals of traders, but the most famous was Maquinna, who has received particular attention because of the centrality of Nootka Sound in the early history of the northwest coast. Probably newly succeeded to chieftainship when the fur trade began, Maquinna was able to tap the wealth of his own people and of neighbouring groups. During the Nootka Sound controversy he was feted by both the Spanish and the English, and European traffickers recognised him as the leading trading chief in the area. The situation carried its disadvantages for Maquinna. Because of their misconception of the nature of chieftainship, Europeans
were inclined to hold Indian leaders responsible for the "misconduct" of their people. Yet, by Indian standards, Maquinna became incredibly wealthy. In 1803, for example, it is reported that he gave a potlatch at which he dispensed 200 muskets, 200 yards of cloth, 100 chemises, 100 looking glasses and seven barrels of gunpowder.

There were other Indian leaders whose power was comparable to that of Maquinna. It is possible that Wickaninish, the leader at Clayoquot Sound, was even more powerful than Maquinna. On the northern Queen Charlottes, Cunneah, who resided at Kuista, was the first mentioned and best known chief. Also very important was Kow, who initially lived at Dadens, but during the 1790's moved across Dixon Entrance and established himself permanently at his summer village at Kaigani. Like Maquinna, these leaders acquired great wealth. In 1799, when the author of the Eliza journal visited the house of Kow, the chief proudly displayed his wealth. The house was lined with boxes of goods acquired in the trade, but Kow drew particular attention to his hoard of ermine skins which were valued as gold or silver. By virtue of his collection of 120 of these pelts Kow claimed that, next to Cunneah, he was the wealthiest chief in the area. So great was the power of some of these leaders that traders found it very much in their interest to cultivate their friendship.

Their wealth enabled these chiefs to acquire the labour force to do the work of preparing pelts for market. Considerable time and effort went into drying and stretching a sea-otter pelt, and the trade probably placed a premium on the labour of
slaves. Preparing pelts was often women's work, so the trade may also have provided an impetus for increased polygamy in the houses of chiefs. Certainly those leaders who became more wealthy because of the fur trade could afford more wives.

In time women also acquired new economic value as prostitutes on trading vessels. Prostitution for economic gain was something that the Indians learned from the European. The early voyagers who came via the Pacific found the northwest coast inhospitable, and one of the reasons for this feeling was the modesty of Indian women compared to the amorous Polynesians.\textsuperscript{124} The women of Nootka Sound, for example, were said to be unable to bear even "the most trifling attacks of gallantry."\textsuperscript{125} But the attitudes of Indian women were soon to change. In 1792 Peter Puget, who was with Vancouver, was astonished that the women of Nootka had so completely changed their ideas about chastity.\textsuperscript{126} The Haida were also jealous of their women at first,\textsuperscript{127} but in time "Ladies of Easy access" became common.\textsuperscript{128} This pattern was not consistent for all the coast. The Vancouver expedition was probably the first to enter Smith Inlet, and there the women immediately solicited the company of members of the crew.\textsuperscript{129} It is possible that in this case, as in others, one should make a distinction between hospitality and prostitution. It seems that usually the wives of chiefs could not be tempted, and it is likely that prostitution was largely confined to "the inferior class".\textsuperscript{130} If this observation was accurate then this European vice brought little demoralisation to Indian society. Slave girls, and among some groups unmarried women generally, did not break Indian social sanctions by going aboard ships.
The new wealth brought by the fur trade was not evenly spread among Indian groups. Disparities in wealth, and therefore in power, undoubtedly increased. Differences developed in the economic activities of Indian groups, since some specialised in trading and others in trapping. Trading Indians were freed by the trade goods that they acquired from some of the activities that had hitherto consumed much of their time, and they were now able to spend more time bargaining with Europeans. Those groups that concentrated on hunting devoted more of their time to that task. Capturing a sea-otter was time consuming, particularly as the animals became scarcer, so many Indians probably spent most of their time hunting for pelts. The growth of disparities in wealth between Indian groups may have increased excuses for warfare, although, at the same time, the fact that warfare tended to disrupt trade may have militated against intertribal conflict. While rivalry between Indian groups hoping to profit from the trade may have added to the incidence of hostility, economic motives had also been powerful in indigenous warfare. So the fur trade did not bring new reasons for attacks. "Fratricidal" disputes did not develop in the sense that Indian brothers now attacked each other because of the new and disruptive influence of white traders. Intergroup rivalry during the maritime fur trade ran along pre-existing lines.

When attempting to assess, in a more general way, the impact of the maritime fur trade on Indian society historians and anthropologists have tended towards opposite interpretations. Historians have adhered to their guilt-induced mythology and
argued that the effect on the Indians was disastrous. Howay
set the pattern for historians when he claimed that the mari-
time fur trade "seriously dislocated the finely balanced eco-
nomic and social fabric of the Indians."133 Anthropologists,
on the other hand, have inclined towards the view that the
trade stimulated Indian culture. Some anthropologists have
pointed to the new prosperity brought to the Indians, which
facilitated increased artistic and ceremonial life,134 and led
to a golden age of northwest coast Indian development.135 It
has even been argued by Marius Barbeau that such a major Indian
art form as the totem pole actually originated out of the stimu-
lation provided by the fur trade.136 However, the arguments to
the contrary are convincing and Barbeau's view can no longer be
accepted.137 But there is little doubt that the trade did
facilitate an increase in Indian wood carving, particularly
among the Haida. This development of Indian art is evidence
that for the initial contact period the anthropological inter-
pretation is closer to the truth. The flourishing of northwest
cost Indian wood carving is illustrative of the fact that the
maritime fur trade largely produced an elaboration of existing
culture patterns rather than radical social change.

Naturally the enrichment thesis cannot be advanced
without reservation. All that it claims is that the fur trade
was more beneficial than detrimental to the Indians, even though
they did pay a price other than furs for their new wealth. A
major part of that price was disease, which was certainly one
aspect of the culture contact situation that the Indians had
little control over. The complete absence of accurate figures
makes it impossible to determine exactly what happened to the Indian population during this period, but it is possible that estimates of the impact of disease have been exaggerated. It is evident that many crews were infected with venereal disease when they came to the coast, particularly when they had called at Hawaii on the way.\textsuperscript{138} But we do not know whether they brought mostly mild or severe forms of the disease, how many fatalities were caused by it among the Indians, or, for that matter, whether the Indians had venereal disease prior to European contact. There is, however, one certainty about venereal disease, and that is that exposure to it does not, of necessity, lead to infection.\textsuperscript{139} The means of transmitting venereal disease is very specific and it can only be passed on to one person at a time, so its impact was probably more limited than smallpox which is an epidemic disease transferred by a common medium. Smallpox probably was introduced by Europeans,\textsuperscript{140} although again it is not known how virulent the forms were. The journals do not contain numerous accounts of wholesale depopulation resulting from smallpox. Reports tend to be of isolated cases, and often of Indians with pock-marked faces who were apparently survivors of the disease.\textsuperscript{141} Frequently the contemporary comments about population decline were based on the observation of deserted villages. Voyagers would attribute the supposed depopulation to disease, whereas villages were clearly abandoned for a variety of reasons. Seasonal migrations, the exhaustion of resource areas, and moves to be closer to the centres of the fur trade\textsuperscript{142} were all reasons for an Indian band to re-locate its village. Furthermore most voyagers came to the coast in the summer months
when the Indians were more mobile and there was a greater number of "deserted" villages.

It is, of course, as impressionistic to argue that the impact of disease in this period has been exaggerated as it was for voyagers to assert that there was considerable depopulation. It is interesting to note, however, that where statistical studies of the impact of European-introduced diseases on the indigenous people of the Pacific have been made, it has been found that the population decline was often less than had previously been assumed. The demographer, Norma McArthur, has questioned previously held assumptions that European diseases caused wholesale depopulation. She has argued that for an epidemic to initiate substantial decline in a previously stable population, age-selective mortality is a pre-requisite. Contemporary accounts emphasise deaths when disasters strike, but the effect of an epidemic on the birth rate is far more significant. Unless the child bearing sector of the population in particular is struck by the disease, within a few years birth and death rates return to their normal levels. Therefore if the population was increasing before the epidemic, in the absence of further outbreaks it will soon increase again.\footnote{143}

Many conclusions about the nature of culture change among the coast Indians during the fur trading period are based on the assumption that there was major population decline as a result of the introduction of diseases and new weapons. It has been held, for instance, that one consequence of devastating diseases was that individuals were probably elevated to social positions that they would not normally have attained. According
to this argument epidemics left vacancies in the higher social ranks that had to be filled by people from the lower classes. If, however, the impact of disease was much less than has been assumed such deductions about the nature of social change become less tenable. But whatever its effect, disease was the only importation that the Indians had to accept.

Disease apart, the Indians were selective in their attitude to those aspects of European culture that confronted them. They were not in contact with the whole scope of western culture, but met only a very select number of its representatives, mostly young men who came with very limited intentions and demands. These demands could be handled by existing Indian social patterns, and offered little threat to Indian leadership. Once satisfied with furs, the traders left the coast. There was no reason for the Indians to believe that such a small number of transitory visitors would seriously dislocate their culture. Even the more permanent Spanish establishment at Nootka had only a very limited impact on the Indians. The erratic Spanish commander Estéban Martinez, thought that building the base would give them dominion over the coast Indians from Nootka to Monterey. But whatever Europeans thought about the ease with which "savages" could be subjugated, the Indians proved to be resilient. In January 1795, when the Spanish abandoned Nootka, the Indians tore down the buildings, rebuilt their own summer houses, and Friendly Cove became Yuquot again.

During the maritime fur trade the essential relationship between the two races was the trading one, and because of their control over the trade the Indians selected those goods
that they wanted and rejected those that they did not. The articles accepted were those that could be incorporated into the existing culture. The maritime fur trade was not "an unequal trade with a primitive people." The overwhelming impression that emerges from the journals is that the Indians were intelligent and energetic traders, quite capable of driving a hard bargain. The confidence that the Indians showed in their trading with the Europeans was indicative of the power relationship. By making a concerted effort the Indians could have destroyed any of the vessels that came to their villages. But the northwest coast Indians met the sea-otter trade and were able to mould it to serve their own ends.
CHAPTER II
The Land Based Fur Trade

We are traders, and apart from more exalted motives, all traders are desirous of gain. Is it not self evident we will manage our business with more economy by being on good terms with the Indians than if at variance. 1

During the period of the maritime fur trade some trading captains and their backers had toyed with the idea of establishing shore factories in order to tap the source of furs more efficiently. Apart from the short-lived Spanish establishment at Nootka and the even more temporary shore posts built by Meares, Kendrick and Gray, these plans came to nothing. The trade remained maritime and therefore, to a degree, transitory, until the 1820's. It was not until after the advent of the Hudson's Bay Company west of the Rockies that the first trading fort was built on the coast of what was to become British Columbia. Inland, however, forts were built from the first decade of the nineteenth century.

The first approach from the east was in 1793. In July Alexander MacKenzie, having crossed North America for the first time, came down the Bella Coola River and reached tidewater on Bentinck Arm. He just missed making contact with the members of the Vancouver expedition who had been in the area in the armed tender Chatham only a few weeks earlier. The first thrust had been made, but little was done with MacKenzie's discoveries for more than a decade. Not until the Northwest Company sent another of its servants, Simon Fraser, over the mountains was the first
permanent fur trading post established in 1805 at McLeod Lake. In the following year Fraser established what was later named Fort St. James at the south end of Stuart Lake and also a post on Fraser Lake. In 1807 Fort George was built at the confluence of the Fraser and Nechako Rivers. These forts were to be the major centres of the fur trade in the vaguely defined area called New Caledonia. The key to unlocking this rich fur region was access to the sea, but geography imposed restrictions. In 1808 Fraser made his famous journey down the wild and treacherous river that bears his name, but it proved to be neither the Columbia, as he had expected, nor a satisfactory route to the sea, as he had hoped. The Columbia River was still the most feasible route to the Pacific and the Northwest Company had sent David Thompson to explore its possibilities. Moving with less determination than Fraser, Thompson did not reach the mouth of the Columbia until July 1811. On his arrival he found the men of John Jacob Astor's Pacific Fur Company already constructing Fort Astoria. Two years later the Northwest Company acquired this fort as part of the spoils of the war of 1812, and it was renamed Fort George. The Northwesterners now possessed a viable outlet from New Caledonia to the sea. The route was via the upper Fraser valley, Fort Kamloops (established in 1812), the Okanagan Valley and the Columbia. The Northwest Company now had control of the Pacific slope, but it was not until after its amalgamation with the Hudson's Bay Company in 1821 that the fur resources of the region were exploited systematically.

In 1824 the Hudson's Bay Company efficiency expert, Governor George Simpson, came to look over the Columbia enter-
prise. Travelling at a frantic pace, he made the journey from York Factory in record time, and he arrived at Fort George with "oeconomy" on his mind. Besides tightening up the slack that the servants had allowed to develop in the running of individual posts, Simpson's attention was concentrated on two areas where the Company faced major opposition. In the Snake country and on the northwest coast Simpson was to institute methods of dealing with opponents that he had forged in the fire of the Athapaska campaign against the Northwest Company. Peter Skene Ogden, the feisty little ex-Northwester, was directed to lead a series of expeditions into the Snake country through the 1820's with the object of completely exhausting the fur reserves of this frontier area and thereby excluding rival trappers. Eliminating competition on the coast was not so easy. Compared to the relatively unsophisticated Indians of the Snake country, those of the northwest coast had had forty years' experience of trading with Europeans. They knew, and could benefit from, the advantages of competition between rival fur traders.

The Company's coastal push was planned by Simpson in the winter of 1825-1826 at Fort George,\(^3\) expounded by him before the London committee in 1826, and begun in 1827 by the establishment of Fort Langley on the Fraser about thirty miles from its mouth. Simpson came back to the coast in 1828 and made further plans with Chief Factor John McLoughlin, who was now in charge of the area west of the Rockies. Two more coastal forts were founded in the early 1830's. In 1831 Fort Simpson was built at the mouth of the Nass River, although this position soon proved unsatisfactory and the fort was moved to a site on the Tsimshian
Peninsula. The area around the mouth of the Nass was the "grand mart" for both land and sea furs, so Fort Simpson was the Company's most important coastal station. In 1833 Fort McLoughlin was founded on Milbanke Sound, thus completing a chain of forts up the coast as far north as latitude 54° 40', the boundary between British and Russian America. These forts were to be supplied and supplemented by the vessels that the Company operated. The schooner *Cadboro* was acquired in 1827 and used in the establishment of Forts Langley and Simpson. The party that built Fort McLoughlin was transported in the brig *Lama* which had been purchased in 1831. In 1835 the legendary steamship *Beaver* was bought by the Company. These forts and vessels were to be the means by which the Hudson's Bay Company hoped to break the hold of American and Russian traders on the coast. But it was to be no simple task. Naturally their European opponents were not anxious to give up a lucrative commerce, and much has been written by historians of the strategies and policies by which the Company tried to eliminate these rivals. Less attention had been given to the reactions of the trading Indians to these developments.

The Hudson's Bay Company inaugurated its coastal enterprise among Indians who had lost none of their trading acumen. They were still discriminating about types and quality of goods, and could still drive a hard bargain. In spite of all their trading experience the Company men found the Indians of the northwest coast to be "tiresome in their bargaining". Sometimes their demands were so exorbitant that the Company's traders
found it impossible to deal with them. The Indians were still not above using a certain amount of artifice when trading. According to Simpson, a favourite trick was to doctor a land otter pelt and pass it off as a sea-otter. Furthermore, said Simpson, "when a skin is rejected as being deficient in size, or defective in quality, it is immediately, according to circumstances, enlarged, or coloured, or pressed to order, and then is submitted, as a virgin article, to the buyer's criticism by a different customer." In short these Indians were still "sagacious enough to pursue their own interest with persevering industry", and, most of all, they were still masters of the art of manipulating competition.

When the Company moved into the coastal trade its officers thought that a couple of years would be sufficient to eliminate opposition. By increasing the price of furs beyond their opponents' ability to pay they hoped that they would soon have a monopoly of the trade with the coast Indians. But the Company had reckoned without the fact that the Indians were already exacting high prices. To increase prices further was to involve the Company in large losses, and even then it was to be more than ten years before anything like a monopoly situation was achieved. All three coastal forts were affected by the activities of American trading vessels during the 1830's, and had to adjust their tariffs accordingly. Even Fort Langley, somewhat removed from the outer coast, was not immune. From the beginning it was found that the Indians visiting the fort had great difficulty in bartering at Company prices after American traders had visited them and supplied them with goods much more cheaply. In the
north the Russian traders provided the Indians with a second alternative market, and competition was even more intense at Fort Simpson. The Fort Simpson journals for the 1830's are replete with references to Indians holding out for higher prices in the expectation that American vessels would soon be in the area, or because of the knowledge that they could do better at the Russian forts. Just a few miles across Dixon Entrance, Kaigani Harbour was still a great centre of trading with the Americans. The Kaigani Indians were "reckoned to be the most difficult Indians on the coast to deal with" and their proximity forced up the tariff at Fort Simpson. The Fort Simpson Indians themselves were described as being "in their glory" when competition was in the area and "chuckling at their high prices".

Company vessels, operating up and down the coast, encountered a similar situation. When opposing vessels were working the same area the Indians took every advantage of the situation, just as they had done when all the trade was maritime. John Work, having been relieved from the struggle against the opposition in the Snake country, spent some time in 1835 cruising the coast in the Lama in search of furs. The obstinacy of the Indian traders provoked the normally stoic Work into fulminations against them. An American captain named Allen was the most frequently mentioned opponent, and in April 1835 both his brig, Europa, and the Lama were at Newitty at the same time. Nothing pleased the Indians more than such a situation, but Work was distinctly displeased. "It is annoying in the extreme", he wrote in his journal, "to see the advantage which the black vagabonds endeavour to make of this circumstance." As they
were accustomed, the Indians were moving from one vessel to
the other trying to raise the price. The technique, perfected
during the maritime fur trade, was applied to both the forts
and the vessels that the Company operated on the coast.

The inevitable consequence of competition, and the
Indian ability to exploit it, was increasing prices. Because of
the opposition, the Indians demanded prices that were said to
be "most extravagant." In spite of the Company's strong desire
to lower the tariff it was "deemed not prudent to do so" as
long as competition persisted. John McLoughlin found it neces­
sary to maintain three price levels in his territory. One
pertained in the interior, a second on the coast, and a third on
the coast when competition was present. The third was exorbitant
by the standard of the other two. But even this degree of
orderliness was difficult to maintain. Increases in price any­
where on the coast tended to have repercussions throughout the
entire system. One of the senior traders at Fort Simpson, Dr.
John Kennedy, spent a whole day in May 1837 bargaining with some
Tsimshian for sea-otter pelts. At the end of the day he had
achieved nothing. The difficulty was that Kennedy did not want
to give more than eight blankets per pelt at the fort, although
he had recently given the Kaigani Haida ten blankets per pelt to
prevent some sea-otter from falling into the hands of the
Russians. The Haida had acquainted the Tsimshian with the price
that they had received, and thus caused Kennedy "a good deal of
trouble." The following day the Tsimshian were still holding
out for a higher price. Fort Langley was similarly affected.
The Kwakiutl were in frequent contact with American traders and,
because of the high prices they were offered, the Indians were able to divert trade that would normally have gone to Fort Langley.\textsuperscript{21} Even prices at Fort Simpson - hundreds of miles away, but the storm centre of competition - had an impact on returns at Fort Langley. The Kwakiutl were again responsible. They redirected furs from the Musqueam, a Salish group living at the mouth of the Fraser River, to Fort Simpson. "This evil" arose from the fact that the difference between the tariffs at Fort Langley and Fort Simpson generally exceeded 100 percent.\textsuperscript{22}

As was the case during the maritime fur trade, competition influenced not just the flat rate of exchange but also the quality of the articles obtained by the Indians. Blankets were the trading staple, but at times even the famous Hudson's Bay blanket proved to be unacceptable to the Indians. When their blankets were inferior to those of the Americans or Russians, Company traders had to build up the price with other goods to obtain furs.\textsuperscript{23} The intensity of competition on the coast in the 1830's meant that the Indians could continue to assert their demands with confidence. Even critics of the Company who have supposed, on dubious authority, that generally the Indians in its territories were entirely dependent on the Company have had to admit that the area west of the Rockies was an exception.\textsuperscript{24}

Dealing in a competitive market was not new to the north-west coast Indians, but the advent of the land based fur trade did result in some innovations in their trading techniques. One of the most obvious was the way in which local Indians would congregate around a newly established fort and attempt to control its trade. "Home guards" were a feature of the first three
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coastal forts, \(^{25}\) and after Fort Victoria was built in 1843 the Songhees moved from Cadboro Bay and "considered themselves specifically attached to the Establishment". \(^{26}\) Fort Simpson was typical of the pattern. After the fort was removed to its second location a large population of Tsimshian gathered around its walls. The site had previously been a temporary camping place for the various Tsimshian tribes on their way north to the Nass River for the spring eulachon fishing, but now it became a large winter village. The Tsimshian who established themselves at Fort Simpson, like the home guards at the other coastal forts, made every effort to control the trade of the fort. These Indians were agents and dealers more than hunters and trappers. They set themselves up as middlemen between other Indians and the Company traders. Because traders tended to assess Indian industriousness in terms of their zeal for hunting furs, fort Indians were often accused of laziness. James Douglas once complained that the Fort Langley Indians had to be "literally dunned into something like exertion". \(^{27}\) But these Indians were keenly aware of the benefits of controlling a fort. For this reason Indians were often pleased when they learned that a fort was to be built in their midst, and became angry and hostile when they heard that a fort was to be re-located or abandoned. The Nishga Indians of the Nass River were extremely annoyed when they discovered that Fort Simpson was to be moved to the territory of the coast Timishian and their threatening attitude resulted in a rather undignified retreat by the Company traders. \(^{28}\) The final departure from Fort McLoughlin, when it was abandoned in 1844, was only carried off gracefully by planning
the move for a time when the local Indians were away fishing. Indians as well as whites coveted the monopoly situation and home guards, anxious to keep the trade entirely in their own hands, were jealous of the visits of other Indians to their fort. These Indian traders were able to exercise a control over the trade even though their interests ran counter to those of the Company. The 1834 season was a poor one at Fort Simpson partly because the Tsimshian considered the price offered by the Company to be too low and they were determined to withhold their furs. They also made every effort to persuade all visiting Indians to do the same. These Indian brokers could not always maintain a total control. The Fort Langley Indians could not regulate the actions of the feared southern Kwakiutl and the Tsimshian were seldom able to dictate to the obstreperous Haida. But these coastal Indians did maintain highly profitable monopolies over the Indians of the interior.

The first white men to cross the continental divide found evidence that the interior Indians had trading links with those of the coast. MacKenzie discovered that bands even as far east as the Sekani of the Finlay and Parsnip Rivers possessed iron that had come from the coast. Other early travellers in New Caledonia found similar evidence. The travels of Samuel Black in the northern interior, in particular, had awakened the Company to the nature of inter-tribal trading patterns in the area. Company strategists were aware that most of the furs traded at the coast actually came from the interior, and the coastal operation was developed to tap that trade. The fort on the Nass River, for instance, was established primarily to inter-
cept furs coming out from the interior. The Indians, however, were not eager to relinquish these old trading connections and the profits that they brought. At first the Nishga were apprehensive about their trade monopoly and therefore were uncooperative. It became evident, particularly after the fort was re-located, that Indian trade patterns were to be continued and even strengthened. One tribe of the Fort Simpson Tsimshian, under a series of leaders named Legaic, maintained a tightly controlled monopoly over the Gitksan of the upper Skeena River. Tsimshian parties went up the River to trade at the villages around the junction of the Skeena and Bulkley Rivers, and then returned to the fort to realise a handsome profit. The Gitksan were prevented from coming down to the fort and sharing directly in the high coastal prices. Because Legaic's relationship with the fort gave him access to new sources of wealth and power he was strong enough to enforce this monopoly strictly, and those Indians who tried to break it were severely punished.

To the north and south of Fort Simpson other Indian groups reaped the benefits of similar trading patterns. The Indians of Milbanke Sound acted as dealers between the Indians of the interior and Fort McLoughlin. To the north the Tlingit were famous as middlemen and it was apparent to the Company that they were draining off a large quantity of furs from the interior of northern New Caledonia to sell to the Russians. The Stikine leader named Shakes controlled a trade monopoly on the Stikine similar to that of Legaic on the Skeena. He travelled up the Stikine River annually to trade, and jealously guarded the privilege. Trading with the interior Indians was a tra-
ditionally ingrained aspect of the Tlingit way of life. They had a highly developed sense of jurisdiction over trading trails and the right to trade with certain groups. The "grand mart" of the Stikine Indians was a village 150 miles in from the sea and sixty miles from Dease Lake. The Company, desiring to intercept this kind of trade, planned the establishment of a fort on the Stikine River in 1834. Ogden was delegated to carry out the plan and he was, not unexpectedly, opposed by the Russians. This opposition prompted another round of diplomacy. But the Russians were not the only opponents of the scheme. For all that they tried to conceal it, the Company officers also faced strong opposition from the leaders of the Stikine Indians who were concerned about their monopoly with the up-river Indians. These Indians "assumed a tone" that even a troubleshooter like Ogden "was not in the habit of hearing". The Indians were worried that the Company's men might proceed up the river and injure their trade, and they appeared to be determined to prevent it. To deprive them of their trade, said the Indians, would reduce them to the state of slaves. The mood of the Tlingit was one of the reasons why Ogden decided in 1834 against establishing in the area. After the 1839 agreement with the Russians, the Company did take possession of Fort Stikine and built another fort near the mouth of the Taku River, but it still had to contend with Tlingit middlemen. During the expedition to establish these forts Douglas went so far as to suggest that relying on Indian enterprise to bring furs to the coast "may prove in the end the safest and the least expensive way of improving the important territory in question."
As long as Indian trading routes between the interior and the coast remained open, and a competitive market on the coast stimulated prices, the Indians of the interior could maintain a degree of independence from the forts in their territory. Both conditions pertained at least until 1840. The Company knew that to secure the trade in the interior they had to destroy competition on the coast, and the failure to achieve that end quickly left the Indians of New Caledonia with an alternative market. In some parts of New Caledonia trading networks linked Indian groups from the sea to the Rockies. The Tsimshian trade with the Gitksan has already been mentioned. The people of the upper Skeena in turn traded with the Carrier, who had trade contacts with the Sekani. The Indian traders who formed the links in these chains knew all about price differentials and that this trade could afford "a very handsome profit to the native speculator." The North West Company had introduced the debtor system among the Indians of the interior and the Hudson's Bay Company continued the system after it had taken over the area. Under this system the Indians were sold goods and equipment in the fall and were expected to pay for them in furs the following spring. One of the reasons for retaining the debtor system was the supposition that it made the Indians less susceptible to the higher prices paid by the coast traders, but after seven years in charge of the New Caledonia district, Ogden doubted that the system was having the desired effect. The interior Indians were still "clandestinely" selling their furs to coastal Indians. Accounts of the trade by other traders in the interior provide evidence to support Ogden's claim. There
is no doubt that the coastal trade had an adverse effect on the takings at inland posts. It is, therefore, fallacious to assert, as Father A.G. Morice has done, that the Hudson's Bay Company enjoyed the strictest monopoly within New Caledonia. Indian trade with the coast precluded any absolute monopoly.

It is true that by the early 1840's the Company had considerably reduced, although not entirely eliminated, competition on the coast. The 1839 agreement with the Russians removed almost completely that source of opposition. By contracting, under the same agreement, to provide the Russian posts with supplies the Hudson's Bay Company took an important source of revenue out of the hands of American captains. Although American traders did not completely disappear, there was a marked reduction in the number of American vessels on the coast from about 1840. They continued to be something of a nuisance to the Company on the coast, and the effects of their activities were still felt in the interior. Nevertheless, the fact that the Company was able to move towards stopping the liquor trade in the first few years of the 1840's was a sign that the opposition had greatly decreased. Unquestionably the fur market was contracting and therefore prices to the Indians were dropping. Yet, even with the closing down of the open market, the Company did not dominate the Indians.

Although the Company was moving closer towards the establishment of a trading monopoly, the Indians still formed the second half of a mutually beneficial economic partnership. Contemporary critics of the Company often assumed that it had
an absolute control over the Indians. Frequently, however, these assertions were based on politics rather than facts, and revealed the prejudice of the critic and not the realities of the frontier. Because it was a monopoly, the Company offended against current economic dogma in England, and critics therefore assumed that it must have been detrimental to the Indians. Because monopolies in general were pernicious, they reasoned, this particular monopoly must have been bad for the Indians. In the United States the Company was vilified by those who saw it as a hindrance to settlement. Missionaries and humanitarians also tended to denigrate the influence of the Company on the Indians; claiming, for example, that the Company held the Indians in slavery. But these views were based, at best, on a superficial knowledge of the fur trade west of the Rockies and, at worst, on a total ignorance.

Certainly the Indians involved in the trade became dependent on the Company for European goods, but no more than the Company was dependent on the Indians for furs. Some forts even had to rely on the Indians for their very sustenance, and were therefore doubly dependent. Indians who were relied on for provisions by traders took every advantage of their position just as they did in other aspects of the trade. Some Company traders realistically appreciated the restrictions that their dependence placed upon them in their dealings with the Indians. Soon after the establishment of Fort Langley the Company traders, irritated by Indian stealing, wanted to demonstrate their "disapprobation of so knavish a behaviour." They refused to allow any Indian to land near the fort, yet at the same time they
realised that the "want of fresh Provisions will soon compel us to concede a little in regard to this restriction". Naturally the journals are not exactly littered with such comments, as the admission of dependence was not in accord with the white sense of superiority. But Fort McLoughlin was similarly dependent, and Duncan Finlayson pointed out in a letter to his superiors that their living would be precarious as long as the Indians had to be relied on for food.

Like Europeans, Indians became fur traders because they perceived that there were benefits to be gained, and during the fur trade the Indians still had options open to them. Some preferred not to be involved in the trade and found it possible to exercise that choice. In 1829 a fort was established within the territory of the Chilcotin Indians in spite of some grave reservations about the prospects of the area. These fears were quickly realised. The post was abandoned during the year after its foundation, but apparently subsequently re-occupied. Relations between the Chilcotin and the traders were always uneasy, and the Indians were evidently not at all interested in hunting furs to trade at the fort. There was constant bickering about prices and the men in the fort were frequently afraid of an attack. An Indian spokesman said that the Company traders were always short of trade goods, maintained a high tariff, and rejected poor quality furs. The Indians, according to their representative, could see no advantage in the presence of the whites, and expected them to leave the fort so that they would have an opportunity to burn it down. In reply the head trader had to concede that the Indians were at liberty to act as they
pleased, to hunt or not to hunt, because there was no compulsion in the trade. Essentially the Chilcotin had opted out of the fur trade and there was little that the Company could do but recognize the fact by abandoning the post in 1844. Some Indians, at least, were still sufficiently independent to resist successfully joining the partnership.

When the trading partnership was established, however, the Indian and the fur trader shared certain interests, and the best evidence that both recognised their mutual relationship is the relative lack of hostility between the two groups. Individual traders, driven to exasperation by uncooperative Indians, would sometimes rail against them. Ogden once remarked that he would be willing to spend a year or two exterminating all the adult males of the Snake country. In 1835 Work found the daring of the Haida to be insufferable and thought that the traders' own safety would eventually compel them "to come to extremities with these people, and let them feel our force by destroying a number of them." But such verbal tirades and threats seldom became more than that. The nature of the fur traders' relationship with the Indians restrained any desire for wholesale extermination. Unlike other frontier situations, the fur trade placed no premium on dead Indians. The Indians were, after all, an integral part of the Company's operations. Dead Indians had little value as hunters. When Captain T. Spaulding of the American vessel Lausanne made the ridiculous claim that the Company was actually murdering hundreds of Indians every year, McLoughlin countered by pointing out that as fur traders they were unlikely to benefit from the destruction of their source of supply, and that it was
therefore in their interest to maintain friendly relations with the Indians. 64

The tedious and uncouth life led by many traders undoubtedly had a brutalizing effect on them and there were incidents of individual cruelty towards Indians. On a couple of occasions Indians who made off with traders' women had their ears cut off, 65 and once an Indian was castrated at Fort Vancouver. 66 In considering such behaviour it ought to be remembered that the Company's punishment of its own servants who were found guilty of misdemeanours was often brutal; a fact which may explain the undercurrent of cruelty in the trader's life, even though it does not excuse mistreatment of Indians. There were cases of rather indiscriminate punishment being meted out to groups of Indians. Following the murder of Alexander McKenzie and four other men by the Indians of the Port Townsend area in 1828, an expedition was mounted to take revenge. 67 The party destroyed a good deal of Indian property and the hotheads of the group were disappointed that they were not allowed to do more "to the rascals themselves." 68 These examples are, however, exceptions to the Company's general rule of limiting the use of violence against Indians. From violence, as Ogden succinctly put it, "we have nothing to gain; on the contrary, everything to lose." 69

Normally the officers of the Company were circumspect about the punishment that they gave to Indians responsible for outrages against traders. They certainly believed in the necessity of retaliation when white men were injured or killed. McLoughlin's view in such cases was "that the honour of the
whites was at a stake”\textsuperscript{70} and that to leave offences unpunished "would lower us in the opinion of the Indians".\textsuperscript{71} Fur traders demanded revenge and often, in the heat of the moment, demanded it in violent terms, but there were definite limits within which they could act. Even Simpson's "rod of iron" approach had to be modified to suit different circumstances. In those parts of the Hudson's Bay Company's territories where the Indians were dependent they were to be kept in a "proper state of subordination", but in areas like the Pacific northwest where the Indians retained a large degree of independence "mild and cautious measures" would have to be used.\textsuperscript{72} Punishment, when administered, should be specific and effective. Rather than the indiscriminate killing of a number of Indians, the guilty parties should be discovered and an example made of them. These were the views of many of the Company's officers,\textsuperscript{73} and James Douglas was a particularly strong exponent of such methods. He advocated moderate punishment and the taking of "due allowance for the ignorance of the Party with whom I was dealing."\textsuperscript{74} This was advice from a mature trader, who had learned from long, and sometimes bitter, experience. In his youth Douglas had been much rashier. In 1828, while stationed at Fort St. James, he had learned that an Indian accused of murdering a trader was hiding in a nearby Indian village. Rushing precipitately into the village, Douglas was responsible for the Indian being beaten to death. The Carrier Indians were aroused by the action, not so much by the killing itself, but by the fact that the victim was a guest in their village. The Indians felt that they deserved recompense from Douglas and his life was subsequently endangered on more than
one occasion.\textsuperscript{75} The aftermath of this incident undoubtedly gave Douglas cause for reflection, and he evidently learned to control his explosive temper.

The Fort St. James affair involved only an individual Indian, at least initially, and that was the way that the Company liked to keep such disputes. This approach is clearly illustrated in the Fort McLeod journal for 1823. A group of Indians was induced to discuss the question of responsibility for some murders at Fort George. The Chief Trader, George McDougall, discounted any thought of indiscriminate killing of those Indians who came to negotiate partly because they were the best beaver hunters and also men of influence, "who if once destroyed would leave only the most worthless probably to trouble us again."\textsuperscript{76} The Company men were also fairly certain that the murders had been the work of individuals and not of a large group.\textsuperscript{77} Following the Fort George murders the Carrier Indians warned the traders that, should any wholesale killing of Indians occur, they would retaliate and would not leave a white man alive in western Caledonia.\textsuperscript{78} Clearly it was not in the interests of the Company to become embroiled in the kind of large scale inter-racial conflict that would threaten if they were injudicious in their dealings with the Indians.

The Indians, for their part, also restrained much of the violence that friction with the traders could well have produced. The history of the land based fur trade west of the Rockies is remarkable for the virtual absence of mass attacks on forts. The assertion that forts were in a constant state of siege and that "hostility and avoidance marked the interrelations
between whites and Indians" is not substantiated by the evidence. There were murders of individual traders, but concerted assaults on posts were rare and hostility was not the norm. The killing of individual traders was sometimes the result of personal disagreements, as was the case with the Fort George murders. On other occasions Company men were unknowingly the victims of Indian notions of revenge, which apparently was the motive for the murder of Samuel Black at Fort Kamloops in 1841. This killing was clearly perpetrated by an individual and was said to be regretted as much by the rest of the Indians as it was by the traders. When an Indian was killed while in the employ of the Company the traders could expect trouble from other Indians who would regard them as accessories to the fact. Company men sometimes found their posts the location of conflict between rival groups of Indian traders. Such dissension was a frequent occurrence at posts like Fort Simpson where a number of Indian groups often traded. What was essentially a fight between Indians could be taken by the inexperienced trader as an attempt to overrun the fort. Traders sometimes antagonised inter-tribal differences. An attempt to please one group of Indians could cause offence to another. When John Tod allowed a band of Indians to settle near Fort Kamloops in 1846, an attack on the fort was only narrowly averted when they turned out to be the enemies of the Nicola Indians. Efforts to break through Indian trading monopolies were naturally resented, and a fort established on Dease Lake was attacked in the winter of 1838-1839 probably by coastal Indians who feared the loss of their trade. The contact between races provided numerous possibilities for
misunderstanding and so incidents like these are not surprising. What is rather singular is the relative absence of major inter-racial conflict.

Isolated in their little outposts, fur traders were highly vulnerable. The Indians probably had the power to destroy them and yet they refrained, not because they feared the white traders, but because they valued their presence. This attitude is in marked contrast to the Indian behaviour towards white trappers who, unlike the traders, operated in direct competition with the Indian. The Indians therefore had a powerful incentive to attack them. An American, Joseph Meek, was for eleven years a fur trapper in the Rocky Mountains, and he later admitted that where the influence of the Company was great "their men could go where we dare not go unless we had force." Nevertheless the Company traders were a tiny minority among a large population of Indians, and only slightly less vulnerable in their forts than a trapping party moving about in the Indians' territory. Company men set great store on the strength of their forts to protect them from any Indian attacks. However, the numerous occasions on which forts were totally destroyed by fire indicates how easily the Indians could have removed them. When the Carrier warned that they might eliminate all traders from New Caledonia in 1824, they probably could have made good their threat and some traders were well aware of just how fragile their situation was.

A measure of the traders' weakness was their frequent bravado about their strength. Isolated among an alien population, they assumed that the only way to control the Indians was to over-
awe them with the power of the Europeans, and this assumption has been reasserted by historians.\textsuperscript{88} Traders attempted to impress the Indians with ostentatious displays of power, which often took the form of a demonstration of the destructive capabilities of muskets or cannon.\textsuperscript{89} Such displays were possibly more for the benefit of the whites than the Indians. They were reassuring, particularly if the Indians appeared to be suitably impressed. One such incident occurred soon after Fort Victoria was founded in 1843. The Songhees, who had moved their village from Cadboro Bay to be close to the Fort threatened to attack the Company establishment with the assistance of some neighbouring tribes. The Chief Trader, Roderick Finlayson, fired a cannon load of grape shot into an empty Indian house, completely destroying it. The action produced the desired effect. Apparently the Songhees and their allies were impressed and the quarrel was settled by negotiation.\textsuperscript{90} Yet Indians were not always overawed by the ways in which whites tried to express their power. In 1846 the frigate \textit{H.M.S. Constance} anchored at Esquimalt and Finlayson asked Captain Courtney to drill some of his men in the use of their arms in order to impress the Indians. The Songhees this time were unmoved. When a chief was asked what he thought of the exercise he pointed out the stupidity of fighting in the open compared to the Indian method of fighting from behind cover. "The Captain was not at all pleased at the savage's reply", Finlayson observed.\textsuperscript{91} At Fort McLeod, John Tod once had it explained to him by the Indians why the bow and arrow was more effective than the musket.\textsuperscript{92} Fur traders thought that the only way to ensure their security was to impress the Indians with
white power, but they had not necessarily accurately assessed the Indian view of the situation. Some fur traders could not conceive that the Indians might have found the continued presence of the Company to their benefit. Self interest was a more important reason for the relative lack of hostility than fear. Indians, as much as Europeans, could see little point in destroying their source of supply.

Another measure of the reciprocity of the traders' dealings with the Indians was the nature of their relationship with their Indian wives. The temporary liaisons that were typical of the maritime fur trade continued, but in addition there were more permanent relationships. There was evidently some concern that Indian women and their children were being deserted by traders when the Council of the Northern Department passed an order in 1824 requiring all officers and servants to make adequate provision for their Indian women, not only while they were in residence in the country but after their departure. Probably there were discrepancies between the ideal of the order and the reality of its execution, but some traders did build lasting relationships based on mutual respect with their Indian wives. The pull of the metropolitan society was still strong, and traders were aware that their frontier marriages might be frowned upon in the "civilised" world. Charles Ross, in a letter to his sister, felt it necessary to deny that he was ashamed of his Indian wife. While she was not exactly fitted to grace a nobleman's table, he said, she suited the sphere in which she had to move. John Work described his wife as "an affectionate partner" who took "good care of my children and
myself"; but in his opinion it was out of the question for an Indian wife to join "civilised society". Work's views notwithstanding, some traders did take their Indian wives with them when they left the fur trade. The tedium of much of their existence prompted traders, even those who were initially determined not to do so, to seek the companionship of an Indian woman. Apart from the personal advantages, such unions were often also good business. Although wives involved the Company in additional expenses, even the economy-minded Simpson saw that they were "a useful link between the traders and the savages." In fact, during the Athapaska campaign he had positively urged traders "to form connections" with the daughters of Indian leaders because "Connubial alliances are the best security we can have of the goodwill of the Natives."

John Kennedy's marriage to a daughter of Legaic is a good example of an alliance that helped to facilitate trade. From Legaic's point of view the marriage was part of a pattern whereby he married his daughters to the leaders of Indian groups with whom he traded. It was only logical to establish a similar alliance by marriage with this new, and particularly wealthy, tribe that had arrived in the area. The marriage was part of the reason for moving Fort Simpson into Tsimshian territory and for Legaic's pre-eminence after 1834. The Company traders had the benefit of a leader "of weight and standing among the Natives" who could attract furs in their direction. William McNeill, who served the Company as commander of the Lama and then of the Beaver, apparently married a Nass River woman, thus establishing a similar alliance with that group.
such as these served the Company's ends much more adequately than having servants disappear over the fort wall to spend the night with an Indian woman.\textsuperscript{105} It is true that relations of any kind with Indian women could bring trouble for the traders. It seems that the Fort George murders in 1823 were motivated by jealousy over an Indian woman.\textsuperscript{106} But, more importantly, a marriage union could greatly enhance the economic union between trader and Indian.

The Company's drive for profit even obtruded into the most personal aspects of the lives of its servants and officers, but for the Indians this same singlemindedness defined the limits of the traders' impact on their culture. Like those who had come by sea, the land based fur traders made limited demands on the Indians and did not attempt to initiate major cultural change. On the contrary, the Company had a considerable investment and interest in keeping much of the Indian way of life intact. Obviously it did not want to see the kind of radical change to the Indians' culture that would prevent them from being efficient fur hunters. For this reason there was little intrusion on Indian land during the fur trading period. The Indians retained their village sites, and their hunting and fishing grounds were unmolested. The Company was often chided by humanitarians for its lack of philanthropic concern for the Indians and for doing little to "raise their level of civilisation". Although it had moments when it tried to deny these charges, the Company really had little interest in making major "improvements" to the Indian way of life. "Philanthropy" wrote Simpson in a pointed understatement, "is not the exclusive object of our visits to these
Northern Regions, but to it are coupled interested motives". In short, he concluded, "Beaver is the grand bone of contention". 107

Their efforts to acquire furs from the Indians did sometimes lead traders to attempt to modify Indian behaviour. They preferred, for instance, to see the Indians gathering furs than engaging in internecine warfare. When "War, and not Skins", seemed to occupy the Indians' attention, traders became concerned about returns. The obvious response was to try to settle disruptive inter-tribal conflicts by negotiation. Although Simpson denied it before the 1857 Committee on the Hudson's Bay Company, 108 traders did sometimes try to act as mediators between warring parties of Indians. They wanted the Indians to recognise that the forts were neutral ground where all were free to trade, so the Indians were told that their disputes should be settled elsewhere. 109 Traders also tried to act as peacemakers in inter-tribal conflicts that had no connection with the fur trade. In 1835 John Work was concerned about the effects of continued hostility between the Fort Simpson Tsimshian and the Kaigani Haida. He saw that peaceful relations between the two groups would enable the Haida to come to the fort more frequently, so he took Legaic's son to deliver a message from his father to the Kaigani in the hope that it would facilitate a settlement. 110 In all efforts of this kind, however, the Company men could only use moral suasion. They were in no position, and had no desire to use force. Consequently their peacemaking attempts often met with failure. Sometimes traders were simply told to mind their own business, 111 while on other occasions would-be mediators had
to desist because their efforts only excited the Indians' derision. "Conjuring" (the word that Work used to describe Kwakiutl winter ceremonial) was another activity that the traders thought diverted the Indians' attention from hunting. The existence of slavery in Indian society also disturbed some Company men. But these were integral parts of the Indian way of life and could not easily be eliminated, or even modified, particularly as the traders had to move with extreme care in their occasional efforts to bring about change. The need for great caution was explained by Douglas in a letter to the Governor and Committee of the Company. He wrote that "undesirable" practices could be discouraged by the exertion of moral influence alone, carefully avoiding direct collision either with their selfish feelings or inveterate prejudices, as I don't feel justified in exposing our interests to the shock of excitement and desperate animosity which more active measures, on our part, might provoke. As long as traders had to be so circumspect about interfering with Indian social customs, and the Indians were still in a position to reject these efforts, control of their society remained in Indian hands.

There were some changes in Indian culture that were brought about inadvertently by the land based fur traders. The shift from trading with vessels to trading at forts reduced the wealth of those Indian groups living on the outer fringes of the coast. As the traders moved inland the groups who had initially reaped the benefits of the maritime fur trade experienced a declining standard of living. It would appear that the Nootka
could make no effective response to this experience and they lapsed into obscurity as far as European traders were concerned.\textsuperscript{114} The Queen Charlotte Haida, on the other hand, made definite efforts to accommodate themselves to the changed situation. In 1825 the botanist, Dr. John Scouler, was on the coast and later he recorded some perceptive observations of the Indian inhabitants. He noted that when the sea-otter had abounded around the Queen Charlottes the Haida were among the most wealthy Indians on the coast, but with the depletion of the fur-bearing animals the Haida became poorer. To offset this decline in wealth the Haida looked for other sources of income. They began to cultivate potatoes and sell them in large quantities both to the mainland Indians and, after it was established, at Fort Simpson. The potato became their staple trading article, but Scouler also reported that the Haida "fabricate most of the curiosities found on the coast", and these too were traded. The Haida were turning the superb artistry of their wood carving to profit. Not only were "curiosities" carved in wood, and later in argillite, produced for export, but also their fine cedar canoes were manufactured for sale.\textsuperscript{115} In these ways the Haida supplemented their trade in potatoes and regained some of the wealth they lost by the passing of the fur trade from their shores.

Disease was still a factor over which the Indians could exercise little control, and for the historian the difficulties of accurately assessing its impact still remain. Permanent contact with Europeans undoubtedly did little to reduce the incidence of venereal disease among the Indians. Mercury treatment was a frequent necessity at the forts,\textsuperscript{116} and there are
references to cases of both gonorrhoea and syphilis, both of which were passed on to the Indians. Smallpox was also taking Indian lives. Reports of outbreaks became more frequent in the 1830's and there are comments about the "dreadful ravages" of smallpox taking "great numbers" of Indians. But the evidence is seldom more specific. Douglas wrote in 1838 that reports indicated that smallpox had killed one third of the Indian population on the northern coast, but Rev. Herbert Beaver, writing the following day, claimed that the disease had only taken one in three of those attacked. All such estimates have to be treated with caution particularly when they were based on Indian reports. Dr. William Fraser Tolmie, who by profession took a great interest in the incidence of disease, claimed that experience had taught him to place little faith in Indian accounts of the severity of outbreaks because of their tendency to exaggerate misfortune. By 1838 deaths from smallpox should have been decreasing as a result of a fairly extensive programme of vaccination of Indians by Company traders. Beside venereal disease and smallpox, measles and respiratory diseases were also prevalent among the Indians. The combined effect of all these complaints was undoubtedly a quickening of the death rate, but we cannot be certain about the exact degree of mortality.

With the possible exception of loss of trade, and the definite exception of disease, the social change stimulated by the fur trade could be controlled by the Indians. During the period of the land based fur trade the developments in Indian culture were of two kinds. There were changes that involved the quantitative development of traditional aspects of Indian
society and, secondly, there were qualitative innovations introduced into the culture. There were changes in degree and there were changes in kind.

Those developments that were an elaboration of existing features of Indian culture after the 1820's were largely a continuation of change begun by the maritime fur trade. Intertribal acculturation was stimulated as more frequent trading contacts between Indian groups provided opportunities for cultural borrowing. Indian art forms continued to flourish particularly among the tribes of the northern coast; not just because metal tools made wood carving easier, but also because new wealth allowed more of the ceremonial that accompanied the erection of a totem pole. There is little doubt that the fur trade produced an increase in the number and size of potlatches among the coastal Indians. It has been suggested that the absence of references to the potlatch in the fur trade literature demands a re-evaluation of its development. But there are numerous contemporary accounts of the ritual to support the equally numerous scholars who contend that the potlatch flourished during the fur trade. The florescence of art and ceremonial that occurred on the northwest coast was exceptional among Indian reactions to European contact, but there is strong evidence that such a response did occur.

The qualitative changes in Indian society included the rise of new leaders who specialised in dealing with European traders. Leaders like Legaic, at Fort Simpson, and Kwah, among the Carrier, assumed this role. It was Company policy to deal
with these leaders and to enhance their authority by bestowing honours upon them. Because of the special treatment they received from the Company traders these leaders were subject to the jealousies of other Indians, but their enormous wealth helped them to withstand challenges to their leadership. In Indian society an individual's position was related to the amount of goods that passed through his hands, so trading chiefs were well placed to maintain and increase their prestige. Legaic's trade monopoly with the upper Skeena Indians "was a very rich privilege", and the traditions record at least one occasion on which he was able to defeat a threat to his life and position posed by the other Tsimshian tribes simply because his wealth was so much greater than theirs. Legaic's rivals were humiliated when confronted by his great wealth. While increased wealth consolidated the power of certain leaders, it also increased the possibilities for social mobility in some groups. The establishment of forts often required other social adjustments on the part of the Indians. When the nine Tsimshian tribes moved to Fort Simpson, they all lived at the same place for the first time and an acceptable order of rank, both for phratries and for individuals, had to be established. Legaic certainly had initial advantages, but his pre-eminence was the result of a continuing process of social re-ordering. As well as affecting the social hierarchy within Indian groups, the fur trade produced shifts in the inter-tribal balance of power. The expansion of the Kwakiutl as far south as Cape Mudge was a post contact phenomenon, and their new power was partly based on wealth acquired by manipulating the fur trade. Increased concentration on
hunting fur bearing animals brought changes in concepts of land ownership among some groups. The fur trade induced Indians to return to the same trapping territory year after year and among the Sekani the result was the development of family hunting territories. Simpson may have been describing an intermediate stage in the same development when he noted that around Fort St. James beaver hunting grounds belonged to particular families while the rights to smaller furs were held in common. Clearly the fur trade brought change to Indian society, and yet it was change that the Indians directed and therefore their culture remained intact. New wealth was injected into Indian culture but not in a way that was socially disruptive, so Indian culture was changed but not destroyed. Fur traders occasionally contemplated modifications of Indian customs but they lacked the power and, ultimately, the will to effect such changes. The nature of their relationship with the Indians precluded such interference. During the fur trading period Europeans and Indians were part of a mutually beneficial economic symbiosis, in which neither gained from the hostility of the other. To use a category of acculturation established by Ralph Linton and borrowed by other students of the subject, the Indians were experiencing a period of non-directed cultural change. The situation was sufficiently permissive for the Indians to exercise a large degree of choice about those aspects of European culture that they incorporated into their own. It has been pointed out that acculturation, particularly when it is not forced, can be a creative process. The Indians of the northwest coast and New Caledonia provide a case in point. The impact of the fur
trading frontier on their culture was creative rather than destructive. On the other hand it could well be that the co-operative relationship between the races during the fur trading period was poor preparation for the Indians when they had to cope with the new and disruptive elements that came with the settlement frontier. Being used to fur traders, who were prepared to accommodate themselves to Indian demands to a considerable extent, the Indians were probably ill-equipped to deal with settlers who were not so accommodating.
CHAPTER III

The Transitional Years, 1849-1858

The interests of the Colony, and Fur Trade will never harmonise, the former can flourish, only, through the protection of equal laws, the influence of free trade, the accession of respectable inhabitants; in short by establishing a new order of things, while the fur Trade must suffer by each innovation. 1

The circumstances that surrounded the establishment of the Colony of Vancouver Island in 1849 largely involved a debate between the proponents of the fur trade and of settlement. Was responsibility for the development of the Colony to be given to the old fur trading company or to some new company founded specifically to foster settlement on Vancouver Island? The most plausible alternative to responsibility being given to the Hudson's Bay Company was a scheme proposed to the Colonial Office by a clerk in the British Museum named James E. Fitzgerald. He advocated the founding of a joint stock company to develop Vancouver Island as a settlement colony along Wakefieldian lines. 2 Some officials at the Colonial Office were, quite rightly, dubious about the efficacy of Edward Gibbon Wakefield's principles of systematic colonisation, and in the end they opted for the security and the proven financial capacity of the Hudson's Bay Company. The Colony of Vancouver Island was granted to the Company by a Royal Charter on 13 January 1849.

In many ways the debate between the fur trade and settlement that had occurred in Britain prior to the founding of the Colony was transferred to Vancouver Island after 1849. Fitzgerald
had argued that, because its interests ran counter to those of settlement, the Company would not be a vigorous promoter of colonisation. Perhaps he was right, although in the end it did not matter much as Vancouver Island held little attraction to settlers before 1858. The grant of the Island had gone to the fur trading Company, but the Colonial Office appointed Richard Blanshard, a lawyer who had no connection with the Company, as the first Governor of the new Colony. Blanshard's position was anomolous from the start. He was supposed to represent interests other than the fur trade in a colony where the fur trade was virtually the only interest. He correctly observed that the Colony was really "nothing more than a fur trading post" and he soon realised that he was a Governor with no one to govern. After eighteen months of fussing and frustration Blanshard left Vancouver Island, having expended his energy, money and health in a post for which he was not suited. With Blanshard's departure the Governorship passed to where the real power in the Colony lay. On 16 May 1851 James Douglas, Chief Factor at Fort Victoria and member of the Company's three-man Board of Management for the area west of the Rockies, reluctantly became the Governor of Vancouver Island. The fur trade had temporarily reasserted its dominance. Blanshard's period of office was an interlude that, with the exception of one incident, probably went unnoticed by the Indians.

The exception was Blanshard's punishment of the Newitty, a Kwakiutl group living at the northern end of Vancouver Island, who were held responsible for the murder of three British sailors late in the summer of 1850. Three company seamen had
deserted in Victoria and escaped on the Norman Morrison, probably heading for a more lucrative career in the gold mines of California. The Norman Morrison went instead to Fort Rupert and there the men left the ship and later were reported dead, presumably killed by Indians.

It is quite possible that the Indians believed that they had been offered a reward for the capture of the deserters dead or alive. One of the servants at Fort Rupert claimed that the trader in charge, George Blenkinsop, had offered the Indians ten blankets for each of the deserter's heads. The story was in wide circulation at the time, although the company officers naturally denied it. But Blenkinsop definitely did offer the Indians a reward for information on the whereabouts of the three men. In 1850 Blenkinsop was a young man, inexperienced in leadership, and in Douglas's opinion it was an injustice to him to have to take over the responsibility for such a difficult post as Fort Rupert while William McNeil was on furlough. Perhaps as a result of Blenkinsop's inexperience the Indians gained a mistaken impression of what was being asked of them in return for the reward. It was company practice to offer the Indians rewards for bringing in deserting servants. Furthermore, from the time of first contact the Indians had assumed that ordinary seamen, and later company labourers, were slaves. Undoubtedly the Indians felt that their view was confirmed by the Company's offers of rewards for deserting servants and the punishment that they received on recapture. The Indians certainly claimed that they regarded the three deserting sailors as slaves on the run. In Indian society slaves had few human rights and runaway slaves
had none, therefore, in their terms, killing the men was not only permissible but probably desirable. That the three men were killed by Indians was pretty well proven, but exactly which group of Indians was responsible was much less certain.

In Governor Blanshard's mind there was no doubt about where the responsibility lay. The Newitty Indians were guilty of the murders and if necessary would be held responsible as a group. In contrast to the fur traders, Blanshard lacked the ability, and probably the inclination to delve into the subtleties of Indian motivation. He regarded the Indians as essentially irrational and could see only the need to erect safeguards against any "sudden outburst of fury to which all savages are liable." Blanshard was ill-at-ease in the uncouth frontier environment of Vancouver Island, and his sense of insecurity demanded that strong measures be taken against threatening Indians. "The Queen's name is a tower of strength", he wrote, but only "when backed by the Queen's bayonets". The Governor requested John Sebastian Helmcken, who had arrived earlier in 1850 as a company doctor, to investigate the murders. Helmcken conducted a careful, on the spot examination of the evidence and had to confess that he could hardly believe that the Newitty were responsible. He pointed out that the Newitty had given no previous offence to the whites and, moreover, that it was in their interest to maintain friendly relations with the traders. If the Newitty killed the sailors, why, he asked, did they not murder other Europeans who were almost as vulnerable? Then there was the further possibility that the Fort Rupert Kwakiutl had implicated the Newitty in the murders out of inter-tribal
jealousy rather than from knowledge of the facts. Apparently Helmcken's reservations and unanswered questions received little attention from Blanshard.

Aided and abetted by Rear-Admiral Fairfax Moresby, the Governor went charging up the coast on HMS Daedalus seeking retribution. He had already asked Helmcken to tell the Indians that the "white man's blood never dries"; and when the Newitty proved unwilling, or perhaps unable, to surrender the murderers their village was destroyed. The following year Blanshard went north again, this time on HMS Daphne, and another Newitty village was stormed and destroyed. Later a group of Newitty came alongside the company's brigantine Mary Dare with two bodies said, although never proven, to be two of the murderers.

This brutal action came near the end of Blanshard's term of office, and soon Douglas had taken over. The punishment of the Newitty had been one of Blanshard's few flurries of activity and in many ways it was misguided. The killing of the three sailors did not even remotely constitute an Indian menace of "serious proportions", nor was the Newitty tribe particularly warlike. Previous to the killing of the three sailors the Newitty had shown no signs of aggression towards the traders at Fort Rupert. Blanshard's reaction to the murders was exactly the one that, as a fur trader, Douglas had disapproved of, and under his governance fur trading methods of dealing with the Indians were reinstituted. Still, for the Indians, the destruction of the Newitty villages was a foretaste of things to come. Part of the reason for Blanshard's action was that he and Moresby considered that the fur traders' methods of protecting
themselves from Indian attacks were inadequate. The two men were representative of a new set of attitudes that were to impinge on the Indians with the advent of settlement. Methods of dealing with the Indians that the fur traders found quite satisfactory were to be inappropriate as far as settlers were concerned. In the meantime, however, the fur traders remained in control and they had been very uneasy about Blanshard's handling of the Newitty.

The appointment of Douglas as Governor of Vancouver Island was due, in large part, to the recognition by the Colonial Office of the value of his long experience in dealing with the Indians. Douglas accordingly proceeded to apply many of the lessons learned as a fur trader to his new responsibilities as Governor. In fact many critics of his administration would have argued that, because he remained a Chief Factor in the Company until 1858, he was still more of a fur trader than a colonial Governor. Douglas's dual role symbolised the transitional phase from fur trade to settlement.

Like other fur traders, Douglas was not at all happy about Blanshard's treatment of the Newitty, and as Governor he considered that it was downright dangerous. He described the action "as unpolitick as unjust"; poorly conceived as well as badly executed. "In all our intercourse with the natives," wrote Douglas summarising the fur traders' view, "we have invariably acted on the principle that it is inexpedient and unjust to hold tribes responsible for the acts of individuals." In any terms the punishment meted out to the Newitty was out of all proportion to the crime, but worse still in Douglas's mind.
were the possible consequences of the operation. Had the Indians made any real attempt to defend themselves the attackers would have suffered a considerable loss of life. Escalating the violence to such a level might in turn involve the infant Colony in a war with the Indians that could only be disastrous. The whites had neither the numbers nor the power to withstand any concerted assault. The fur traders recalled that the war with the Cayuse had stretched the resources of the Oregon Territory to the limit a few years earlier.

Douglas's opinion that Blanshard's action had been mistaken was supported by the Colonial Office. Earl Grey, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, wrote to Blanshard to inform him that his superiors were by no means satisfied about the prudence of the steps that he had taken. The Governor was even ignominiously asked to stand the expenses of his excursion in the Daedalus out of his own pocket. Douglas's disagreement with Blanshard's handling of this particular affair was part of a more general difference of opinion about the need for a military presence in the Colony. Blanshard was impressed with the supposed need for hostile tribes to be "speedily coerced" and thought it necessary that the Colony have a military force for the purpose. Douglas, who strongly advocated modest measures, considered that troops were an evil to be avoided.

Douglas was convinced that in the circumstances of the Colony expediency required that the old methods of disciplining the Indians be continued, and he was confident of his own ability to administer them. If not exactly a martinet, the new Governor certainly believed that stern discipline should be
meted out to malcontents, whether they be Indian or white. In March 1849 he had occasion to deal with some company sailors who had mutinied while their vessel was at Fort Langley. The unruly employees had holed up in the forecastle and because of the "timidity" of the other officers Douglas had to go and root them out himself. He noted in a letter to Simpson that he thought "a little severity would have a good effect in checking their turbulence." Douglas had the reputation of being a great hand at a flogging, and he was probably originally employed by the Company to act as what might euphemistically be termed a policeman. Certainly Douglas was a big, powerful man, quite able to acquit himself well in any activity that demanded physical strength. Indians, no less than Europeans, admired physical prowess, and this was undoubtedly an important reason for Douglas's much reported influence over them. In contrast to Blanshard, Douglas was well equipped to cope with the rough and tumble of the frontier. Confident and experienced, he saw little need to administer large doses of indiscriminate force to Indians who committed depredations against Europeans. Capture the individuals responsible and let them be dealt with as British law directs and the justice of the case requires. This was Douglas's recommendation in the particular case of the Fort Rupert murders and the general course that he was to follow himself.

By treating violence as a consequence of the aberrations of individuals, Douglas tacitly denied that it had sociological causes. Fur traders accustomed to cooperating with the Indians did not make the easy assumption of the settler that all Indians
were hostile to all Europeans. During the fur trade violence had been on an individual and not a racial level and Douglas presumed that this state of affairs would continue. Violence was seen as a symptom of the maladjustment of individual Indians, rather than the consequence of two cultures and forms of government coming into conflict with each other.

In 1852 there was another incident that, except for the Governor's reaction, was similar to the murders near Fort Rupert. A company employee, this time a shepherd named Peter Brown, was killed by Indians in the Cowichan Valley. Apparently two Indians were involved; one was a Cowichan and the other was a member of the Nanaimo tribe. When he learned of the murder Douglas was determined to capture the two individuals, but was equally determined not to implicate their tribes. For reasons of "public justice and policy" he did not want to involve all the members of the tribes in the "guilt" of two, nor did he want to provide the closely related Cowichan and Nanaimo with a reason to form an alliance against the whites. Douglas sent messages to the tribal leaders demanding the surrender of the murderers, but when these requests produced only evasive replies he decided that "more active measures" were required. So in January 1853 he assembled a force made up of 130 marines from the frigate Thetis and a small group of militiamen who called themselves the Victoria Voltigeurs. Accompanied by this force Douglas went first to the Cowichan Valley and then to Nanaimo and was able to capture the two Indians without loss of life. But the arrests were not a simple matter. When the Cowichan charged his force as a ceremonial test of its courage, Douglas
had great difficulty in restraining his men from firing a volley at the Indians. The Cowichan murderer was finally surrendered by his people, but the Nanaimo Indian was a man of some prestige in his tribe and was more difficult to secure. In the end Douglas had to go in and take him by force of arms. Once captured, the two Indians were tried and hanged before the Nanaimo people. Douglas was highly satisfied with the operation. He considered, in the case of the Cowichan, that the surrender of the killer without bloodshed "by the most numerous and warlike of the Native Tribes in Vancouver's Island" was "an epoch, in the history of our Indian relations".  

Douglas had successfully employed the fur trading principle of selective, rather than indiscriminate punishment. In fact he was of the opinion that the success of the venture was due as much to the influence of the Hudson's Bay Company as it was to the use of intimidation. In contrast to its reprimand to Blanshard, the Colonial Office considered Douglas's actions to be "highly creditable".  

Three years later, in 1856, a settler named Thomas Williams was shot and wounded by another Cowichan Indian and Douglas treated this offence in a similar manner. With a naval force and 18 Voltiguers Douglas again went to the Cowichan Valley and the attacker was captured, tried and executed on the spot. Again the Colonial Office had no hesitation in approving the proceedings, although Douglas was reminded that armed force should only be used against the Indians with great caution. In response Douglas felt it necessary to point out that the use of force had been a last resort and to reiterate that, as in
the earlier expedition against the Cowichan, he had operated on the principle that only the guilty were culpable. He assured the Colonial Office that the recent inter-racial conflict in the Oregon Territory along with Blanshard’s "fruitless expedition" against the Newitty were quite sufficient to evince the dangers and difficulties of such operations. The tone of his reply indicated that Douglas had been ruffled by what he thought was a reprimand, but Herman Merivale, the Permanent Under Secretary at the Colonial Office, wrote to the Hudson's Bay Company explaining that no disapproval had been intended.

Douglas always resented any implication that his handling of the Indians was at all ill-considered. He regarded such imputations as a slight on his years of experience as a fur trader, and often cited that experience in defence of his actions. In 1859 Rear-Admiral Robert Baynes wrote to Douglas in the context of the dispute with the United States over the San Juan Islands and among other things he expressed the belief that, in the event of conflict between the whites, the Indians would take advantage of the situation and prey on all indiscriminately. In a starchily worded reply marked "confidential" Douglas wondered if the Admiral was "perhaps not aware of the intense hatred that exists between the Indians and the American." He told Baynes that the Americans did not understand the Indian character, whereas his personal acquaintance with them was of many years’ standing.

It was his early experience that taught Douglas the need for limiting punishment of Indians who attacked Europeans. His realisation that it was inadvisable to interfere in conflicts
between Indians grew out of the same experience. While he was determined to establish the point in the minds of the Indians that the white settlements were "sacred ground", he did not consider it prudent to interfere with the Indians' "domestic broils." He expounded the principle when unrest developed among the Indians of northern Vancouver Island following an "atrocious massacre" of the Koskimo by Newitty Indians. Douglas had already told the Colonial Office that he thought it unwise to involve the government in disputes "of which we could learn neither the merits nor the true bearings, and which probably were in accordance with the laws of natural justice." In fact he even went so far as to suggest that quarrels between Indians were of some benefit to the Colony as they provided an outlet for violence that might otherwise be directed against the settlers. The minutes on Douglas's letter to the Colonial Office on this subject, along with the Duke of Newcastle's reply, show that his superiors agreed with his "discrete view" of non-interference in purely Indian matters.

Policy makers at 14 Downing Street were confident enough about Douglas's knowledge of the Indians to leave much of the detail of Indian policy in the Colony to his own discretion. This confidence was well placed. Douglas undoubtedly did know more about the Indian way of life than any other Governor of Vancouver Island or of British Columbia during the colonial period. He thought that the Indians were "in many respects a highly interesting people", and worthy of attention. In contrast to the string of abusive epithets that settlers often used to describe Indians, Douglas characterised the Vancouver Island
Indian population as "hospitable, and exceedingly punctilious in their mutual intercourse, - grateful for acts of kindness, and never fail to revenge an injury. Though generally dishonest, they are seldom known to violate a trust". Naturally he sometimes used harsher adjectives, but they were always tempered with a degree of sympathy. To Douglas as Governor one of the advantages of attempting to understand the Indians was that by knowing their attitudes and intentions serious conflict with the settlers might be stopped before it began. Douglas said that he was prepared to make every allowance for the "ignorance and impulsive natures" of the Indians, and he was capable of settling disputes according to Indian customs. For instance, when a Stikine Indian was accidentally wounded by a sailor at Victoria Douglas arranged for the payment of compensation to the relatives. Of course, by using an Indian method to settle the dispute Douglas also revealed that the two races did not stand equal before the law. As the Cowichans discovered, when an Indian wounded a European the statute book declared it to be an offense punishable with death. But Douglas did try to understand Indian society and he had some sympathy for the predicament of the Indians faced with the encroachment of a foreign civilisation.

Douglas was a fur trader and this experience influenced his Indian policy; yet the exigencies of the settlement frontier gradually began to press in on him. The fur traders understood that with the advent of settlers their days would be numbered. At the time of the establishment of the Colony of Vancouver Island Ogden had assumed in a letter that Simpson would be "fully
aware that the Fur trade and Civilization can never blend together and . . . the former invariably gives way to the latter". Douglas had also realised for a long time that settlement would bring "a new order of things". Unlike other colonies, Vancouver Island had not been founded for the purpose of relieving overcrowded conditions in Britain, and settlers arrived only slowly. By 1852 as few as 435 emigrants had been sent to the Colony, only 11 had purchased land and another 19 had applied for land. The tardy development of settlement was not particularly the result of company policies. It has often been assumed that the fur Company must have been a bad coloniser because it wanted to retain Vancouver Island as a purely fur trading preserve. It is true that clearing land for agriculture does little to maintain the habitat of fur-bearing animals, but Vancouver Island was not very important as a source of furs by the 1850's. The Company wanted to control the island to ensure the protection of the much more important region of New Caledonia. Nor was the Company's decision to charge £1 per acre for land designed to restrain settlement as Canadian historians have tended to suppose. The letter to Douglas in which Archibald Barclay outlines the principles of colonisation that the Company intended to follow is pure Wakefield. The Company secretary wrote of the desirability of transferring a cross section of British society to the Colony, of disposing of land in a way that would ensure "a just proportion of labour and capital", and of preventing the admission of paupers, squatters and land speculators. The echoes from A Letter from Sydney are unmistakable. The Hudson's
Bay Company was thus following what many in Britain, including the Colonial Secretary, Earl Grey, thought was the last word in the theory of colonisation. The experience of other colonies was to show that the theory, so promising on paper, was unworkable on the ground; but presumably the Company tried to put the Wakefield scheme into effect because they thought it would work and not because they expected it to fail. The basic reason for the slow development of colonisation on Vancouver Island was that there was little to attract agricultural settlers, and not the policy of the Company. Other colonies seemed to hold greater promise for the potential emigrant and, for those who came as far as the west coast of North America after 1849, California was a much more likely prospect.

It soon became evident that those colonists who did come to the island were men whose outlook on many matters differed from that of the fur traders. There was a growing group of settlers in opposition to Company rule led by Rev. Robert Staines, and these "free settlers" expected to have "a sore Battle to fight against the Companys (sic)." The conflicts that developed between Douglas and men like Staines may have been "Lilliputian" but they do reflect many of the attitudes of the settlers towards the fur traders. The time had come, the colonists thought, to sever the ties with Vancouver Island's fur trading past. The British Member of Parliament, Charles Fitzwilliam, considered that Douglas was incompetent for the post of Governor because his dealings had been with Indians and not with white men. This attitude was also prevalent in the Colony. One of the more supercilious of the settlers wrote to her family that
Douglas "has spent all his life among the North American indians (sic) and has got one of them for a wife so can it be expected that he can know anything at all about Governing one of England's last Colonies in North America".\textsuperscript{60} Annie Deans was not the only newcomer who conceded that, while Douglas could handle Indians, he "does not seem up to governing a white population at all."\textsuperscript{61} For many of the settlers the very quality that had recommended Douglas to the Colonial Office disqualified him as Governor. One of the jokes going round the Colony was that the letters H.B.C. actually stood for "Here before Christ", and it was indicative of the settler opinion that the fur traders were crude and unrefined. The Company men were said to be only one degree removed from the Indians. They had white skins but had been raised and educated up to Indian standards, and only with the arrival of settlers was a degree of civilisation introduced to the country.\textsuperscript{62} Some fur traders would have agreed with the aspersion: John Tod once remarked that he saw himself as "half a savage".\textsuperscript{63} The settler was never faced with any such confusion of identity: he never got close enough to the Indian for that. While the nature of his occupation demanded that the fur trader should, to some extent, accommodate himself to Indians, settlers had no need and, therefore, no desire to be accommodating and tolerant. Whereas the settler came to re-create an alien civilisation on the frontier, the fur trader had to operate largely within the context of the indigenous culture. Although settlers arrived only in small numbers in the early 1850's, increasingly they were to influence colonial affairs in general and Indian policy in particular.

At the time that the Colony of Vancouver Island was
granted to the Company, Douglas was asked by the management for his ideas on how colonisation might best be effected. He replied that he had never given the matter a moment's thought and that any attempt to discuss the subject would only reveal his own ignorance. The future Governor did, however, offer some thoughts on the difficulties that colonists would face. Among them were the petty depredations that the Indians would be tempted into by the careless habits of the settlers. The effect of settlement on relations with the Indians was to give Douglas cause for a great deal of reflection in the next few years.

Douglas was keenly conscious of the deterioration of race relations following the advent of settlement south of the border. In 1846 the old fur trading preserve had been divided in half by what Douglas regarded as a "monstrous treaty". Following the Oregon Treaty the area north of the forty ninth parallel continued to be dominated by the fur trade, while to the south settlement prevailed. Almost immediately there was racial conflict in the south. Only a year after the Americans took over the murders at the Whitman mission and the hostilities that followed set the pattern for the next decade. As far as the fur traders were concerned there was no doubt, after the killings by the Cayuse at Wailatpu, "that the Americans will, in the end, glut their revenge upon the wretched Indian, although from their want of discipline and means, it will require a length of time to effect the work of destruction." The prophecy turned out to be very accurate. There was warfare with the Indians of Washington again in 1855-56 and it was accompanied by the indis-
criminate killing of innocent Indians by groups of volunteers. Even Phillip Sheridan, who was later attributed with the comment about "the only good Indian . . ." and showed that he was not particularly sympathetic to the plight of the native American, criticised the killing of inoffensive Indians in Washington for no other reason than to gratify an "inordinant hatred" of them.  

Douglas usually could not empathise with the Americans at all; and he had once declared himself to be more "suspicious of their designs, than of the wild natives of the forest." But he regarded the conflict of 1855-56 as a war of races, of civilisation against barbarism, and he acknowledged a moral obligation which bound Christian and civilised nations together "in checking the inroads of the merciless savages." He therefore thought it incumbent on the Colony to render some assistance to the Washington authorities. At the same time he wanted to maintain a facade of neutrality; to avoid being identified with the Americans in the mind of the Indians. So he provided the Americans with arms, ammunition and the use of the Beaver, but not with any more active support.

Douglas was most anxious that hostilities with the Indians in the United States should not spill over the border and threaten the Colony. He assumed that there must have been "some great mismanagement" on the part of the American authorities. Nothing else made credible the hostility of the American Indians who had been "softened and improved" by fifty years of commercial dealings with the Hudson's Bay Company. His own Indian policies were largely designed to avoid similar mismanagement and the consequent horrors of Indian warfare. The
Governor also wanted to ensure that the unfamiliarity of the settlers with the Indians did not lead to major conflict on Vancouver Island. For the people in the Colony to be reduced in the estimation of the Indians to the level of the Americans would, in Douglas's opinion, invite disaster.  

The prognostication made by Douglas, that the carelessness of the settlers would invite depredations by the Indians, proved to be accurate from the beginning of colonisation. Vancouver Island's first independent settler was one Captain Walter Calquhoun Grant, who came to the Colony to survey land for the Company and to establish a farm. He proved to be incompetent in the first occupation and too irresponsible for the second. When he left the Colony Douglas's parting comment was that the "unfortunate man has been an absolute plague to me ever since he came to the Island." Grant and the settlers that he brought with him under his agreement with the Company were apprehensive about the Indians, but Douglas was convinced that, instead of thirsting for their blood, the Indians were well disposed and willing to assist the settlers in their labours. He impressed on the inexperienced new arrivals that it was in their own, and in the Colony's, interest to cultivate the friendship of these "children of the forest." When Grant, contrary to Douglas's advice, left his property at Sooke unattended, some articles were stolen by unknown parties, presumed to be Indians. The imprudence of the settler had elicited the expected response from the Indian. Douglas knew that Grant's anxiety about Indian behaviour would become general and the settlers would clamour for protection until a military force was sent out, and this was
the very evil that Douglas wanted to avoid. 75

In June 1854 a man named Thomas Greenham came rushing into Victoria from the Company's Cadboro Bay farm with a wild report that the place had been attacked and overrun by hundreds of Indians. Douglas armed some men and hastened to the spot only to find no sign of the hordes of Indians and that all residents were safe except one man who had a cut on the head. Apparently some of the labourers had fled at the sight of the Indians and completely exaggerated the seriousness of the threat. The incident had the effect of setting the whole settlement aflame. The Indian tribes assembled at Victoria and, from mistrust and alarm, took up arms against each other. A relatively minor incident had quickly developed into an extremely critical situation. After the excitement had died down Douglas observed that "a labourer taken from the plough is not to be trusted in circumstances of danger without some previous training", and that such examples of timidity destroyed the influence of the whites. 76

During the early years of the Colony there were large numbers of free-roaming cattle that were a potential source of inter-racial conflict. Douglas was aware that the Indians regarded cattle in much the same way as they did wild animals, recognising none as exclusive property, and he knew that an Indian returning unsuccessful from the hunt would find the settlers' cattle irresistible. 77 To avoid offering such provocation to the Indians Douglas wanted settlement on Vancouver Island to be confined to a specific area so that settlers could provide each other with mutual protection. The practice of the Company
had been to maintain sufficient men in one place to give some security but, like settlers everywhere, those on Vancouver Island began to spread out in search of good land.

Isolated and outnumbered, the settlers felt insecure in the early years of the Colony and frequently feared attacks. Douglas often received requests for protection from "timid settlers" who were alarmed about imagined Indian invasions. He discounted such "idle terrors" and was more concerned that settlers' fears would encourage the Indians and lead to the very evil that was so much dreaded. The colonists were advised to conceal their fears and on all occasions to assume a "bold countenance" with the Indians. Settlers were particularly uneasy about the large numbers of northern Indians, mostly Haida and Tsimshian, who visited Victoria annually from 1854. The Haida particularly had a fearsome reputation. Many unfounded rumours were spread about Indian plans to destroy the settlement. Night and day Douglas was receiving calls for assistance from the settlers. But Douglas recognised that the northern Indians had come to benefit from the existence of Victoria and not to end it. The settlement attracted these Indians because it provided a marketplace; they came to trade and to find employment as labourers. It was settler hysteria rather than Indian hostility that produced the demands for protection, and the Indians were probably fortunate that Douglas stood between them and the settlers. In the United States public opinion had a freer rein. At Port Townsend a meeting of citizens resolved to shoot without question all northern Indians found in United States waters. Settler influence was not so strong on Vancouver Island and
Douglas would never have tolerated such extremities.

By the mid 1850's, however, he had become much more conscious of the need for protecting the Colony. The migrations from the north were greatly increasing the Indian population around Victoria at a time when events in the United States were raising the spectre of racial warfare. Douglas felt the Vancouver Island Indians had become "restive and insolent" as a consequence of Indian military successes to the south. Then came the news of the Cowichan attack on Thomas Williams. With this, Douglas began to realise that it required more coercive power to maintain a settlement frontier than the fur traders had needed. He still dismissed as unlikely any preconcerted or combined attack on the settlements, but he could not discount the possibility that individual disputes could lead to a general affray. So he recommended measures to protect the Colony, even if only to allay the fears of the colonists. His requests for assistance from the Royal Navy and his advocacy of an armed force became more frequent. In spite of his earlier contention that the danger of having an armed force in the Colony would be that it would rush recklessly into hostilities with the Indians, he began to see the need for military protection.

Douglas was acutely conscious of the potential power of the Indians. He realised that the hostility of the "Native Tribes" was the worst calamity that the infant Colony could face. Hence the need to conciliate the good will of the Indians; a duty that, according to Douglas, was often rendered difficult by the "recklessness and imprudence" of the colonists. The Chief Factor understood that factionalism among the Indians
probably precluded any combined attack on the Colony; a fact that most settlers tended not to appreciate. But as well as the destruction that Indian enmity might bring, Douglas also realised the value of the Indians as allies. In the event of any conflict with the Americans over the San Juan Islands, Douglas thought he could rely on the Indians for assistance, and when the possibility of war between Britain and Russia arose he suggested that an armed force including both Indians and Whites should be raised to defend the Colony. The colonists, not unexpectedly, were uneasy about the notion of arming the Indians.

It has been shown that when Douglas perceived a real threat to the security of the Colony he acted forcefully and decisively. Yet, for all his efforts, some settlers remained unconvinced that, under the Hudson's Bay Company, they were sufficiently protected from the Indians. Aware of their vulnerability, settlers tended to want to use large doses of force to convince the Indians of their invulnerability. There were continued requests and petitions from colonists for more protection, and some who viewed their position as precarious argued that an abler man than Douglas was required as Governor. Many were not at all impressed when Douglas used Indian methods to settle disputes. A number of quarrels were ended by the payment of damages, but some settlers thought that the Indians should be made to "smell powder and ball, instead of perpetuating the old system of doling out blankets to them". Others dismissed such "bribery" as perhaps appropriate to the fur trade but not to a settlement of British subjects. James Cooper, a non-Company settler from 1851-1857, in testimony before the Select Committee
on the Hudson's Bay Company, described this method of dealing with the Indians as probably humane, but not judicious. However, when the patently obvious difference between race relations on the British and American sides of the border was pointed out in implied defence of the Company's administration of the Colony, Cooper could make no effective rejoinder. Douglas often made the same point in his letters to London. He was undoubtedly conscious that the contrast between the "tragic events" taking place in the United States and his reports that on Vancouver Island the Indians continued with their "usual quiet and friendly demeanor" reflected well on his administration.

None the less, the methods of dealing with the Indians that Douglas had learned as a fur trader, and applied so successfully in the early years of the Colony, were used less and less in the later 1850's. In 1855, when the northern Indians returned to Victoria, Douglas assembled the leaders and "spoke to them seriously" about their relations with the whites. There were no major disputes and in cases of minor infractions of British law the Indians submitted to the decisions of magistrates. Douglas established a four man police force to deal with the situation created by the continued presence of the northern Indians, but noted that what was really required was a force of 20 to 30 men. Both Douglas and the Indians realised that a new relationship was being established between them. Douglas thought that the Indians were beginning to have a clearer idea of the nature and utility of British law, the object of which was to protect life and property. This awareness, wrote Douglas, "may be considered as the first step in the progress of civilisation." From
their point of view the Indians were for the first time feeling the full impact of an alien legal system. Even disputes among themselves were becoming subject to European scrutiny and jurisdiction as long as the Indians remained near the settlements. Whereas earlier Douglas had been prepared to allow the "laws of natural justice" to operate among them, gradually British notions of social control were being applied to the Indians of Vancouver Island.

Settlement impinged on Douglas's relations with the Indians in many areas besides law and order. The availability of armed force and the willingness to use it were not, in themselves, particularly significant in maintaining peaceful relations with the Indians. It has been argued that the Royal Navy provided the "power to compel" on the northwest coast, and its presence in large part accounts for the relatively pacific nature of Indian-White relations. But as Douglas appreciated, the point of the American example was that all the power in the world could not make up for deficiencies in Indian policy. Nor was the Governor powerless without the navy's support. The fur traders had maintained a relatively harmonious relationship with the Indians before the navy was very active on the coast, and after 1858 Douglas was able to restrain violence between the races on the Fraser and Cariboo gold fields; areas which were not particularly accessible to naval vessels. Other "tools of statecraft" were required besides the Royal Navy, as peace was not maintained by power alone. A much more sophisticated set of policies than simple forcible pacification was required to regulate race relations.
With the advent of settlement, Europeans and Indians came into competition for the use of the land. Agricultural settlement was destructive to the Indians' indigenous methods of food gathering. In the Fort Victoria area, for example, Indian camas grounds were broken up by the plough. It was true that the Indians no longer relied solely on the old methods of food gathering, and that many had become accustomed to cultivating crops, both for their own consumption and for sale at the forts. These groups were to come even more directly into competition with the Europeans for the best arable land. If the experience of other colonies meant anything, competition between races for land was likely to produce conflict.

In 1849 Douglas wrote to the Hudson's Bay Company drawing attention to the need for some arrangement to be made for the purchase of Indian land. In reply the Company cited the report of a Committee of the House of Commons set up to examine the claims of the New Zealand Company. This report argued that aborigines had only "qualified Dominion" over their country, consisting of a right of occupancy but not title to the land. Until the "uncivilised inhabitants" of any country established among themselves "a settled form of government and subjugate the ground to their own uses by the cultivation of it" they could not be said to have individual property in the land. Consequently, while much was left to Douglas's discretion and knowledge of the local situation, the Company authorised him to confirm the Indians in the possession of only those lands that they had cultivated or built houses on by 1846, when they came under the sovereignty of Great Britain. All other land was to
be regarded as waste and therefore available for colonisation. In pursuance of his instructions Douglas had eleven treaties made with the Indians of the Fort Victoria area, and later two at Fort Rupert and one at Nanaimo. Because these treaties were largely based on current British opinion about the nature of aboriginal land tenure, they took little account of Indian realities. In spite of Douglas's familiarity with the Indians the treaties contained a number of "ethnographic absurdities", including the fact that only "village sites and enclosed fields" were to be reserved: that is areas of land of which Indian possession could be recognised in European terms. In the Saanich area Douglas found it quite impossible to sort out the real owners from the numerous claimants to the land, so an area of 50 square miles was purchased. By these treaties the Indians surrendered their lands in return for a few blankets, the reservation of a little land for their use, and the freedom to hunt on unoccupied land and to fish as before. With the "small exceptions" of village sites and enclosed fields, the land became "the entire property of the white people for ever".

Douglas did not find these treaties easy to negotiate. He found that any discussion of the question of Indian rights invariably produced "troublesome excitements". It is unlikely that the Indians comprehended the full import of the phrase "entirely and forever" that was applied to the surrender of their land. In the pre-settlement period the Indians had no way of learning about European concepts of land ownership, and the signatories of the treaties probably thought that they were surrendering the rights to the use of the land rather than title
to it. The compensation that the Indians received for these concessions was minimal. Douglas had favoured payment by annuity so that the Indians would derive a continuing benefit, but apparently the Indian leaders preferred a lump sum. They were paid in goods, mostly blankets, from the Fort Victoria stores and the value to the Indians included a mark-up of approximately 300 percent from the "department", or wholesale, price. The Songhees, for instance, received goods with a retail price of £309.10.0, but the cost to the Company had actually been £103.10.0. But in spite of the many inadequacies implicit in these treaties made under Douglas was the notion that the aboriginal race exercised some kind of ownership over the land that ought to be extinguished by the colonising power.

Because Douglas negotiated these treaties to facilitate settlement, he was only prepared to purchase Indian land where settlement was imminent. The Cowichan Indians wanted to sell their lands in the same way as the Songhees had done, but Douglas refused their request on the grounds that settlement was not immediately moving into that area. It was a decision that was to produce major problems in the future.

Once treaties were signed, however, Douglas was determined to protect Indian land from the encroachment of settlement; although this rule did have one exception to prove it. Contained within the fur trade reserve around Fort Victoria was a 10 acre Indian reserve. That is, as far as everybody was concerned in 1854 it was an Indian reserve. But by the end of the decade the land had been re-allotted as the site of the government offices. There is undoubtedly something symbolic about the fact that the Legislative buildings of British Columbia stand on land
that perhaps rightfully belongs to the Indians, and a further touch of irony is added by a mural under the central rotunda of the present building which depicts a group of Indians signing a treaty and carries the caption "Justice". The exception is an interesting one, but generally Douglas did make every effort to protect those Indian rights guaranteed by the treaties that he made.

Douglas's concern for Indian welfare also found expression in areas other than land policy. His attitudes to the Indians were a mixture in which the knowledge of the fur trader was accompanied by the paternalist concerns of the nineteenth century humanitarian. His ideas about the need and means to "improve" the Indians had been adumbrated as a fur trader. Now, as Governor of a settlement colony, not only was the need for philanthropy greater, but there was much more potential for action. Like those of his contemporaries who saw any hope at all for the survival of the North American Indian, his hope was expressed in terms of the Indians becoming red-skinned Europeans. Christianity, education and agriculture - the holy trinity of British Colonial policy on aborigines - were to be the means by which the Indian could achieve his new status. Consequently his intention was to secure for the Indians sufficient land for them to develop and maintain a livelihood based on agriculture, but also to encourage "schools and clergymen to superintend their moral and religious training." He believed the "untutored reason of man" to be a contemptible thing, and said that those fools who denied the ennobling influence of religion would be cured of their idle fancies by a few months' residence
among the Indians. So, whenever he could, Douglas gave encouragement and assistance to missionaries of all denominations who came to work among the Indians. As well, he had his own plans for social reorganisation. In 1860 he wrote that he had long cherished the hope that he would be able to organise the Indians into communities in which peace and the enforcement of laws would be facilitated by the appointment of Indian police officers and magistrates. As the only plan that promised to result in the moral elevation of the Indians, Douglas thought that its successful operation would "raise an imperishable monument to the justice and philanthropy of the Government which lends it support." He added, however, that the plan would cost money, and therein lay the impediment. In a colony that was constantly short of funds, Douglas never found the money to put these ideas into action.

Before 1849 there had been no need to contemplate measures for the rearrangement of Indian society. Plans such as Douglas's for Indian communities were prompted by the arrival of colonists and the consequent need to foster peaceful relations between the Indians and the white settlers. During the fur trade it had been unnecessary to develop policies designed to avoid hostilities with the Indians. Douglas ruled the Colony autocratically, he took little advice and retained power in his own hands as much as possible, yet the settlers still influenced his policies. The mere fact of their presence demanded that new measures be taken for the regulation of race relations. Then, in spite of Douglas's predilections, the elective principle was conceded in 1856 with the establishment of a Legislative Assembly
with seven members. Company men dominated the first House and the government of the Colony, but their time was passing. Having established a foothold in government, the settlers were to play an increasing part in the administration of the Colony. The few colonists on Vancouver Island in the 1850's were the harbingers. Besides these settlers, forerunners of a different kind also began arriving in the 1850's.

The officers of the Hudson's Bay Company were aware at least as early as 1850 that there was gold on the Queen Charlotte Islands.\textsuperscript{115} This kind of information could never be contained and in 1852 gold seekers from the United States began to appear on the Islands. Their presence necessitated the promulgation of laws to regulate their activities, and Douglas's responsibilities were increased when he was issued with a commission as Lieutenant-Governor of the Queen Charlotte Islands. The Haida were somewhat less than enthusiastic about the arrival of white men come to exploit resources that the Indians regarded as belonging to them. Douglas knew that there was likely to be conflict as the Company had already been forced to abandon its own efforts to find gold on the Queen Charlottes because of the "turbulent opposition" of the Indians.\textsuperscript{116} The expectations of hostility between the Haida and American miners were not to be disappointed. Miners were driven off the Islands by the Indians, but the most famous incident was the capture and plunder of the Susan Sturgis by the Haida. The Susan Sturgis carried a group of gold miners and according to Douglas the Captain, Matthew Rooney, disregarded all warnings about the disposition of the Indians and showed "a lamentable want of judgement."\textsuperscript{117} Fortu-
nately there was no loss of life. The Haida chief, Edenshaw, who had visited Victoria and presumably talked with Douglas, convinced the Indians not to take the lives of the crew of the Susan Sturgis. But this was the kind of incident that competition between Indians and whites for resources was likely to produce, and the Queen Charlotte gold "rush" was only a prelude to the main event.

Throughout the 1850's reports and samples indicating the existence of gold in the interior of New Caledonia had dribbled into Victoria. By the summer of 1857 it was evident that gold was there in considerable quantities, along the Fraser and Thompson Rivers. In November Douglas wrote to the Company headquarters in London and, in a consciously metaphorical manner, noted that the "prospects of the district are really becoming brilliant". Douglas also realised that as the "auriferous character of the country" became more apparent, an influx of "motly adventurers" from the south was likely. It was a probability that caused him concern as gold miners arriving in large numbers would not only ferment hostilities with the Indians, but would also disturb the Company's trading relations. The Indians of the area quickly ascertained the value of gold as a trade item and had already served notice of their opposition to intruders who came to mine the resources of the land. A group of American miners who came north looking for gold in 1857 were forcibly ejected by the Thompson River Indians, and there were reports of another group being plundered by the Okanaganas.

Although he was apprehensive about the consequences of gold discoveries, the letters that Douglas wrote in the winter
and spring of 1857-1858 show that he still thought that the Company's old relationship with the Indians would continue. While settlement was in the process of terminating the Company's hegemony over Vancouver Island, Douglas assumed that the fur traders were still secure on the mainland. He obviously hoped that the same cosy arrangement that the Company had with the Indians for trading furs could automatically be applied to the acquisition of gold. The Indians did not want outsiders extracting gold and this disposition coincided exactly with the interests of the Company. In fact Douglas could not help admiring the wisdom and foresight of the Indians who were inadvertently arranging things for the benefit of the Hudson's Bay Company. He instructed the servants to leave the Indians to work the gold themselves on the assumption that they would bring it into the Company posts as an article of trade. A fort for the specific purpose of trading gold from the Indians was planned and building was begun in April 1858 at the forks of the Fraser and Thompson Rivers. It was reported in the same month that Chief Trader Donald McLean had obtained 130 ounces of gold dust over a period of 18 days, and prospects for the future looked just as promising. Even late in the spring of 1858 Douglas and the other company officers were arranging for the continuation of the same reciprocal relationship that they had always had with the Indians. They were unaware of the disruptive human deluge that was to flood into New Caledonia in the next few months: a surge of humanity that was to signal the end of the fur trade.
British colonial policy-makers had turned the administration of the Colony of Vancouver Island over to the Hudson's Bay Company in 1849 and made Douglas the Governor for a variety of reasons. But important among those reasons was the advantage of the fur traders' "systematic" methods of dealing with the Indians compared to the "mere caprice of ordinary settlers". On the whole the Colonial Office was satisfied with Douglas's handling of Indian-European relations. Even some settlers were impressed with his efforts. Historians, however, have been quick to criticise Company rule for not fostering colonisation. They have been less willing to recognise that by maintaining relatively peaceful relations with the Indians Douglas made a crucial contribution to the establishment of the settlement frontier. Douglas expressed the verities when he pointed out that by establishing friendly relations with the Indians the Company rendered the area west of the Rockies habitable for settlers. Anglocentric commentators, both in the nineteenth and twentieth century, have evaluated the success of the Company's administration of the Colony according to the size of the settler population, rather than by the nature of the relations with the Indians. Even in the nascent stage of settlement the Indians were becoming of secondary importance. Before many of them had realised it, settlement had established a foothold under the auspices of the old fur trading organisation that they were so used to dealing with. On Vancouver Island in the 1850's the fur trading and settlement frontiers had merged in a way that allowed one to engender the other.
CHAPTER IV

The Image of the Indian

The prevailing idea which exists amongst the later arrivals and present population as to the character of the Indian tribes in those early days, is not, in my experience, borne out by facts. I have heard such terms as treacherous, vindictive, revengeful and murderous applied to them; possibly some may have deserved the epithets; but taken as a whole, I submit that, with the opportunities they had, we may consider them fairly entitled to a more lenient verdict.

With the transition from fur trade to settlement Europeans whose expectations of the frontier were quite different from those of the fur traders began to arrive. Because settlers had different reasons for coming to the Pacific northwest they made differing demands on the indigenous inhabitants, and these demands were both a cause and a consequence of their attitudes towards the Indians. On the assumption that attitudes determine actions, it seems important to pause, before looking at the impact of the settlement frontier on the Indians of British Columbia, and examine the view of the Indian that had already built up in the mind of the European. This chapter, then, deals not so much with what is as with what is thought to be. What impressions of the Indians had developed over eighty years of contact, and what variations were there in the attitudes of fur traders and settlers?

It has become commonplace in the study of race relations to assert that images are frequently more potent determinants of behaviour than "reality". Europeans in contact with indigenous
people act according to what they perceive, but their perceptions are often different from what "actually exists". Indigenous society and behaviour is viewed through a cultural filter that distorts "reality" into an image that is more consistent with European preconceptions and needs. The process is complete when the image becomes reality.

There were, of course, as many images of the Indian as there were Europeans in Vancouver Island and British Columbia. Yet common attitudes emerge from the collection of individual views, and it is the amalgams that this chapter will try to isolate and describe. It is also an attempt to probe beyond the realm of official despatches and uncover the attitudes of a larger number of participants in the culture contact situation. Although the student still has to rely on the opinions of the literate and the articulate, this chapter draws more on travellers' accounts and the writings of residents than on official papers.

From the first European contacts with the Indians, layers of misunderstanding were laid down by uninterested and unskilled observers. Some early traders and explorers remained ignorant about Indian culture because they assumed that there was nothing worth studying. One of the first traders to visit the coast, James Strange, who led an East Indian Company expedition in 1786, considered that "such is the savage state of the Inhabitants", that he very much doubted if knowledge of their social usages would afford any edification to even the most curious reader. He was, however, prepared to broach the subject in as far as it would "admit of Entertainment". Other traders had more pressing reasons for not recording their observations of
the coastal Indians. Many fur trading captains, because their activities were of dubious legality, were anxious not to leave any records at all.

Among the early visitors, however, there were some Europeans who took a lively interest in the Indians. In an age of scientific exploration the nations of Europe sent expeditions to the Pacific expecting them to return with a fund of information on the places that they had visited including accounts of the "manners and customs" of the inhabitants. Spanish navigators, for example, received instructions to observe the customs, political system, religion and barter of the northwest coast Indians. Some explorers had both a natural curiosity and many years of experience in observing the behaviour of indigenous people. For men like Cook the experience had made them acute and relatively dispassionate observers of other cultures. But even those who took an interest encountered almost insurmountable obstacles in the way of accurate observation. Language and conceptual barriers meant that many aspects of Indian culture could not be enquired into. Because they did not speak the Indians' language observers had to rely on outward behaviour to assess inner motivation, a procedure that was bound to produce misconceptions.

Even at the time of the early voyages it was apparent to some observers that the evidence being used to make judgements about the character of the Indians was extremely malleable and could easily be manipulated to conform to preconceived notions. Meares, for instance, claimed that Maquinna was a cannibal. He gave as evidence of anthropophagy the fact that he had seen the
chief sucking blood from a wound in his leg and declaring it to taste good.\textsuperscript{5} But Peter Puget rightly pointed out that if "all Mens characters were drawn from such vague & Shallow Conclusions, . . . few would be found free from injurious slander".\textsuperscript{6} One of the earliest visitors to the coast noted that the superficiality of their observations meant that Europeans could come to quite contrary conclusions about the character and disposition of the Indians. Judgements were based on the personal experience of the individual, and clearly the experience and reactions of individuals varied greatly. Consequently, while some might conclude that the Indians were sullen, obstinate and mistrustful, others said that they were docile, good natured and unsuspicous.\textsuperscript{7} Distortions of reality were created by the fact that imagination rather than empiricism seems to have been the basis for many judgements. The chronicler of Dixon's voyage was taken to task by another explorer because of his imagination which was "much disposed to be startled and take the alarm."\textsuperscript{8} For the objective individual it was difficult enough to represent Indian culture accurately, but for the imaginative person it was virtually impossible. And for all the Europeans, whatever their frame of mind, the recording of their observations of the Indian way of life was incidental to the primary concerns of exploration or trade.

We have no first hand information about Indian culture before the Europeans arrived and even the earliest of these untrained men were observing a culture that was already undergoing change as a result of their presence. The presence of the observer, along with the Indians' own problems of understanding,
tended to unsettle the situation and increased the difficulty of accurate observation.

Early European visitors to the coast, lacking either the inclinations or the skills of trained ethnographers, tended to be superficial observers. Their journals make much of observable physical differences between Indians and Europeans. On the northern coast perhaps the most frequently emphasised feature in the trading journals was the labret worn by Indian women, while the practice in the south of flattening the forehead received great attention. Descriptions of physical appearance were often accompanied by expressions of revulsion, and aversion to the Indians' physical appearance began to assume the tone of a moral judgement. Vancouver, who was less tolerant than Cook, his former Captain had been, considered the labret to be "an instance of human absurdity" that had to be seen to be believed. Not only did many visitors consider the Indians to be "the nastiest race of people under the sun", but there were strong suggestions that they barely qualified as humans at all. Comments about "that savage inhumanity which distinguish these People from the race of Human Kind", and about individual Indians behaving "more like a brute animal than a rational Creature," betray this tendency to dehumanise the Indians. By their lengthy physical descriptions which emphasised the ways in which the Indians differed from themselves Europeans were exaggerating the things that separated the two races. They were making the point, for their own benefit, that the Indians were something distinct and other than themselves. The Indians were not only different but inferior. Europeans always feared being reduced to the level of "savages" and so from the first contacts on
the northwest coast they tended to emphasise those things that established their separateness from the Indians, rather than those features that demonstrated their common humanity.

Aspects of the Indian way of life that were less clearly manifest than physical appearance were not so well documented in the journals. Several commentators noted the difficulty of investigating the political organisation of the Indians. There was the problem of language as well as the reluctance on the part of the Indians to allow the Europeans access to much of their private knowledge. When the Indians did divulge private information they tended to tell the European inquirer what they thought he wanted to hear rather than what was actually true. Voyagers often found this attitude exasperating and sometimes concluded that the Indians were a people who had little respect for the truth. When the social organisation of the Indians was described it was often in terms of crude analogies to European patterns, such as comparing Indian government to the feudal system. Because religious beliefs and customs also proved very difficult to probe, it was often simply assumed that the Indians lacked any concept of religion. In the area of Indian ceremonial life Europeans emphasised the distinctive and the bizarre, again demonstrating that the Indians were unlike themselves. Some Indian customs both shocked and fascinated observers and thus received much attention. Other customs, such as the dances of the Nootka women, so scandalised Europeans that "decency" compelled them to omit detailed descriptions.

Comments about the role of Indian women in trading, and in society in general, are an interesting and puzzling aspect
of the journals. There are frequent references to the control that Indian women had over bartering, and sometimes this fact was extended into assertions that Indian society was ruled by a "petticoat government." These conclusions are too frequent for traders to be merely generalising from a few isolated examples, or reading each others' journals and repeating mistakes. Yet the statements are difficult to explain through the male-centric ethnographies. Many, although not all, of the accounts of the importance of the role of Indian women come from the northern coast where the Indians had a matrilineal social organisation. But a matrilineal society was not necessarily matrarchal and, in any case, there need be nothing in the transactions of traders to reveal the society as matrilineal. Moreover, some accounts of the crucial role of women in trading came from the south where society was organised patrilineally. The most likely explanation would seem to be that the voyagers were observing women in an unaccustomed role. Europeans, more used to docility and obedience from their wives, were surprised by the assertiveness of Indian women and here again they exaggerated the difference between the Indians and themselves.

It is certain that the cultural baggage that the Europeans brought with them to the northwest coast included preconceived expectations about Indian behaviour. Pre-eminently they expected the Indians to be both hostile and treacherous. Juan Pérez, perhaps the first European to record his impressions of the Indians of British Columbia, rejected Indian invitations to come ashore because he feared treachery. Fourteen years later Dixon was similarly suspicious when some Haida indicated
that his crew would be welcome in their village, and he assumed that once ashore his men would be "instantly butchered."\textsuperscript{20} Even present day historians have judged this caution to be well advised given the Haida's "subsequent record of attempting to overpower trading vessels without provocation".\textsuperscript{21} Europeans expecting such total hostility naturally found evidence to support their prejudice. Any Indian attack, or suspected attack, was reported in the journals for others to read. Accounts of individual acts of aggression produced racial generalisations that all Indians were hostile. Even when Indians approached them in an outwardly friendly way Europeans often believed that they were just more devious and treacherous than most and were therefore especially untrustworthy. Although it was conceded that sometimes Indians were friendly and cooperative - it was said, for example, that Cook "met with remarkable sivel treatment from the natives"\textsuperscript{22} - Europeans tended to believe the worst about the Indians. When Cleveland met the Haida chief named Altatsee off Langara Island he knew that a couple of years earlier the Indian had been present when an American Captain named Newberry had been accidently killed. But the looks and behaviour of Altatsee caused Cleveland to very much doubt that the death was an accident.\textsuperscript{23} It was the pejorative rather than the complimentary that was remembered from the descriptions of the Indians, and the coastal Indians generally emerged from the initial contact period with an unenviable reputation. The familiar stereotype of the Indians as filthy, treacherous, lazy, lascivious and dishonest was already established by the maritime fur traders. Not that such judgements were always absolute:
frequently the northwest coast Indians were being evaluated relatively, in comparison with the more appealing people of the Pacific Islands.

A pattern of misunderstanding had already been laid down, but it might be expected that with the shift to a land based fur trade a more sympathetic, or at least a more objective picture of the Indian might emerge. The employees of the fur trading Companies had closer contacts with the Indians over extended periods of time. They could therefore observe aspects of the Indians' way of life that ships' crews, because of their limited contact, were unable to see. The annual pattern of activities, for example, could only be documented by someone who lived among the Indians for a year. There were, of course, still obstacles in the way of factual objectivity. The Indians remained reluctant to divulge information on certain subjects, sometimes believing that the fur traders' inquiries were "directed by improper motives." At times the Indians still gave answers to please the questioner and so retained their reputation for giving unreliable information. Nor were the traders entirely free of prejudice. In fact their very closeness to the Indians often forced them to accentuate ideas of Indian inferiority, and to make every effort to ensure that the Indians recognised white superiority. The first of the fur traders to cross the Rockies later recorded his opinion that it was easier "for a civilised people to deviate into the manners and customs of savage life, than for savages to rise into a state of civilisation." Obliged to forego the "pleasures of polished . . . society" the traders expressed a concern that
they would tend to assimilate with those whom they lived closest to, "viz - the wretched aborigines." The traders were very much concerned about their own image, and needed to define clearly the boundary between "civilisation" and "savagery". Nevertheless, the land based fur traders, in spite of all these impediments, did record a good deal of information about the Indian that was relatively unadulterated by prejudice.

Company traders had little truck with notions of the noble savage. That concept was a metropolitan literary convention not typically held by those in close contact with the Indians on the frontier. Yet sometimes the vision of the man on the spot was so limited that his opinions of the Indians are no more reliable than those of the European novelist. Alexander Caulfield Anderson, in an article published in 1863, cautioned that generalisations about the Indians should not be based on extreme examples. He wrote that,

Such of my readers as in the absence of other opportunity, may have formed their impressions of Indian life and character from the alluring fictions of Mr. Cooper; or those who, on the opposite hand, have imbibed well founded prejudices from communication with the wretched fish eaters of the Columbia and its neighbouring coast, will do well to pause as regards the majority, between both extremes. 28

In a book entitled Traits of American-Indian Life and Character, probably written by Peter Skene Ogden under the pseudonym of "A Fur Trader", the author was concerned to correct certain false impressions conveyed by recent publications. He pointed out from the start the vast difference "between those who travel in pursuit of amusement or science, and men like us
who only encounter these hardships for vile lucre."\textsuperscript{29} The implication throughout this book is that the traders were closer to the frontier realities, and therefore were more objective. The Indians, the author argued, did not possess many of the fine qualities often attributed to them, and not every Indian was a hero.\textsuperscript{30} The book contains a good deal of invective but also some complimentary remarks. Company traders, in contrast to the typical settler, were prepared, or perhaps had, to make allowances for the Indians.

Often customs that outraged other Europeans were described dispassionately by fur traders, and comparisons were sometimes made with corresponding western practices. The "indomitable passion" for gambling among some Indian groups was said, when carried to excess, to result in misery and degradation. Later gaming was to be the subject of much anguished comment by missionaries and philanthropically-minded government officials. The "Fur Trader" observed the custom and momentarily lamented the Indians' "want of the civilised education of Europe". Yet in the next instant he was "humiliated by the rememberance of similar scenes in the most refined society."\textsuperscript{31} On observing mourners grieving at a Carrier funeral the "Fur Trader" experienced a "gratification deep beyond measure to witness among rude beings such as these, the excitement of those pure feelings of our nature which remind us of our common origin".\textsuperscript{32} Even the head flattening custom of the Indians of southern British Columbia that so shocked many Europeans was dispassionately compared, by Alexander Ross, to the English women's habit of compressing their waists. "All nations, civilised as well as
savage, have their peculiar prejudices", he remarked. The fur traders showed a degree of tolerance for the characteristics and behaviour of the Indians. Traits that other Europeans were to find disgusting, the fur traders often recorded without judgement, although, as Lewis Saum has pointed out, the traders' tolerance was selective. Generally "the excusable flaws in Indian nature were those that had little or no impact on the economics of trader-Indian relations."

Another measure of the traders' familiarity with the Indians was that their tendency to generalise about them was somewhat less than that of other Europeans. While settlers were inclined to make racial generalisations about all the Indians of British Columbia, the fur trader had some awareness of individual differences, and an even greater consciousness of tribal differences. Not all the Indians were equally admired or disliked: so that many of the fur traders' judgements were not racist but rather the result of comparing one group of Indians with another.

The various tribes were classified according to a definite hierarchy of merit. If one were to take the southern tip of Vancouver Island as a starting point, in the eyes of the fur traders the Indians became more attractive as one travelled northward along the coast or eastward into the interior. The Indians of the northern coast were thought to be superior to those of the south, while the coastal Indians generally were regarded as being inferior to those who lived inland.

The notion that the Indians of the northern coast (the Haida particularly, but also the Tsimshian) were superior was
based on observable physical differences, the opinion that they were less degraded by western contact, and the fact that they posed a greater military threat. Traders revealed their ethnocentric bias by describing the northern Indians as cleaner, fairer, taller and better built than those to the south: in short the Haida and Tsimshian were more attractive because they were more like Europeans. Perhaps the classic exposition of this point was written by Dr. John Scouler, in a communication to the Royal Geographical Society of London.

This northern family, if we select the Queen Charlotte's Islanders as specimens, are by far the best looking, most intelligent and energetic people on the N.W. coast, and in every respect contrast favourably with the Southern Tribes of Nootka Sound and the Columbia. They are taller and stronger than the Nootkans, their limbs are better formed, and their carriage is much bolder. They permit the hair of the upper lip to grow, and their mustachios are often as strong as those of Europeans. Their complexion, when they are washed and free from paint, is as white as that of the people of the S. of Europe. 37

These comments were admittedly not penned by a fur trader, but Dr. Scouler gleaned much of his information from conversations with traders, many of whom would have agreed with these remarks. 38 Because they were thought to be more attractive physically, the Indians of the northern coast were more often taken as wives by fur traders than Salish women were. But the superiority of the Haida and Tsimshian was not just a matter of physique; they were also seen to be morally and intellectually superior. The Haida particularly were thought to be adaptable and industrious, and for this reason better able to withstand the degrading influences of western civilisation. But they were also more warlike.
Simpson once noted that the further north one goes on the coast the more formidable the Indians become.\(^3\) It was a maxim that most Company men agreed with, and they therefore anticipated hostility when they established forts in the area. "In the north", wrote Tolmie, expecting to be posted at Fort McLoughlin, one "must be continually armed to the teeth as the Indians are dangerous."\(^4\)

The coastal Indians, then, were not equally esteemed by the fur traders. But the Indians of the coast were generally regarded as inferior to those of the interior. This judgement was based on observable differences in the way of life of the Indians. At its most simple level the view was that hunters were superior to fishermen. It was as if the method by which an Indian tribe gathered its livelihood imprinted a certain set of traits on its nature and character. "Fishing" Indians lived in a different environment and had a different way of life from "hunting" Indians, and fur traders claimed that these factors largely accounted for variations between tribes. The fishermen not only lived differently, but also looked, acted and thought differently from the hunters. The notion that there was a close correlation between environment and culture was common in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, and observers of the coastal northwest saw something akin to the "tropical exuberance" that Philip Curtin has described in West Africa.\(^5\)

The coast was thought to be a luxuriant environment that yielded a livelihood with little effort on the part of the Indians. Such an environment not only made its inhabitants lazy, but also "gross, sensual, and for the most part cowardly". By contrast
"those tribes, who, with nerves and sinews braced by exercise, and minds comparatively ennobled by frequent excitement live constantly amid war and the chase" were in every way more attractive. 42 This view pervades the writings of the fur traders. Ogden, or the "Fur Trader," wrote of the "stately independence" which distinguished "the native hunter of the wilds of North America, from the more ignoble fisher of its waters." 43 Douglas noted that few of the Indians of the Cowlitz River area evinced "a desire to become hunters by courting the nobler, elevating and more arduous exercise of the chase"; 44 while Tod catalogued the differences between the two types of Indians. The fishers were mean, sneaking, thieving and deceiving whereas the hunters were noble and generous. 45 It was almost as if by climbing on a horse the Indian transformed his whole character. In fact Commander Charles Wilkes of the United States exploring expedition asserted in 1841 that the Indians should never be seen except on horseback. Mounted, he said, the Indians were "really men" and inspired a certain amount of respect, but dismounted he became a "lazy lounging creature, insensible to any excitement but his low gambling propensities." 46 It was this dichotomy between hunter and fisher that accounted for the decreasing respect for the Indians that accompanied the fur traders' journeys westward from the mountains to the sea. 47 By the time they had reached the mouth of the Columbia the Indians seemed quite detestable. They were, wrote Dugald MacTavish, "the most miserable and wretched" of the Indians that he had seen. 48

This feeling among fur traders that the Indians of the
interior were superior to those of the coast was not entirely unrelated to some Indians' view of themselves. The upper Thompson, for instance, looked down on their lower Thompson neighbours and on the Salish, while the Indians closer to the coast feared the more warlike up-river Indians.

Economic considerations played a large part in the fur traders' assessment of the various Indian tribes. To the extent that the coastal Indians were dealers rather than hunters they were not appreciated by the traders. Company men preferred hunting Indians who captured and brought pelts directly to a fort, as opposed to "home guards" who acted as middlemen and forced up prices. Fort Indians were also denigrated because of their apparent lack of industry. Confident of the profits to be made as middlemen, many of these Indians did not see any need to hunt for furs themselves; a conclusion that did not particularly endear them to the Company traders. With the arrival of settlers this economic basis for the notion that the interior Indians were superior began to disappear; and yet the idea persisted.

Writers who described Vancouver Island and British Columbia during the settlement period constantly reiterated the point that the inland hunter was a more admirable kind of Indian. Their preference was described in much the same terms as the fur traders'. One traveller was agreeably surprised at the immense improvement in the physique of the Indians when he reached the Thompson River, and even went as far as to speculate that the interior Indians were European, and the coastal Indians mongoloid, in origin. Their physical superiority was the
visible evidence of less tangible characteristics that distinguished the interior tribes from those of the coast. In short the inland Indians were "in every way a nobler race". Even Franz Boas had to wait for his second period of field work in British Columbia and a trip to the Kootenays before he saw his "first real Indians". This kind of opinion was both widely held and widely publicized among settlers. Colonists also saw the interior Indians as a greater potential threat than the coastal tribes. Readers of The British Colonist were told that "it is not from the miserable, fish-eating tribes on the seaboard, but from the more noble and war-like redman of the interior, who live by the chase, that real danger is to be apprehended".

The feeling that interior people, who had fewer contacts with Europeans than coastal people, and therefore were less degraded, was common in other British colonies. Yet, in some ways, the view is a curious one in the British Columbian context. Those settlers who thought at all about the future of the Indians usually saw it in terms of a settled agricultural existence. Presumably the coastal Indians, who already had fixed village sites, conformed more closely to this ideal than the more nomadic Indians of the interior. There is an ambivalence about the settlers' derision of those Indians who most closely approached their supposed future status; although it is an ambivalence that ran deep in British thought about aborigines. Colonists were aware that western contact was as likely to be degrading as it was elevating to the Indians, and they despised those Indians who succumbed. The lingering hangover of the noble savage idea meant that the settlers still had a surreptitious regard for the
Indians who still roamed wild and free.

Settlers also inherited and perpetuated the fur traders' image of the Indians of the northern coast. Again both the ideas and the terminology used to express them were much the same as the traders'. One visitor went so far as to say that "The Hydah Indian is probably the finest savage I have ever had the pleasure of meeting". For the colonists in the vicinity of Victoria in the early years of settlement, respect for the northern Indians was largely a result of the fact that they seemed a much greater military threat than the Salish. At the time that the founding of the Colony of Vancouver Island was being mooted some considered that no colony could be established without being rendered safe against the northern tribes by a strong detachment of troops. British settlers always had a healthy appreciation of power. It might even be argued that when in contact with indigenous people violence was the only thing that they understood. Colonists at once feared and yet respected aborigines who posed a military threat. So the northern Indians commanded some admiration from many of the settlers, while the Songhees were despised. The mixed feelings with which the northern Indians were regarded were perhaps best expressed by a resident of Puget Sound, James G. Swan, writing in the San Francisco Evening Bulletin in 1860. The "very intelligence" of these Indians along with their courage and determination, made them a "terror and a dread" in the United States and Victoria; they are "the only real foe we have to look out for on this frontier", wrote Swan. And yet, at the same time, he believed that "if it were possible to effect an exchange and
substitute the Northern Indians for the lazy, 'cultus' and trifling tribes of Flatheads, this Territory would be benefited."

In their comparative evaluations of the various Indian tribes settlers and fur traders sometimes shared opinions, but the differences in the attitudes of the two groups towards the Indians were more significant than the similarities. Settlers held many opinions about the Indians that fur traders had not adhered to and after the advent of settlement the general tendency was for the image of the Indian to become more disparaging and less objective. The coast-interior dichotomy, although perhaps by accident, did have some basis in the realities of the Indian cultures. More frequently settler images were in large part the consequence of events and currents of thought at the centre of the British Empire, whereas traders' attitudes were more the product of life on the periphery. That is, traders reacted more to what they saw than settlers, who reacted more to what they expected to see. The 1850's and 1860's were a period when racial attitudes were hardening in Britain, and it was out of this environment that the first settlers came to Vancouver Island and British Columbia.

The tightening of racial attitudes in Britain was apparent in the realms of events and ideas. It had been argued that the changes in attitudes to other races was related to changes in the social structure of Britain. There were also other, more overt, indices of the shift in thinking. The heady days of the abolition of slavery and of the Select Committee on Aborigines in the 1830's had passed. Both the movement for
the abolition of slavery and the Aborigines Protection Society had lost much of their earlier singlemindedness and direction. The humanitarian movement enjoyed a resurgence of official influence while Earl Grey was at the Colonial Office, but this was its last fling, and it came to an end in 1852. By that time Permanent Under-Secretary James Stephen, whose connections with "Exeter Hall" had always been strong, had retired to a chair of history at Oxford. As a sign of the changing times Vancouver Island was not established in a hot flash of humanitarian zeal as New Zealand had been nine years earlier, but was founded for the more prosaic reasons of imperial strategy. Events on the fringes of the Empire also had their influence on domestic race attitudes. The "Indian Mutiny" and the wars in South Africa in the 1850's and then the Maori-European land wars in New Zealand and the rebellion in Jamaica in the 1860's all shocked and horrified Englishmen. These conflicts seemed to corroborate derogatory views of aborigines and forced racial undercurrents closer to the surface.

Events such as these were both a cause and a result of racial thought. During the 1850's the scholarly debate between the advocates of monogenesis and polygenesis, having been largely resolved in favour of the former, was being dropped as attention turned to evolutionary ideas. Evolutionary theories of race were being tossed around before the publication of *The Origin of Species* in 1859, and seemed to be confirmed by the fate of aborigines in areas already settled by Europeans. None of the three theories of race - monogenesis, polygenesis or evolution - made much impact on the fact that Britons saw the
races of the world as arranged in a hierarchy with the British at the top. But in the late 1850's the notion of British superiority and aboriginal inferiority was being solidified from a generally held hypothesis into an empirically proven doctrine by the work of scientists and pseudo-scientists. The general result of this trend was to confirm the racist error that race was the principal determinant of culture.

Settlers coming to Vancouver Island and British Columbia out of such a climate of opinion often came with pre-determined notions about the inferiority of the Indian that were little modified by contact. Immigrants with more refined sensibilities than most - or perhaps with greater pretentions - often found their first contact with the Indians to be a shocking experience. Helmcken thought that the first Indians he saw on nearing Victoria to be "dirty greasy nasty smelling creatures", while another new arrival thought they were "the most hideous beings ... immaginable". One young lady coming into Victoria on the Tory found her first sight of a naked Indian so upsetting that she burst into tears. Those settlers whose first and most frequent contacts were with the Indians of the Victoria area, based their stereotype on what were generally agreed to be the most "degraded" Indians of the Colonies. A resident of Vancouver Island once noted that his contemporaries were far too apt to judge the whole race by those Indians they saw "lounging about the towns" who were at once the most civilised and the most degraded of the Indians.

The proposition that civilisation would bring not only degradation but also annihilation to the Indians was one that
was much more frequently expounded by settlers than it had been by fur traders. Some settlers recognised that the nature of their impact on the Indians was different from the Indians' relationship with the fur traders. Captain Grant told the Royal Geographical Society in 1857 that hitherto the Indians' relations with white men had been mostly trading ones that had not interfered with their "ordinary pursuits". But now settlement would mean both displacement and death for the Indians.  

In further contrast to the fur traders, many settlers, including Grant, thought that the Indian and the European could not assimilate. The reason, in the words of one of the colonists, was that "their habits and natures" were "in direct opposition." So the disappearance of the Indians was as inevitable as the influx of European settlers. It was widely held, both in Britain and in North America, that colonisation by definition involved the extermination of the "inferior" indigenous peoples. The inevitability of the Indians' doom was said by some to be a law of nature. At least one visitor to the Pacific northwest was prompted to ponder the question of why the Indians had been placed on the earth at all? Perhaps, he concluded, they were only meant to live a life in the wilds until "races of greater capacity were ready to occupy the soil. A succession of races, like a rotation of crops, may be necessary to turn the earth to the best possible account". But whatever the reason given, many settlers looked forward to a not too distant future when the Indians would have disappeared, and some would have undoubtedly added "the sooner the better".

Being aware that their presence was tending to destroy
the Indian and his way of life, and sometimes even feeling guilty about it, the settlers were unlikely to see much value in the culture that they were eliminating. By denigrating Indian culture Europeans could convince themselves that little of worth was lost if the Indian way of life was brought to an end. At the same time they reminded themselves, by comparison, of the excellence of their own institutions. With some exceptions settlers' accounts of the Indians contained much that was derogatory and were suffused with ignorance.

Much of the tone of many accounts of the Indians can be gathered from the chapter headings of books describing British Columbia. In his *British Columbia and Vancouver Island*, Duncan George Forbes MacDonald described the following as "Prominent Features in the Life and Character of the Indians - Slaves Horribly Abused - The 'Medicine Man' and the Dead - Mode of Scalping - Young Indians more Savage than Old - Horrible Modes of Torture - Barbarous Conduct of an Old Squaw - Shocking Cruelties to an Old Man and Instance of Cannibalism - Horrible Massacre of Emigrants - Cruel Custom of getting rid of the Aged -". Admittedly the picture is ameliorated by one account of a "Touching Instance of Parental Affection -". MacDonald wrote a good deal of drivel about the Indians, as he did about most topics that he tackled in his book, and his is an extreme example of the tendency to disparage the Indians. Nevertheless MacDonald's caricature demonstrated to the settler that there was little to be valued or preserved in the Indian way of life. Like many accounts, it also succeeds in treating all Indians as if they were the same. It ignores the subtle and not so subtle
differences between the various Indian cultures of British Columbia. The fantastic and the bizarre are emphasised to make all Indians seem the same in the fact that they are all so different from Europeans. 

Like most stereotypes the settlers' view of the Indians was nurtured by ignorance. As long as the settlers remained ignorant about Indian society they had no reason to doubt their own assumed superiority. When he was Indian Reserve Commissioner in the late 1870's, Gilbert Malcolm Sproat wrote that one of the most singular experiences that he had was the impossibility of getting accurate information about the Indians from the settlers who lived in their midst. He was, for instance, told on occasions that the Indians were incapable of building irrigation ditches "when ingeniously constructed ditches several miles in length were almost visible." Sproat's difficulty in gathering reliable information is indicative of the tendency of the colonists to filter out data that did not confirm their prejudice about the Indians.

One might expect that the artistic life of the northern coast Indians would be a point in their favour in the mind of the settler, a sign that the Indian possessed something that might be called a culture. A few admired Indian art and some were impressed with Indian "ingenuity" and "faculty for contrivance", but for others Indian art merely provided confirmatory evidence of the depravity of Indian nature. Their carving was dismissed as "hideous" or "grossly obscene". Certainly Sproat was of the opinion that many of the settlers were steeped in a prejudice that prevented them from having any sympathy for the
people among whom they were living. He was amazed that settlers who had lived among the Indians for years had only a superficial knowledge of them. Nor was Sproat alone in this opinion. Robert Brown, the leader of the Vancouver Island exploring expedition of 1864, wrote that few of the white settlers took the trouble to learn about the Indians, and even fewer really knew anything bad about them although they were loud in their dogmatic denunciation of the Indians.

There was a definite tendency for the image of the Indian to become less positive with the transition from fur trade to settlement. Some colonists may have found, like Donald Fraser, a journalist, that they had "taken rather a fancy to these Indians"; but more would have agreed with John Coles, a rancher, who wrote that the jailing of an Indian for being a vagabond was absurd since they were "all vagabonds with a very, very few exceptions." The writings of settlers indicate that for many of them there was little or nothing that could be said in favour of the Indian way of life.

Racial prejudice was not confined to European settlers. The Indians themselves were not immune. Henry Maynard Ball, while Gold Commissioner at Lytton, claimed that the Indians of the area treated the Chinese as inferior beings and they did not miss any opportunities to commit outrages against them. There is also evidence that the Cowichan considered themselves superior to the blacks who came to settle on southern Vancouver Island and Salt Spring Island in 1858.

But for the prejudiced individuals among the colonists every aspect of the Indians and their society seemed to confirm
their inferiority. The Indian physique was described in derogatory terms. "Phrenologically speaking", wrote one visitor adding a dash of bogus science, "the development of the North American Indian is of a low order, the animal propensities preponderating greatly over the intellectual faculties." Both the persons and the habitations of the Indians were said to be exceedingly filthy. Indian ceremonies were dismissed as "disgusting" or as "grotesque antics", accounts of which would only tax the patience of the reader. The Indian mind was thought to be "full of weird strange fancies and imaginations", and the Indian to be "strangely superstitious". Apart from a "few miserable superstitions, and a childish belief in omens", the Indians had no concept of religion and were "incapable of retaining any fixed idea." They acted more from instinct than from reason and were nearly destitute of any sense of right and wrong. They were warlike, but treacherous and cunning rather than courageous. "In British Columbia", it was asserted, "the new arrival is waited for by the crafty bloodthirsty and implacable savage, who never throws away a chance, never exposes himself to the weapon of an enemy, nor misses an opportunity of slaughter and revenge." The Indians were also said to be dishonest and deceitful as well as lazy and unsuited to manual labour. Perhaps one of the most revealing comments about the Indian was that he "exhibits very little deferential respect for his superiors". The picture of prejudice was summed up by Colonel Grant when he concluded that "The nature of the red man is savage and perverse. He prefers war to peace, noise to quiet, dirt to cleanliness, and jugglery to religion."
Settlers, like fur traders, tended to reject the noble savage idea. On a couple of occasions individuals remarked that they had never seen a "Fenimore Cooper" Indian. But, unlike the fur traders, the colonists were too often unprepared to make allowances for cultural differences between themselves and the Indians. In the sense that they pre-judged the Indians and their culture, and refused to change their opinion on the basis of new information, the settlers as a group were more prejudiced than the fur traders. Some of their aspersions were probably justified from a relative point of view — Indians' houses may well have been dirtier than European ones — but many were merely examples of cultural differences. The Indians did not have a European work fetish, for example: they went through periods of relative inactivity, but they also worked extremely hard when necessary. But the settlers, viewing the Indians from the vantage point of their own values, simply generalised that they were lazy.

In many ways the unsympathetic stereotype of the Indian was self-perpetuating. Settlers would repeat each others' published remarks about the Indians, either with or without acknowledgement. Nor were the Indians unaware of the attitude of many settlers to their culture, and the awareness only increased their reluctance to divulge information. When Boas came to the coast he found that some Indians were very suspicious of his information gathering. A Cowichan Indian responded to his requests by pointing out that the "whites look upon the Indians not as humans but as dogs, and he did not wish anyone to laugh at things that were their laws, such as painted houses and
articles used for celebrating their festivals."\(^{100}\) Observers in the early 1860's had noticed a similar response on the part of the Indians. Sproat found it difficult to obtain knowledge of Indian religious ideas because they commonly assumed that no white man was capable of understanding such mysteries. In Sproat's case they were correct. He went on to say that little reliance could be placed on Indian information on religious matters because in nine out of ten cases it was full of "lies and misstatements", either aimed at mystifying the inquirer "or owing to the mental weakness of the savage on religious subjects."\(^{101}\) Indians were reluctant to give away valuable information to abusive Europeans, and in the absence of authentic explanations for customs, settlers substituted their own. Carrier ceremonies associated with the cremation of the dead were the subject of much jaundiced comment by Europeans. Paul Kane, for example, being unable to learn of any motive or explanation for the customs could "only account for them in the natural selfishness, laziness and cruelty of the Indians".\(^{102}\) Undoubtedly settler opinion of the Indians often operated as a self-fulfilling prophecy. It has been argued that, in a situation where one group sees another as inferior, the subordinate group will tend to act in accordance with the role allotted to it, thus confirming the opinion of the dominant group.\(^{103}\)

The missionaries, as a group, exhibited much more sympathy for the plight of the Indians than did the settlers, and yet missionary publications did little to salvage the image of the Indian. By the middle of the nineteenth century missions were less popular in Britain than they had been in the earlier
decades, but missionary publications still reached a wide audience. Indeed, since missions relied on voluntary contributions, publications were essential to their existence. Missionary magazines were intended to whip up enthusiasm for missionary work and one of the techniques they used was to show how the unredeemed aborigine was doomed to a life of barbarism. The darker the picture of Indian savagery the greater the need for missionaries, and the more God could be glorified by the Indians' conversion. In his first report from Fort Simpson, in February 1858, William Duncan describes in graphic terms the cruel murder of a slave by a Tsimshian chief. His account of this event turns up again and again both in missionary publications and in secular accounts of the Indians of British Columbia, and the description is often used to make the point that such behaviour typified the Indian character.

There could be no question in the missionary mind of denying the humanity of the Indians, for to deny their humanity would be to deny their capacity for salvation. Nevertheless in their descriptions of the Indians as "miserable specimens of humanity" requiring to be rescued from a "state of heathen darkness and complete barbarism" missionary publications distorted Indian culture as much as works written by laymen.

In recent publications various scholars have examined and attempted to explain the causes of racial prejudice of the kind that existed in Vancouver Island and British Columbia. Roy Harvey Pearce in his study The Savages of America was one of the first to recognise the complexities of Indian-white relations. He argued that, for the settler concerned to esta-
blish and defend a beachhead of civilisation in the wilderness, the Indian was the symbol of something that he must not allow himself to become. ¹⁰⁹ The British colonist established a line of cleavage based on race between himself and the Indian, and could not permit any crossing of that barrier by admitting that the Indian was in any way comparable to western man. So in their accounts of the Indians the settlers tended to stress those aspects of Indian life that were repellent to Europeans and thus deny their common humanity with the Indians. In Vancouver Island and British Columbia settlers were particularly uneasy about the presence of half-breeds because they blurred the racially determined distinction between "savage" and "civilised". Whereas on the fur trading frontier the children of mixed marriages played an important role, with the advent of settlement attitudes to both the marriages and the children became much less positive. This change in attitude was undoubtedly due, at least in part, to the arrival of European women in appreciable numbers. The fact that the Governor's wife was part Indian was difficult for many of the colonists to cope with. Some found it necessary to explain Lady Douglas on the grounds that she was "not a woman of much colour."¹¹⁰ Even worse than the half-breeds in the mind of the settler was the European who voluntarily assumed the way of life of the Indians. These men were a living denial of the notion of the absolute separateness of the two cultures.

In his book, Patterns of Dominance, Philip Mason has noted that psychological research has generally confirmed the hypothesis that there is a strong correlation between racial
intolerance and insecurity.\textsuperscript{111} Certainly the Europeans felt insecure in relation to the Indians in the early years of settlement on the northwest coast. The colonists were overwhelmingly outnumbered and some of them at least had been told fearful stories about the Indians before they left home.\textsuperscript{112} Mason has also observed, more specifically, that an individual who has recently risen or fallen sharply in the social scale is likely to exhibit racial intolerance.\textsuperscript{113} The point has particular pertinence in a colonial situation. In a population where the majority have recently left the homeland in order to better themselves, and are therefore experiencing a period of dislocation, the need to reassure themselves of their own "civilisation" can be satisfied by emphasising the "savagery" of the Indians. This tendency would be further strengthened to the extent that there was a heightened consensus in the colonial society.\textsuperscript{114} There were, therefore, numerous pressures within the settler society for the perpetuation of prejudice.

At the beginning of this chapter the assumption was made that there was a relationship between the Europeans' image of the Indian and their behaviour towards them. This relationship is a complex one. Attitudes were both a cause and a result of action. The differences between the attitudes of fur traders and settlers coincided with their intentions. When trade was the Europeans' object the Indian was seen as primitive, but responsive to the advantages of co-operation rather than hostile. When permanent settlement was the intention of the Europeans and they coveted Indian land the Indian became a hostile savage, a hinderance rather than a help to the new arrival. The things
written and said about the Indians became more and more abusive. But behaviour towards the Indians also arose out of the opinions that were held about them. Therefore one might expect that if the settler image was largely based on prejudice and ignorance there would be little in their behaviour and policies to benefit the Indian and that, as attitudes became more abusive, so did the treatment of the Indians.
CHAPTER V
Gold Miners and Settlers

As an inferior race . . . we believe they /the Indians/ must give way in order to make room for a race more enlightened, and by nature and habits better fitted to perform the task of converting what is now a wilderness into productive fields and happy homes. 1

The events of the summer of 1858 ended the domination of the fur trade in Vancouver Island and British Columbia. Although furs did not cease to change hands between Indians and Europeans, by the end of the summer the fur trade had been replaced as the dominant factor in the relations between the two races. The first signs came late in April. When news that the Fraser River contained gold in substantial quantities reached California, men began to move. On 21 April Douglas reported that 400 miners had arrived at Victoria. 2 Throughout the summer this trickle of hundreds became a torrent of thousands as San Francisco drained into Victoria. In May Douglas wrote to the Company that, while it was impossible to stem the tide of gold miners, he still intended to try and protect the Company's interests on the mainland. 3 But the second end was as impossible to achieve as the first. As the influx of miners increased the Hudson's Bay Company lost its grip on the fur trading preserve.

The men who came to the Fraser in 1858 came to make money quickly, primarily by gold mining, but if there was profit in trading they were not predisposed to respect the privileges of the Company. The Company's exclusive licence to trade with the Indians west of the mountains, that expired in 1858, had
become untenable anyway. During the summer Victoria had burgeoned from a village to a town. In contrast to the situation only nine years earlier when Blanshard had remarked that Victoria was merely a fur trading post,\(^4\) by "the end of 1858, Fort Victoria was an anachronism".\(^5\) On the mainland petty traders were dealing with the Indians and undercutting the Company's prices. So Ogden's earlier prophecy, that the fur traders were "truly a doomed race"\(^6\), was coming true.

In 1857 the Select Committee on the Hudson's Bay Company had recommended that the Company's rule on Vancouver Island should be ended. Negotiations for the transfer of power began in January 1858. Officially the dual position of James Douglas came to an end. In May Douglas tried to protect the interests of the Company by issuing a Proclamation as Governor prohibiting vessels not licensed by the Company from entering the Fraser River.\(^7\) This action drew a reprimand from the Colonial Office. Douglas was informed that he was not to use his power to protect the interests of the Hudson's Bay Company, and that it was contrary to law and to his instructions to attempt to exclude people from British territory.\(^8\) On 2 August 1858 the British Government passed an Act establishing a direct rule on the mainland, and New Caledonia became British Columbia.

Douglas was offered the Governorship of the new Colony, but only on the condition that he sever his connections with the Hudson's Bay Company. Douglas was appointed Governor of British Columbia on 14 August 1858. The transitional phase was over and the fur trade had come to an end.

The gold miners were the advance guard of the settlement
frontier. With the advent of settlement came Europeans who not only had a different set of attitudes from those of the fur traders, but who made quite different demands on the Indians. During the fur trading period the Indian and the trader had shared a community of interest. The traders had brought change to Indian society but it was change that the Indians could cope with, since they were still in control of their situation. The fur traders did not try to alter radically the social system of the Indians, to undermine their beliefs or to destroy their means of livelihood. These Europeans were involved in a business enterprise that required the co-operation of the Indians to be successful. Because the Indians were an integral part of their operations, the fur traders had to accommodate themselves to Indian ways. With the arrival of the settlers all that began to change: rather than wanting to accommodate to the frontier, the settler came to recreate the metropolis. Vancouver Island and British Columbia were changing from colonies of exploitation which made use of the indigenous manpower to colonies of settlement where the Indian became at best irrelevant, and at worst an obstacle, to the designs of the Europeans. Rather than economic co-operation, now there was economic rivalry between the races. Settlement brought groups of Europeans who had come to transform the wilderness and, with varying degrees of consciousness, to change the Indians who were seen to be a part of it.

With the coming of the gold miners, Indians and Europeans were, for the first time, competing for the resources of the country. The fundamental desire of the settlers was to acquire
the land that hitherto had been in the possession of the Indians. Even more deliberate acculturation occurred as the plans of the missionaries and administrators began to be implemented. The combined impact of these groups was to force the pace of acculturation and to take the initiative out of Indian hands. During the fur trade the Indians had been able to select those items that they wanted to incorporate into their social fabric according to their own priorities, and to reject others that were not acceptable. With settlement this freedom was lost. The Indians were moving from a non-directed acculturation experience to a situation in which culture change was directed from outside their society.

Directed culture change occurs in those situations where there is a relationship of dominance and submission between the two groups in contact. Such a relationship began to develop in Vancouver Island and British Columbia with the establishment of settlement. Coercive pressures, with varying degrees of subtlety, were brought to bear on the Indians. During the period of the fur trade Europeans had been a small minority and their numbers had been fairly constant, but after the establishment of settlement the European population increased rapidly and the Indian population declined. Rather than a few select individuals who came with limited aims, there was a new population that wanted to recreate English society almost in its entirety. Furthermore the Indians now began to encounter Europeans who not only wanted to change their way of life but who had the power to do so. Previously there had been a situation of Indian dominance; now the balance of power was tipping in
favour of the Europeans. When the interests of the two races conflicted the settlers were increasingly in a position to force their will on the Indians; and settlement brought the clash of the two cultures in a way that the fur trade had never done.

Not all Indian groups were immediately or equally affected by these developments. Some of the coastal groups - the Haida, Kwakiutl and Nootka especially - and the more isolated interior Indians had only limited contact with gold miners and settlers during the 1860's. But among those Indians who were in contact with the Europeans a process was begun that was eventually to affect all the Indian groups of British Columbia.

Conflict began with the gold miners. The men who came to the Fraser and Thompson Rivers in 1858 were impelled by an excitement that is perhaps impossible for modern man to fully comprehend. It had driven many from Europe, and some half way round the rim of the Pacific. Those who came to the two Colonies brought with them the hysteria about gold that accompanied all new strikes. One Vancouver Island settler wrote home in 1858 that "the people seems (sic) to be going mad altogether about the gold mines". Hundreds of bustling miners came to get rich, and to do so quickly. They were intolerant of anything that stood in their way. They had already demonstrated in California that they would especially give short shrift to any "savages" that were seen as a hindrance to their activities. The miners imported exactly the same attitude into British Columbia, but here they encountered a different kind of Indian. As one of their number pointed out, the Indians of the Fraser
and Thompson Rivers were used to commercial dealings with Europeans.\textsuperscript{12} In 1858 many Indians already understood the value of gold to whites, and many more were learning fast. So the Indians were unlikely to look with favour on miners who came rampaging in to take resources that they not only owned but knew the value of. Douglas reported to his superiors that the Indians were extremely "jealous of the whites and strongly opposed to their digging the soil for gold."\textsuperscript{13} It was a situation that was bound to produce inter-racial conflict.

From the beginning there was violence between the miners and the Indians. Much of it undoubtedly went unreported, but the records are sufficient to indicate the tenor of the situation. A large proportion of the mining population were transients, men who had cut loose from the ties and restraints of established societies. As a consequence of the unstable conditions that they had lived under many had become "habituated to violence."\textsuperscript{14} As Douglas, in one of his more pompous moments, put it, "I have just been informed that a number of that class of persons commonly called 'rowdies' in California have taken up their quarters in this Colony".\textsuperscript{15} Douglas was concerned that the influx of Americans would lead to "difficulties" between whites and Indians.\textsuperscript{16} Another observer described the gold mining town of Yale as a nest "whence issues the wretch who will shoot an Indian in the back when he finds one alone and unarmed".\textsuperscript{17} Some of the miners came up from California boasting that they would "clean out all the Indians in the land,"\textsuperscript{18} and there were instances of the kind of indiscriminate killing of Indians that was a feature of the American West. A company of miners coming
north along the old Hudson's Bay Company trail destroyed the winter provisions in an unattended Indian village on the shore of Okanagan Lake. Some of the party objected to this behaviour, but the perpetrators thought that it was "great fun". The following day a group of unarmed Indians were massacred by the miners. Even the member of the party who relates the incident thought that it was "a brutal affair". Apart from a general paranoia about hostile Indians this attack was not motivated by any particular grievance against the Okanagans. 19

The Fraser Canyon was also the scene of inter-racial violence in the summer of 1858. There were individual killings, both of miners and of Indians, and on at least two occasions the situation threatened to escalate into major conflict. There were some in the Colonies who were quite cavalier about the possibility of an Indian war, 20 but Douglas was very worried about the consequences of such a conflict. He feared that a "sanguinary war of races" would be "the inevitable consequence of a prolonged state of misrule" and would plunge the Government into serious difficulties. 21 In both cases of major hostilities Douglas visited the mining area. His intervention at Hill's Bar in June settled the conflict, and a potentially ugly situation at Yale had resolved itself before his arrival late in August. Just prior to his arrival at Yale the mutual hostility between miner and Indian had threatened to boil over. Rumours were flying, and when some dead miners were found it was assumed that they had been murdered by Indians. The miners at Yale formed themselves into volunteer companies to take reprisals against the Indians up river. There was wild talk about exterminating the
Indians, but these militia units involved themselves more in bravado than in action. Incredible stories continued to circulate. On 25 August 1858 the *Daily Victoria Gazette* reported that the Indians had murdered 42 men and had horribly mutilated the bodies of 38 of them. The following day the story was retracted as untrue, for in fact friendly Indians had prevented major hostilities from developing. Nevertheless, the miner who carried the so-called news to Yale had created a ferment of excitement in the town. Eventually, however, the situation began to simmer down as the miners made peace treaties with the Indians. But already a number of Indians had been killed, some villages destroyed, and an Indian prisoner nearly lynched by a crowd of angry miners.22

Outbreaks of violence such as these were symptomatic of a general antagonism between the two races. Large numbers of miners and Indians were working in close proximity on the gold bars. One witness said that there were from sixty to seventy Europeans working alongside four to five hundred Indians at Hill's Bar alone in the summer of 1858.23 Each race harboured grievances against the other. Numerous accusations of Indians killing miners, whether true or not, incensed the Europeans. Miners also complained of Indians stealing their equipment, stock and food. Then there were the efforts of the Indians to prevent the miners from extracting any gold at all. There were reports of Indians trying to stop the miners from proceeding up the rivers24 and attempting to impose taxes on those working ground claimed by the Indians.25 Large assemblies of Indians tended to make the miners uneasy and they were apt to conclude that
Indian gatherings were "for no friendly purpose." Government officials reported to Victoria that all these factors made the miners apprehensive and touchy, even though they had brought much of the Indian hostility on themselves. Apart from the simple objection to the presence and activities of the miners, the Indians objected to the abuses that they had to endure. They reiterated in reverse the miners' allegations of theft, complaining that miners took their stock and destroyed their crops. Indians also complained that miners abused their women and were generally insulting. Indian accusations were corroborated by European observers who wrote of the miners treating the Indians with "cowardly cruelty". One of the Gold Commissioners even went as far as to express the belief that it was "a fallacy" to "endeavour to enlist the good will of the American or Irish toward the Indian".

The miners and their operations were a major interference with the life and livelihood of the Indians who were, as a consequence, becoming very unsettled. The Fraser canyon had been the major salmon fishing area, not just for the Indians in the immediate vicinity, but for those as far away as the Strait of Georgia. Mining operations disrupted the catching and drying of a major staple in the Indian diet. The 1858 run turned out to be a poor one for salmon anyway, and many held that the activities of the miners were responsible for depleting the fishing. Certainly one of the reasons that the Indians had opposed the entrance of the miners in the first place was the fear that the salmon would be eliminated from the rivers and streams. They undoubtedly held the Europeans responsible for
the lack of food during the winter of 1858-1859. Miners also interfered with the Indians' land holdings; village sites, fishing stations, and cultivated areas were all intruded upon.

The first winter after the arrival of the miners was a hard one for the Indians. Government officials and others wrote numerous reports of Indians being destitute and starving.³⁴ It was natural, and probably just, for the Indians to blame the miners for their situation. Many Europeans simply explained the Indians' lack of food as being a result of their "natural improvidence", but mining did damage the Indians' resource areas. Many Indians were caught by the mania for gold and some probably neglected their traditional summer food gathering, either for mining or for providing ancillary services for the white miners. Judge Matthew Begbie rightly pointed out that the willingness of the Indians to work hard for wages seemed to argue against the idea of "natural improvidence",³⁵ indeed many Indians were able to support themselves and their families by becoming wage earners.³⁶ Others, however, obviously miscalculated their winter needs. The pressure of starvation forced some Indians to steal from Europeans. Also Indians of the canyon, attracted by the possibility of trade and work, abandoned their winter villages and began to congregate around the mining towns.³⁷ Then the Indians found that these towns had other, less desirable characteristics. By all accounts the mining towns, particularly Yale, were unsavoury places. As Indians began to acquire liquor from white traders and Indian women became prostitutes or the temporary wives of miners, drunkenness and prostitution brought the attendant evils of degradation and disease.
Had the mining areas returned to their pre-1858 condition after the miners had departed, their impact on the Indians might have been as transitory as their presence. Most of the miners left the canyon area during the winter, and as one field became exhausted they moved on to fresher ones. Gradually most of the mining population moved north. By the early 1860's the Cariboo was the centre of attention and in the early 1870's there were gold strikes on the Skeena and Omineca Rivers. To the east there was a strike at Rock Creek and brief excitements in the Kootenays and in the Big Bend country. But as the miners departed, their place was taken by other Europeans who were to have an even more profound influence on the Indians. At the time of the establishment of the new Colony of British Columbia, hopes were expressed in Britain that a more permanent population would be added to the gold seekers and in Victoria Douglas had already recommended "that the whole country be immediately thrown open for settlement". These hopes were not to be disappointed. Permanent settlers were arriving in increasing numbers, and they began to have an impact on the Indians that was also to be permanent.

Settlers, like gold miners, adopted little of the circumspection that characterised the fur traders' dealings with the Indians. Many settlers were high handed in their treatment of the Indians. One observer claimed that in many instances the white man considered himself "entitled to demand their wives or their sisters, and if such demand is disputed, to proceed to acts of violence to gain their object." Often when Indians complained about mistreatment, they were simply
treated with abuse, and sometimes they responded in kind. Many of the so-called "outrages" perpetrated by Indians on the Europeans could be attributed, according to Matthew Macfie, "to some wanton violation of the personal or domestic rights of the Indians on the part of the whites." Attacks on Europeans which appeared to be without provocation were perhaps a consequence of the fact that "some of the tribes have held the presence of our race to be practically an invasion."42

The quintessential conflict between the settlers and the Indians was over land. Land was as essential to the continuation of Indian culture as it was to the aims of the settlers. The overwhelming desire that brought the settlers sailing so far from home was for "advancement", both economic and social. For many the acquisition of land was the primary means of advancement. For the speculator land was the means of making a profit and for the settler with a little capital it was the means of rising above the level of the "mere labourer".43 Land meant either money or status, or both, to the colonist. He had come to the Colonies to acquire the land that could be no longer obtained in Britain and he was in no mood to take the claims of the Indians into account.

As far as the Indians were concerned the land was theirs, as it had been from time immemorial. Notions of ownership varied from one tribe to another, but traditionally the Indian identified strongly with his locale. Settlers were sometimes surprised at the number of geographic features and places that the Indians had names for. Grant noted that in Sooke harbour "every little point to which a white man would not dream of giving
Many Indian groups possessed myths that explained the existence of the topographic features in their locality. Most commonly in Indian societies house sites and food gathering places were owned by the kinship group. But the Indians' relationship with the land was not just material, it was also spiritual. Some groups believed that just as all growing things had a soul, so also did the rocks and the water since they had all been people during the mythological age. The "land mysteries" were a part of the religious beliefs of many interior Indians. The land, as well as sustaining life, was life. When he was working as Reserve Commissioner among the Shuswap in the 1870's Sproat wrote in a letter to Ottawa that "I do not exaggerate in saying that some of these Indians die if they lose their land: they take it so much to heart." To relieve the Indian of his land was to deprive him of the place of his ancestors and to take away part of his identity.

Not that the Indians' attitude to, and use of, the land was unchanging. It is probable that the fur trade resulted in a sharpening of notions of territoriality among some groups, and it is certain that as the Indians lost land they placed a greater value on what they retained. European contact had also induced some tribes to turn from a purely hunting and gathering economy to cultivating increasing areas of their land and, particularly in the interior, running growing herds of horses and cattle. But either way the Indians were in competition with the settlers. If the Indians farmed, either for subsistence or for profit, they competed directly with the Europeans. If they retained
their traditional economy the rivalry was even greater, as
the two ways of using the land were mutually exclusive. It
was difficult for the Indians to hunt or pick berries on land
that had been ripped up by the farmer's plough. The conflict
was simple and inevitable: the Indians had the land and the
settlers wanted it.

Europeans had never lacked for justifications for dis­
possessing aborigines of their land. There were biblical in­
junctions that could be cited in support of their actions.
Perhaps the first Englishman to comment on the subject was Sir
Thomas More. The people of More's Utopia considered this the
most just cause for war; "when any people holdeth a piece of
ground void and vacant to no good nor profitable use, keeping
others from the use and possession of it which notwithstanding
by the law of nature ought thereof to be nourished and re­
lieved."47 John Locke, in his Second Treatise of Government,
implies that an agricultural people might justly force a hunting
population to alter its economy.48 Perhaps the authority that
was most frequently referred to in North America was the Swiss
jurist, Vattel, who held that people who do not settle and
cultivate the land cannot have a true and legal possession of
it. In his The Law of Nations, first published in 1760 and
republished in 1834, Vattel concluded that people in North
America had "not deviated from the view of Nature" by depriving
the Indians of some of their land.49

Among those settlers who thought that deeply about the
question, Vattel's view prevailed. The British Columbian held
that "According to the strict rule of international law
territory occupied by a barbarous or wholly uncivilised people may be rightfully appropriated by a civilised or Christian nation". Sproat discussed the same question with some of his fellow colonists soon after their arrival in the Alberni area in 1860. They agreed that the dispossession of the Indians was legitimate on the grounds that all the land was "lying waste without prospect of improvement". Englishmen generally thought that a hunting economy was inferior to an agricultural one, and that hunters and gatherers made incomplete use of the land. It was even asserted that the Indians placed no value on their land because they never cultivated it. Settlers were either unwilling or unable to understand Indian concepts of land tenure, and instead made the easier assumption that the land was lying "waste". They thought it "a great pity to see this beautiful country so well adapted to the wants of man, lying waste, when so many Englishmen and Scotchmen would be glad to come here and till the soil." Another, more portentous, way of justifying possession of their land was to deny the humanity of the aboriginal inhabitants. That current of thought was seldom far below the surface of the settlers' writings on the Indians. Whatever the reason or the rationalisation, nearly all the settlers agreed that the "indolent, contented, savage, must give place to the busteling sons of civilisation & Toil".

In British Columbia and Vancouver Island there were some local factors that intensified inter-racial conflict over land. Europeans and Indians tended to select land for the same reasons; they both wanted land that was fertile and productive.
While the total land area of the two Colonies was large, only a small proportion was suitable for cultivation. The facts of geography therefore focussed the conflict on comparatively small pockets of fertile river valley land. Prior to the arrival of the settlers very little of the land was "waste" in the sense that it was unowned. Consequently if one tribe was displaced by European settlers it could not move to another place without intruding on the territory of another group. Unlike Australia there was no vast unused interior that the aborigines could retreat to, so the land question could not be deferred for long; the conflict had to be settled on the spot. The activities of speculators added to the pressure on Indian land. When land was bought by Europeans for the purposes of speculation it was thereby withheld from those who wanted to farm it, so that even more Indian land was needed to satisfy the needs of farming settlers. A further factor adding to the intensity of the conflict was the fact that the more settler pressure there was on Indian land, the more the Indians valued the land that they had left and the more reluctant they became to give it up.

Given the increasing numbers of settlers arriving in British Columbia and the growing discrepancy in the power relationship it was perhaps inevitable that the Indians should be the losers in the struggle for the land. As had happened, and would happen, all over North America the Indians lost large and increasing amounts of their territory. In areas where pressure from Europeans was particularly intense even Indian village sites and cultivated fields were intruded upon. Those
Indians who initially thought that the Europeans only wanted the use of the land soon came to realise that they intended to possess it utterly. When Europeans owned land they fenced it in and often became irate when the Indians or their stock trespassed on it. European ownership of land also had a destructive aspect. Settlers failed to realise that the Indians had developed an economy that was finely tuned to the environment. Europeans, by contrast, tended to want to dominate their environment, and to extract the minerals and fertility from the soil. This is what the European meant when he talked about "improving" the land. Gradually the ecological balance that the Indian way of life was based on was being eroded away. Naturally not all the Indians of British Columbia lost their land at the same rate. Some coastal groups, such as the Kwakiutl and Haida, were little affected. But increasing Indian dissatisfaction over the land question was indicative that most of the Indians were experiencing, and were very annoyed by, dispossession of their land.

For the Indians losing their land did not just mean losing their source of subsistence; it also meant the loss of a major part of their social and spiritual identity. It has been argued, with considerable validity, that "next to introducing epidemics and firing bullets into their bodies, the most effective way to destroy natives is to take away their lands." The extent to which an indigenous people have retained their land is the best single criterion on which to judge their survival.\(^57\) It has been shown in other parts of the world that there is a close correlation between loss of land and depopulation and social disorganisation among indigenous peoples.\(^58\) Certainly in British
Columbia the Indians experienced both depopulation and major social disruption during the period in which the settlers were moving on to their land. The exact causal relationship between loss of land and the declining Indian population of the 1860's may be difficult to establish, but there was a quite direct relationship between the Indians' loss of land and the loss of control over their society. This was not just because they were deprived of the land that was the basis of their way of life, but also because legislating the Indians off their land required a degree of political control over them on the part of the settlers. In order to dispossess the Indians of their land the settlers had to curtail their freedom of action in many ways. When, for example, the Indians protested with violence the taking of their land the settlers demanded that action be taken against them by government forces.

There were many minor incidents of Indians either threatening or actually attacking settlers whom they felt were stealing their property. In 1864 there was a dispute between the Canoe Creek Indians and a settler named R.P. Ritchie. The Indians claimed that Ritchie had taken their cultivated lands and deprived them of access to water. Some of the Indians wanted to kill the settler but "wiser counsels" prevailed. In the same year the Cowichan objected to the presence of a settler who had fenced in part of their reserve and they questioned a Roman Catholic priest about the advisability of killing the man. On a number of occasions Europeans conducting mining operations in Skidegate Inlet asked for protection from the Government against the Indians. Early in 1870 it was reported that there
was much excitement among the Fraser Valley Indians over their loss of land and that the peace of the area was endangered. Some attacks on settlers were too easily attributed to the Indians. On 3 May 1863 The British Colonist carried the story, under the headline "Another Indian Outrage", of the house of a Hornby Island settler being destroyed by fire. The newspaper, however, cited no evidence that the Indians were responsible other than the claim that they had been "troublesome and insolent" to settlers in the past.

These niggling incidents were comparatively minor affairs, but in 1864 there was a more major assault. Early in the morning of 30 April a group of Indians attacked a road party that was working on the Homathco River and thirteen white men were killed. The motivation behind this attack was complex and it is now perhaps impossible to isolate the overriding cause. There were undoubtedly a number of personal grievances that arose out of the treatment of the Indians employed by the road party. One of the underlying causes was the Indians' dislike of European intrusion into their territory. The road party was in the employ of Alfred Waddington, who had surveyed a townsite at the head of Bute Inlet, had pre-empted land there, and was now trying to form a road link with the Cariboo gold mines. Waddington was the epitome of the colonial developer, and the Indians figured nowhere in his calculations. Until the early 1860's the Indians of the Chilcotin country and the Homathco Valley had been relatively isolated from European contact, although they no doubt realised that the Waddington road would provide access for European influence and would lead to further alienation of land.
The attack on the road workers was to some extent an attempt to exclude settlement and land development. After the murders on the Hohathko the Indians moved deeper into Chilcotin territory where they attacked a pack train and also killed a settler named William Manning who had established himself near Puntzi Lake. Apparently Manning had usurped an Indian "camping site" near a spring and had driven the Indians off. When the Indians attacked Manning they "even went to the trouble of breaking up the ploughs and other agricultural implements." By attacking settlers and the lines of communication that maintained their existence these Indians were recording their protest against the invasion of their land by Europeans.

The reaction of the colonists to these killings, particularly in Victoria, was immediate and noisy. At first settlers could scarcely believe that a party of "strong robust fearless" white men could be nearly all murdered by a dozen "cowardly savages". But as the facts of the matter were established the settlers made it clear that they were not going to treat lightly any threat to their presence in the Colonies. The murders were a flash point in the history of race relations that revealed the attitudes of many of the settlers to Indians who might impede the development of the Colonies. Throughout May 1864 the Victoria newspapers clamoured for retribution against the murderers. The killings were described as "fiendish", and as having been committed without provocation by cowardly and treacherous Indians. Some demanded that justice be done while others simply called for revenge. By the beginning of June Victorians were highly dissatisfied with the apparent lack of
action by the Government in the face of continuing reports of murders of Europeans in the Chilcotin country. On June 1 The British Colonist described the killing of the packers, noted the folly of waiting for the tardy actions of the authorities, and called for citizens to take matters into their own hands. There were, pointed out the editorialist, hundreds of men who would volunteer and who would not rest until "every member of the rascally murderous tribe is suspended to the trees of their own forests." That evening, in a manner typical of the American West, the people of Victoria held a public meeting at which 129 men volunteered to take up arms against the Indians responsible for the killings. Men such as Amor De Cosmos revealed publicly their "antipathy and hatred" for the Indians. De Cosmos said that "he had lived among the Indians and knew their treachery." One man, C.B. Young, did remind the audience that justice should be evenhanded, and that the fencing off of Indian potato patches by Europeans was not justice, nor was it justice when a cricket pitch was taken out of the Indian reserve at Nanaimo. But most Victorians at the meeting were not interested in such logic, and the proposal that the Indians responsible for the murders should be hanged on the spot was greeted with "general cheers". This meeting contained all the elements of vigilantism, an aberration that is often assumed to have been absent from the history of the Canadian West.

John Tod was somewhat amused at all these frantic preparations, and the old fur trader reminded a former comrade of how the Indians used to be kept in "complete subjection" by "a mere handful of Fur Traders." Apparently some settlers were
amazed that such small numbers of fur traders could have survived amongst a large and "lawless" Indian population.\textsuperscript{74}

The offer from Victoria of volunteers to take up arms against the Chilcotin was declined by the authorities, although the leaders of the Indians held responsible for the murders were captured, tried, and hanged. Their fate was a signal to the Indians that it was not advisable to object to the presence of Europeans with violence, and that punitive measures would be taken against those who attacked settlers.

Besides an enforced loss of land, economic opportunities for the Indians were being reduced in other ways by the presence of the settlers. The Indian began to face competition from the European not only for the use of the land, but also for the resources of the water. During his stay on Vancouver Island in the early 1850's Captain Grant had foreseen that fishing rights were likely to cause friction between Indian and European, "as all the tribes are singularly jealous of their fishing privileges, and guard their rights with the strictness of a manorial preserve."\textsuperscript{75} This prophecy became a reality during the 1860's as commercial fishing began to develop, first on the Fraser River and then on the rivers and inlets to the north. In the interior as early as 1859 when the salmon stopped running in the Lytton area the supposed reason was that a fishing company had placed a net across the river.\textsuperscript{76} Increasingly the Indians were to feel the restrictions that European fishermen placed on their traditional freedom to harvest the rivers and the sea.

Prior to settlement the Indians had provided the essential manpower for the fur trade economy, but now Indian labour
was only of marginal significance in the economic concerns of the Europeans. Farming was not particularly labour intensive and, in the interior, ranching used very little manpower in proportion to land. Although from the beginning of settlement on Vancouver Island some Indians were employed by European farmers it was usually only on a seasonal or piece work basis, so the income was neither steady nor permanent. Whereas during the fur trade period any Indian could bring furs to a fort and sell them, now Indians could gain employment only at the pleasure of the whites. Indians of the interior earned money packing for the Europeans, but one official reported that they faced starvation when they could not obtain the work that they had become accustomed to.  

There were other reports of Indians not being paid for their labour. John Muir, an old resident of the Sooke area, was apparently in the habit of giving the Indians he employed promissory notes which they were subsequently unable to redeem. It was claimed that Waddington and his men did the same thing to Indians who had been employed on the Bute Inlet road party. When they were paid they seldom received as much as Europeans did. Of course many settlers thought that the Indians were unsatisfactory as labourers; that they were naturally lazy, that they had to be constantly supervised, and that they could not persevere at a job for any length of time. Indians were useful as hewers of wood and drawers of water, commented one observer, but were not "always to be trusted with what may be termed the more delicate and refined portions of household service, such as, for instance, the washing up of dishes." Other settler spokesmen strongly objected to employing Indian workers on
principle. The editor of The British Colonist considered that to bring Indian labour into competition with European immigration would be highly detrimental to the country's best interests. Indian labour was not the kind that was required to develop the Colonies, rather "it is Caucasion-Anglo-Saxon bone, muscle, and intellect that we want." The same newspaper had expressed the opinion a few months earlier that it would be much more to our advantage if we were to encourage a thrifty white population, who would buy town lots, build cottages, bring their families hither, and pay taxes, rather than a horde of redskins, who spend their money for whiskey, and never contribute a dollar towards the public treasury.

These words were probably written by De Cosmos, and they certainly reflect his particularly rabid brand of racism. The love of Amor De Cosmos, rather than being cosmic, had distinct limitations, and it was not extended to include the Indians. Many settlers would, however, have agreed with his view that the Indians should be spectators, rather than participants in the development of the colony.

By depriving the Indians of land and making only limited use of Indian labour, the effect of the settlement frontier was to diminish Indian wealth. Particularly on the coast, the Indians had traditionally placed great emphasis on wealth and property as the bases of power and strength in their society. The ability to acquire wealth was the major measure of the vitality of an Indian tribe, and an individual without property lacked the means to establish his status. The fur trade had stimulated Indian culture by adding to Indian wealth and therefore to the scope of Indian creativity. Settlement, on the
other hand, often had the effect of subtracting from Indian wealth and thus tended to stultify their culture.

A large number of Indians tried to alleviate the decline in their fortunes by moving to live, either permanently or temporarily, near European towns. But they were not made very welcome by the settlers, many of whom did not want to live in close proximity to groups of Indians. At Fort Hope there was pressure to remove the Indians from a reservation that was close to the town, although Begbie advised against the move on the grounds that the Indians provided trade and could earn more by working in the town than they could by farming. Governor Douglas received quite different advice from one of his officials in Yale. There the medical officer, Dr. M.W. Fifer, wrote that the town council had given consideration to the question of moving the Indian reserve away from the town. It was unnecessary, he said, to detail the evils that resulted from the presence of the Indians "to the detriment of the morals of the white Inhabitants". Fifer was particularly concerned about the settlers' children. The townspeople wished to banish vice from the daily sight of their offspring. As with most requests for Indian removal there was also a professed concern for the Indians. It was said that the town was harmful to the Indians; that the women became depraved and diseased, and that all the Indians became addicted to alcohol. The people of Yale thought that these undoubted social problems would be solved if the Indians were removed further away from the town and restricted from entering it after certain hours of the day.

In both New Westminster and Victoria there was similar pressure for Indian removal. The British Columbian complained
that "decent people" in New Westminster were being subjected "to the intolerable nuisance of having filthy, degraded, debauched Indians as neighbours". In Victoria, where the numbers of Indians and Europeans were greater, white agitation for Indian removal was even more vociferous. By the end of the 1850's most of the Songhees had moved to a reserve on the opposite side of the harbour from the old fort. Following the gold rush boom in Victoria increasing numbers of Indians from the northern coast came to spend the summer in the town. In April 1859 The Victoria Gazette estimated the population of the various Indian groups at Victoria to be 2,835 and the following year Douglas reported to London that 2,000 Indians from the north were living near the town. Douglas wrote that these Indians were of value to the town as labourers and consumers. The Indians came to trade furs and handcrafts, and they provided the townspeople with a supply of fish, game and produce. Apparently some Indians felt that the Europeans were gullible traders and thought that they could make large profits in Victoria.

The Indians who came to Victoria undoubtedly benefitted economically, but socially the effects were not so beneficial. With considerable numbers of Indians of various tribes living in close quarters disputes and hostilities were bound to occur. During the summer of 1860 there was a major feud between the Haida and other groups which produced several outbreaks of violence. Such hostilities were exacerbated by the large quantities of illegal, and therefore impure, liquor that the Indians were able to acquire and consume. In spite of every
effort by the authorities it proved to be impossible to prevent the sale of "ardent spirits" to the Indians. In 1860 an Act was passed to prohibit the sale or gift of intoxicating liquors to the Indians, but it was extremely difficult to police this law. Frederick Whymper, an artist who visited the northwest coast in 1864, claimed that there were 336 cases and 240 convictions involving Europeans selling liquor to the Indians between 1858 and 1864. Presumably there would have been many more convictions but for the impediment that whiskey sellers could not be convicted on Indian evidence alone. All this activity in the courts seemed to make little impact on the liquor trade; in fact it was claimed in 1860 that selling liquor to the Indians had become one of the most profitable businesses in Victoria. Indian drinking was associated with other crime. There was a considerable amount of theft and there were numerous cases of assault in Victoria which often involved Indians, either as perpetrators or victims. Murders were also reasonably common and Indians were responsible for some of them, although there was a tendency for Victorian newspapers to attribute unsolved murders to Indians without real evidence.

Prostitution was another problem. The coming of the settlers meant changes in the relationships between European men and Indian women. An Indian wife was a positive advantage to a fur trader but not to a settler. Some settlers did form temporary liaisons with Indian women, but more commonly they provided merely a temporary satisfaction of desires. The term "squaw", with all its pejorative connotations, was virtually
unknown on the early fur trading frontier but was widely used after the arrival of the settlers. Large numbers of Indian women from the north came to Victoria annually to earn money by prostitution. Apparently some were able to raise their husband's social position with the wealth that they acquired in this way. Women could earn twice as much as prostitutes in Victoria than they could further up the coast. So-called "squaw dance houses", brothels, and Indian women "dressed up as fine as 'White Soiled Doves' do in California" were all features of certain streets in Victoria in the early 1860's.

In the minds of many of the colonists social ills such as these were associated with the presence of the Indians rather than with the sudden influx of a large and unstable European population. As a consequence there was constant pressure in the early years of settlement, both from the colonists and from their representatives in the Legislature, to have the Indians removed from the vicinity of Victoria, and especially to have the Songhees' reserve relocated. It was felt that no matter how appropriate the presence of the Indians might have been to the needs of the Hudson's Bay Company, these circumstances had passed and policies must now be changed to meet present and future exigencies.

As with many public issues in Victoria, The British Colonist led the fray. The newspaper once expressed the opinion "that the rascally redskins who refused to subscribe to the Colonist, have got to make room for white men who will." The editors were probably only half joking, and they did have reasons besides boosting the circulation of their paper for advocating the removal of the Indians. On 8 January and 26 February 1859
The Colonist published unsigned letters demanding that the Indians be moved from Victoria. "How much longer", a letter writer asked, "are we to be inflicted with the intolerable nuisance of having hundreds upon hundreds of hideous, half-naked, drunken savages in our midst?" How terrible was the example to our children, to our sisters and daughters, to have the streets "teeming with droves of these disgusting objects, reeling about and shouting". Settlers seemed to be particularly concerned about the possibility of "insults to female modesty", and one of them hinted darkly that "With such disgusting sights before the young, who can tell that the foundation is not gradually being laid of wickednesses too fearful to mention." Settler outrage at the possibility of miscegenation was only thinly disguised by such remarks. Letters like these written by its subscribers were supported editorially by The British Colonist.

Social problems and offense to settler sensibilities were two reasons for the demands for the relocation of the Indians, but a third, and probably more important reason, was the fact that with the growth of Victoria the Songhees reserve had become a valuable piece of real estate. Colonial developers would have preferred to see the land turned to a profit by themselves, rather than being occupied by the Indians. Attempts were made by the settlers to buy the land from the Songhees, but Douglas forestalled that move by placing a notice in the Victoria Gazette to the effect that the reserve was the property of the Crown and that the Indians could not convey legal title to it. But there was also agitation in the House of Assembly to have the Indians removed by official action. James Yates, a tavern owner
and government critic, introduced the question of removing the Indian reserve from across the harbour at several meetings of the Assembly during January and February 1859. On 25 January he moved to ask the Governor if they had the power to remove the Indians, and if not why not. In a letter dated 5 February 1859, Douglas informed the speaker and the members of the Assembly that he was not prepared to see the Indians moved because the Government was pledged by treaties that he had made not to disturb their occupation of the land. Douglas added, however, that he was prepared to allow the leasing out of parts of the reserve. But this action was not enough for those who wanted removal, and Yates continued to agitate towards that end in the Assembly. On the 15 February he introduced another resolution to have the Indians moved and one for a committee to be established to enquire into the circumstances of the Indians coming into the area so that His Excellency could be fully informed. The debate which ensued was not carried on "entirely within the rules of good breeding and parliamentary usage." Yates had made it clear that he wanted to see the reserve purchased from the Indians, divided into town lots, and sold to the highest bidder. He argued that Douglas's proposal to lease the land was absurd as the income would be enormous and would give the Indians such an inflated idea of the value of the property that it would be impossible to purchase it from them in the future. Anyway, Yates added, nothing could be done to improve the condition of the Indians while they remained where they were with liquor so easy to obtain. Joseph Despard Pemberton pertinently pointed out that it was only since
their lands had become valuable that the Indians were found to be a nuisance and, taking a swipe at Yates, remarked that if liquor was a problem then the grog shops should be closed. Both of Yates' resolutions were lost, but the Assembly continued to raise objections to the idea of leasing the land. Although Douglas resisted the efforts to have the Indians removed it was clear that the settlers did not want them living near Victoria any more than they wanted them occupying valuable land.

A further consequence of the large numbers of Indians visiting and living in Victoria was that disease increased and spread among them. Indians who came to Victoria for the summer carried diseases up the coast when they returned home, thus spreading ailments more rapidly than if the population had been stationary. Venereal disease, for example, was contracted by Indian women in Victoria and then carried up the coast where it caused death and infertility. The most striking instance of the transmission of disease in this way was the smallpox outbreak of 1862. During March of that year smallpox was brought to Victoria, probably by a sailor coming from San Francisco, and it soon took hold among the Indians. In the middle of the nineteenth century little was known about the mechanism by which smallpox was spread. Newspapers in Victoria were advising citizens to clean up any refuse that was likely to cause miasma, and the ultimate method used to try and control the disease among the Indians was the worst one possible. As it became apparent that more and more Indians were infected with smallpox Victorians began to agitate to have them removed from the vicinity of the town. Finally the authorities evicted the
Indians and burned down their houses. Rather than containing the highly contagious disease at its source it was allowed to spread up the coast as the northern Indians returned home infecting others wherever they made a landfall. From the coast the disease also began to spread into the interior, until the Indians of a large part of the two Colonies were in contact with it. This increased incidence of smallpox produced considerable excitement and hysteria among the settlers. For some the impact of the disease confirmed their expectation that the Indians were soon to die out. Contemporary remarks about smallpox converting Indian camps into graveyards should therefore be treated with some caution, as should statements by more recent commentators that the epidemic beginning in 1862 reduced the Indian population by one third. During 1862 thousands of Indians were vaccinated and by that time there must have been a degree of built-up immunity as a result of previous contact with the disease. Nonetheless, there can be no doubt that large numbers of Indians were killed by smallpox.

In many respects the 1862 smallpox outbreak was representative of the kind of change that the Indians faced with the arrival of the settlers. Just as the Indians had been introduced to smallpox before 1862 their culture had been changed as a result of the European presence prior to the coming of the settlers; but now the pace of change outstripped the Indian ability to cope with it. The old cures for illnesses proved ineffective against smallpox, and traditional social forms were inadequate to cope with the crisis that settlement brought to
Indian culture. During the fur trade change had been gradual enough for the Indians to accommodate to it, but in the years following 1858 the Indians faced a great range of major disruptions which were introduced too quickly for the Indians to adapt to them easily.

Indians realised that their way of life was being seriously disrupted. They objected to the interference and yet they could do little about it. In 1860 when Sproat arrived at Alberni Canal to supervise the establishment of a sawmill, he announced to the Indians that they must move their village as he had bought all the surrounding land from the Queen and he wished to occupy the site of the village. The Indians must have been astonished at the odd behaviour of this white man, but they proceeded to negotiate a sale. It became apparent, however, that the Indians were unwilling to move themselves from their village. One of the tribal elders later said prophetically,

> We see your ships, and hear things that make our hearts grow faint. They say that more King-George-men will soon be here, and will take our land, our firewood, our fishing grounds; that we shall be placed on a little spot, and shall have to do everything according to the fancies of the King-George-men.

The old man added that "We do not want the white man. He steals what we have. We wish to live as we are." But the opposition was futile. The Alberni Indians prepared to resist the intrusion of Sproat's party by force, but the European's vessels were equipped with cannon and after the use of these was demonstrated the Indians "saw that resistance would be inexpedient, and began to move from the spot." The scene was one that was repeated in many places in the two Colonies. Indians everywhere were
trying to convince the settlers that they had no business being there, and that the land belonged to themselves. But by 1858 it was already too late to turn back the settlers, and in any case the Indian societies were too fragmented for the Indians to provide serious opposition. Neither the Salish nor the Shuswap, nor even the Chilcotin, could prevent the advance of settlement on their own, and the Indians had never acted together before; hitherto there had been no reason for united action. Recalling his arrival in Alberni sometime later, Sproat said that the clattering of ships' cables had not been heard before by the Indians of the area, but it was a noise "that might well be remembered by the people, for their land really passed into the unrelaxing English grip as our anchors sank to the bottom".

Individual and groups of Indians tried to oppose the penetration of the whites, while others merely retreated from a situation that they felt was beyond their control. Sproat told the Ethnological Society of London that after having spent some time among the Indians he noticed that a large number of them "no longer visited the settlement in their former free independent way, but lived listlessly in their villages, brooding seemingly over heavy thoughts." These Indians gradually shrank from association with the Europeans. Sproat's not implausible explanation for this behaviour was that the Indians had begun to distrust their old habits and traditions and yet were stunned and confused by the technical achievements and vitality of western culture. Sproat also noticed that illness had increased among the Indians for no immediately apparent reason; he claimed
that it was not caused by excessive drinking or sexual contact with the whites, but thought it to be the result of despondency produced by contact with western culture. Another official reported an increase in the suicide rate among the Indians of the Douglas area. Certainly if Sproat's description is at all accurate then these Indians were experiencing an acute cultural crisis.

The settlement frontier, then, was bringing major disruptions to the cultures of those Indians in constant contact with the whites. Some groups still remained fairly isolated from settlement during the 1860's and in some cases were still vigorously asserting their own culture. Not all Indians experienced the anomie which Sproat describes. Some coast Indians were still developing and asserting Indian cultural forms. Helen Codere has shown that among the Kwakiutl winter ritual and potlatching were increasing in the years after the establishment of settlement, and the Haida were still developing their art forms to such an extent that their villages appeared from a distance as a forest of totem poles. Because of their relative isolation these groups had yet to experience the full impact of the settlement frontier, but nonetheless the developments in Kwakiutl ritual and Haida art can be seen as assertions of Indian culture in response to the malaise brought about by the white man's pressure.

During the 1860's many Indians in British Columbia were experiencing what, eventually, all would experience: a disruption of their culture. It was a disturbance that the Indians could tolerate or object to but, in the long term, could not really
resist. The attitudes and actions of the settlers meant that options were closing off for the Indians and their freedom of action was being limited. But miners and settlers were not the only agents of cultural change at work among the Indians after 1858.
CHAPTER VI

The Missionaries

... they saw that Christianity meant nothing less than the subversion of every evil work and no compromise, ...

Despite the fact that the settlers and gold miners brought radical change to Indian society, such change was the by-product of other European objectives. Settlers did not come to British Columbia with a specific policy of culture change in mind, they simply expected the Indians to give way before their demands. So the changes brought by settlers were, to a degree, inadvertent, although the effect on the Indians was no less profound for that reason. The missionaries, however, had developed quite deliberately and consciously thought out plans of acculturation for the Indians. The missionaries were the second prong of the settlement frontier's attack on Indian culture. Missionaries were a part of the settlement frontier because they demanded major change of the Indians, even though they wanted change of a different kind and for different reasons than the settlers.

Missionaries had been operative in the area that was to become British Columbia before the advent of the settlement frontier, but their efforts had met with little success. Protestant missions to the northwest coast during the fur trading period were few and short-lived. In 1829 Jonathan Green, representing the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,
made a trip from the Sandwich Islands to the northwest coast to investigate the possibility of establishing a mission. Green visited several points on the northern coast, including Kaigani, the Nass River and Skidegate, and wrote a report advocating that missionary attention should be paid to that part of the world. But apparently the American Board did not follow up his suggestion, at least not north of the forty-ninth parallel. Seven years later another Protestant missionary came to the coast. Rev. Herbert Beaver arrived at Fort Vancouver in September 1836, having been sent out by the Hudson's Bay Company as a chaplain and a missionary to the Indians. Beaver may, as Ogden once remarked, have been suited by name to the fur trade, but it is difficult to imagine a man less suited by nature to that environment. He lacked completely the toleration that was required to survive on the fur trading frontier.

Missionaries did not leave Europe to accommodate themselves to the frontier; they came with plans to alter Indian society totally. They were, therefore, misfits within the fur trading environment. The fur traders knew that the missionaries could destroy the fur trade by converting the Indians to a new way of life. While the traders' attitude to most missionaries was one of uneasy toleration, men like Beaver were simply infuriating. The Reverend Beaver seemed totally unable to make any concessions to the milieu that he was trying to work in. He was overly concerned with maintaining "the dignity of my station". He complained about the accommodation that he was provided with at the Fort; he protested that his allowance of food and wine was insufficient for a man of his station, and
when he began to work as a teacher and a minister he was prepared to make absolutely no allowance for the fact that most of his pupils and congregation were Roman Catholic. McLoughlin wanted Beaver to teach a non-denominational form of Christianity that would be appropriate to the catholic character of the Company's staff, but Beaver would teach only the doctrines of the Church of England. He was astonished at the strong hold of "Popery" in the Fort and, even worse, that it was "defended and sustained by the head of the establishment himself". But the issue that really enraged Beaver was the marital status of the officers and men of the Company. Many of the marriages of Company men and Indian or half-breed women were unions made in the "manner of the country" rather than having been formalised according to the ways of European society. A situation that the fur traders took so much for granted horrified and outraged the missionary. In his letters Beaver raved about "unhallowed connections" and women "living in a state of concubinage". He demanded that if a married chaplain was to dwell within the Fort all those whose marriages were not solemnised before God should be made to live outside the walls. As far as the traders were concerned this suggestion was just ridiculous. The crisis came on this matter when Beaver, in a letter to the Company, referred to McLoughlin's wife as a "female of notoriously loose character" and as "the kept Mistress of the highest personage in your service at this station." When he read these remarks, McLoughlin was incensed. The unfortunate Beaver learned something of the McLoughlin temper when he was severely beaten up in the quadrangle of the Fort by the Chief Factor. Soon after this incident
McLoughlin left on furlough and before he returned Beaver had departed from Fort Vancouver. The missionary had been utterly unable to cope with conditions inside the Fort let alone begin work among the Indians.

Beaver's behaviour might be put down to personal eccentricity were it not for the fact that his attitudes were typical of the evangelical missionary. Some years earlier Simpson had written prophetically that if a missionary was to be sent to work in a fur trading area he

... ought to be cool and temperate in his habits and of a Mild and conciliatory disposition even tempered and not too much disposed to find fault severely with any little laxity of Morals he may discover at the Coy's. Establishment otherwise 'tis to be feared he would find his situation uncomfortable and it might even interfere with the objects of his Mission; ... 11

After the Beaver interlude at Fort Vancouver, Douglas commented similarly, that a clergyman in the fur trading country should be devoted to the support of principles rather than forms, shun discord and avoid uncharitable feelings, and temper zeal with discretion.12 But these were characteristics that were seldom found in a Protestant missionary of the nineteenth century. Men like Beaver were zealous and determined, doctrinaire and obdurate. They saw themselves waging a war, often vainly, against an "irresistable torrent of iniquity",13 and they were not disposed to make concessions to the enemy.

The first Roman Catholic missionaries to come into contact with the Indians of the northwest coast were the friars who came with the early Spanish voyagers. Some of the Spaniards were very sanguine about the possibility of converting the
Indians. Francisco de Eliza, the Spanish commandant at Nootka, thought in 1792 that if the settlement were to be maintained for a couple of years then there would be very few Indians who had not been converted to Roman Catholicism. But these hopes were not to be realised. With the departure of the Spanish from Nootka it was to be many years before Roman Catholic missionaries were to come again to the Indians of the area. During the Hudson's Bay Company years a number of Roman Catholic missionaries stationed to the south made forays into New Caledonia. In 1838, the same year that Beaver ended his ministry, the first Roman Catholic priests arrived at Fort Vancouver. Fathers Francis N. Blanchet and Modeste Demers were sent out by the Bishop of Quebec to begin a mission in Oregon. In 1841 Demers travelled to Fort Langley and in the following year he joined Ogden's brigade which left Fort Vancouver to supply the posts of New Caledonia. Demers went as far north as Stuart Lake, passed the winter at Fort Alexandria, and returned to Fort Vancouver in April 1843. During the mid-1840's the Jesuit priest, Father Pierre De Smet, was travelling among the Kootenay and Okanagan Indians, while Father John Nobili S.J. was operating in northern New Caledonia. When Douglas made a journey of reconnaissance to the southern tip of Vancouver Island in 1843 he was accompanied by Father Jean-Baptist Bolduc who spent some time working among the coast Salish. Following the establishment of the Colony of Vancouver Island, Demers, who had been consecrated Bishop of Vancouver Island, and Father Lempfrit both laboured among the Indians, particularly in the Victoria and Cowichan areas.
Yet all these efforts by Roman Catholic missionaries made only a minimal impact on the Indians. The first of them to travel among the Indians of New Caledonia made only fleeting contact with each group. In spite of liberal sprinklings of baptismal water and the use of visual aids such as the Catholic ladder, the impact of these missionaries was superficial. As a later Oblate missionary to British Columbia put it, these early visits "were but skirmishes." Hundreds were baptised with little or no preparation, and under these circumstances baptism obviously did not mean conversion to Christianity. Many Indians who received "God's water" then felt secure and simply returned to their old way of life. As they conceived it, they had propitiated the new god and no real change in lifestyle was required. Even when the missionaries tried to establish themselves more permanently they met with little success. In 1852 Douglas had to ask Father Lempfrit to abandon his mission to the Cowichan. The Indians had attacked the missionary's property and had treated him with contempt, proving to Douglas that they were not prepared to benefit from religious teaching, and that for Lempfrit to remain in the area would endanger the peace of the Colony. Douglas wrote to the Colonial Office that, as a result of this situation, he intended to discourage missionaries from working among the Indians except within the boundaries of the settlement where they could be protected and supported.

During the fur trading period some Indians had also imbibed rudimentary notions of Christianity in an informal way from traders. William Tolmie noted in his journal at Fort
Nisqually that on occasions he had endeavoured to acquaint the Indians "with the existence of a Supreme Being, his creation of the world and Commandments to Man". Both of the fur trading companies that were active on the Pacific slope employed French Canadians and Roman Catholic Iroquois who conveyed aspects of Christianity to the local Indians. Sometimes Christian concepts spread among the Indians with startling rapidity. In 1829 two young Indians, one a Spokan and the other a Kutenai, returned to their homes after having been educated and baptised at Red River. One of the men, Spokan Garry, began preaching the white man's religion to Indian groups and his message was spread over great distances. John McLean, as far away as Fort Saint James, reported that a brand of Christianity taught by these two young men had spread with amazing rapidity to Fort Alexandria, and then to the Stuart Lake area.

Indians on the fur trading frontier were introduced to Christianity from a variety of sources, but their disposition towards western religion was the same as it was towards other aspects of European culture: they were free to select and reject as they pleased. Some did reject Christianity altogether. Others simply added the Christian God to the existing pantheon as a kind of insurance policy. Still others developed syncretistic cults that were a fusion of Indian and European elements. These prophet movements are particularly interesting examples of the kind of selective adaptation that was possible for the Indians during the fur trading period. It is questionable whether the prophet dance, for example, had its roots in the aboriginal beliefs of the people or whether it was a post-contact phenomenon.
But it is certain that Christian elements were increasingly added to the prophet cults after missionaries had been active in a given area. These Indian prophets prepared the way for later missionaries. Yet it was not until after the coming of settlement that the missionaries were sufficiently well organised to bring major change to Indian culture and the Indians were faced with more compelling reasons to adopt Christianity in its entirety.

The last years of the 1850's, the years that saw the permanent establishment of settlement, also marked the beginning of effective missionary work among the Indians. In June 1857 William Duncan, the best known missionary sent to British Columbia by the Church Missionary Society, arrived in Victoria. The following year the Oblates of Mary Immaculate established a centre for their operations at Esquimalt, and 1858 was also the year in which the sisters of Saint Ann arrived. In 1859 the first Methodist missionaries arrived from Canada to begin work on the west coast and in the same year representatives of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts came to British Columbia. It was no accident that the establishment of effective missions to the Indians coincided with the beginning of settlement. As long as their traditional way of life remained intact the Indians had no reason to adopt a new value system such as Christianity. It was only after the disruptive impact of settlement had rendered old truths ineffectual that the Indians needed to turn to new ones. Acceptance of missionary teaching by Indians was a sign that they sensed that their culture was undergoing major change and that they needed new knowledge to
cope with their new situation.

The aims of the missionaries were at one with the general impact of the settlement frontier in that the missionaries demanded total cultural capitulation from the Indians. No matter how much missionary societies might debate the question of whether civilisation should precede or follow evangelization, in effect the two were inextricably intertwined. The missionaries brought a new set of religious beliefs to the Indians, beliefs which were to cleanse them "from the awful superstitions in which they were now sunk". But the missionaries also assumed that the "improvement" of the heathen was an essential part of their becoming Christian, and for the European of the nineteenth century "improvement" meant westernisation. The missionaries were aggressively confident about the superiority of their own culture and therefore had no qualms about interfering with the customs of the Indians. They were determined to eradicate that which was Indian, and to impose that which was European. The demands of the missionaries, unlike those of the trader, could not be incorporated into existing Indian society; their teaching and their example had to be either accepted or rejected, and acceptance meant virtually a total cultural change for the proselyte. Nor did the missionaries simply demand a change in outward behaviour from their converts; they also required that, in the words of John Wesley, they be "born again of the spirit". Outward change was to be accompanied by a conversion of the heart and mind so that the Christian Indian became a completely new being.

William Duncan, the first and most successful of the
Protestant missionaries to work in British Columbia, was in many ways typical of the rest. Of humble origins, Duncan had struggled to rise above his birth, and by his own efforts had elevated himself into the ranks of the lower middle class. This upward mobility was common among young men who were converted to the missionary life, and for some the decision to work as a missionary was an extension of their drive for success in the secular world. As a missionary in a foreign land Duncan could achieve the respectability and position of leadership that he had striven for in Britain. Duncan's desire to become a missionary also arose out of an intensely felt religious fervour. As a young man Duncan experienced two conversions, the first of which was to evangelical Christianity. The doctrinal position of the evangelicals was a product of the spiritual revolution in Britain that was associated with the names of John Wesley and George Whitefield. It was a belief that took the convert from the depths of despair at his own unworthiness to the heights of joy when he contemplated God's mercy to him. Like many others Duncan tended to exaggerate his shortcomings, and the intense experience of sin made possible a heightened experience of salvation. The Weslyan doctrine of salvation by grace was essentially a doctrine for sinners. Duncan once wrote in his journal "I resolve & resolve and plan & pray - but all is unavailing. I go back to my sin as a dog returns to his vomit. I am indeed a lost sinner". The realisation of his sinfulness awakened in Duncan the desire to be converted into a new creature. Out of this religious experience came Duncan's second conversion to the missionary vocation. Among the evan-
gelicals the experience of personal rebirth often developed into a desire to be instrumental in the salvation of others. Duncan "pitied the poor heathen and felt exceedingly desirous of the salvation of all men".  

The evangelical believed that natural man, that is man without God, was utterly depraved. He thought the phrase "noble savage" to be a contradiction in terms, and substituted in its place a "picture of a degraded brute who might be saved from eternal damnation only by concerted missionary activity." The evangelical missionaries of the nineteenth century believed in the equality of man, since before God all souls were equal; but they also believed that it was only through the work of missionaries that the heathen could be saved from his depraved natural state and his potential equality could be converted into real equality.

His desire to save the "perishing" heathen led Duncan to present himself as a candidate for the mission field, and in 1854 he began his training at the Church Missionary Society's Highbury College in London. He was still at Highbury when, in 1857, the call came to go and work among the Indians of the northwest coast. Captain James Prevost of the Royal Navy had written to the C.M.S. pointing out that the Indians of the coast remained "in a state of heathen darkness and complete barbarism" in spite of manifesting "a great desire and aptitude to acquire the knowledge and arts of civilised life". Prevost suggested that the Indians were mentally and physically equal, if not superior, to the Maoris of New Zealand among whom agents of the C.M.S. had been labouring for so many years. So it was
decided to send a missionary to the northwest coast, and Duncan was the one chosen.

Duncan arrived in Vancouver Island in June 1857 conscious of his personal inadequacies and yet confident that his mission was divinely ordained. He had seen the signs that providence was on his side. At Valpariso he had gone ashore and nearly missed his ship when it departed but he had made it back in time. This experience he "set down as a direct mercy from and a special interposition of God on my account." He was to recall later that, as he began his mission to the Indians, he "never doubted for a moment that I should be able to subvert heathenism, and triumph over ignorance."36

But Duncan was not just the emissary of mid-Victorian evangelical Christianity, he was also the representative of mid-Victorian civilisation. His work towards the conversion of the heathen was to be combined with an attack on Indian social practices. Before his arrival at Fort Simpson Duncan saw much to convince him that it would not be easy to eradicate the "abominations" of the Indians. On observing the noise and confusion of the Songhees village at Victoria he longed for the time when "these dens of darkness & iniquity would be illuminated by the Gospel light".37 Among the "atrocities" and the "superstitions" of the Fort Rupert Indians he saw practices that were "overwhelmingly shocking to behold." There was much that required "improvement", and Duncan almost despaired at the enormity of the task ahead of him.38 He arrived at Fort Simpson on 1 October 1857, and from that day he began his attack on Tsimshian culture.
During the first months among the Tsimshian Duncan found some things about the Indians to admire and much to abhor. One of his first positive impressions of the Tsimshian was that they were "a fine intelligent race". He noted a "conscious superiority both in numbers and ability" which distinguished the Tsimshian from the Indians of the southern coast. He was astonished at "their skill in both the useful and the fine arts" and he observed that the ability to work metal or carve wood seemed to be intuitive among the northern Indians. But Duncan was obliged to demonstrate that the Indians had a capacity for improvement; after all if the Tsimshian were completely unregenerate then his mission would be pointless. As well as the admirable, there were also many aspects of Tsimshian culture that appalled and horrified the young missionary, and therein lay another justification for his work. Duncan could not "describe the condition of this people better than by saying that it was just what might be expected in savage heathen life." He had arrived at Fort Simpson at the beginning of the "season in which the deep heathenism and darkness of this people is manifested", that is, the period of winter dancing and ceremonial. It was the time of year when the whole tenor of Indian life changed, when secular matters were put in the background while the religious and mystical aspects of existence were explored and celebrated. It was natural enough that the missionary should find this part of Tsimshian culture particularly objectionable since he was there to inculcate an entirely new religion. The ritual of the winter season was described by Duncan as a "horrid fabrication of lies"; he thought that the
role of the shaman was sinister, the winter dances frivolous, and the potlatch wasteful. He realised the importance of these customs within Tsimshian society, but the realisation only increased the importance of stopping what was heathenish and idolatrous. The incidence of drunkenness and violence in the Tsimshian village adjacent to the Fort appalled the missionary, as did the widespread prostitution of Indian women. He perceived many aspects of the Indian personality that seemed to confirm their savagery. The most pronounced trait of the Tsimshian was pride, he wrote in his journal, although "they have many other corruptions in a deplorable measure" such as the dishonesty and trickery for which they are notorious, their jealousies and feuds, and their abominable custom of revenging crime on anyone who belonged to the same tribe as the culprit. He later recalled that

To attempt to describe the condition of these tribes on my arrival would be but to produce a dark and revolting picture of human depravity. The dark mantle of degrading superstition enveloped them all, and their savage spirits, swayed by pride, jealousy and revenge were ever hurrying them to deeds of blood. Thus their history was little else than a chapter of crime and misery.

Duncan was some months recovering from the initial "depressing sensation which the sight of their state has awakened", but these impressions only increased his evangelical zeal. "O dreadful, dreadful, to see one's fellow creatures like this when the blessed Gospel has been 1,000 years in the world", he thought.

Duncan was particularly impressed with the apparent lack
of impact that Fort Simpson had made on the Indians. The Fort was a clean, orderly premises with a large, well cultivated garden, "an oasis in the desert", and yet the Indians, who had imitated none of these things, lived in dingy, smoky houses in which, to Duncan, filth and uncomfortableness were the most striking features. Yet the missionary did not see the fur traders' lack of influence on the Indians as a cause for despondency. How was it, he asked himself, that the Indians could have mixed with a group of Europeans for twenty years and yet have remained in their savage state? It was simply that the right means of acculturation had not been tried. Civilisation without Christianity lacked the vitality to effect real cultural change: "Civilisation appeals to the eye & to the hand but not to the heart." Apart from Christianity, civilisation was not "a fit instrument for awakening the long slumbering offspring of Adam."

Perceiving "a great mountain of heathenism" before him, Duncan began working to remove it. The task of learning the Tsimshian language, begun while he was in Victoria, was continued during Duncan's first winter at Fort Simpson. The fact that he was not satisfied with the Chinook jargon as a means of communicating his ideas indicated that he aspired to a different kind of influence over the Tsimshian than the fur traders had done. His investment in learning Tsimshian was not to preserve what was an essential part of the culture, but to facilitate the introduction of cultural change among the Indians. Duncan's work on the language began to bear fruit in May 1858 when he translated the first "truths of the gospel"
into Tsimshian. The following month he preached for the first time in the houses of the Indians in their own language. When the missionary addressed the Indians he laid great emphasis on sin and its consequences; on showing to the Tsimshian "the evil of their doings" and "illustrating from their own customs" their need for a saviour.

The other means of instruction besides preaching was teaching. During the first month at Fort Simpson Duncan founded a school inside the Fort. Then in the summer of 1858 work was started on building a school outside the walls, and instruction was begun in the new school in November 1859. The students were taught reading, writing, counting, singing and religious knowledge. As in most C.M.S. missions Duncan's school at Fort Simpson was an important agent of acculturation; it gave the missionary daily opportunity to teach the Indians systematically about the new way of life that he hoped to introduce among them.

During the time that Duncan worked out of Fort Simpson his mission was not without success. He claimed to detect a quickening of interest in his teaching, and perceived a stirring of opinion against the "heathenish winter customs." During 1861 and 1862 there was even more tangible evidence that the Tsimshian were responding to his message. By July 1862 fifty-eight Indians had been baptised or accepted as candidates for baptism. But Duncan was becoming increasingly convinced that Fort Simpson was not a conducive environment for achieving the kind of thoroughgoing change among the Indians that he was aiming for.

As early as 1859 Duncan was toying with the idea of
moving away from Fort Simpson to a place where his neophytes could be isolated from those influences that militated against his work. He was exercising his mind on the problem of what was becoming of the young people under his instruction when "temporal necessities" compelled them to leave his school. "If they are permitted to slip away from me into the gulf of vice and misery which everywhere surrounds them", then Duncan felt that all his efforts would be wasted. The solution to this problem was to move the Christian Indians to a place where much more controlled environment could be established. Duncan wanted to move his followers away from the baneful influence of European civilisation, from Fort Simpson and from the fatal attraction of Victoria, and also from those unrepentant Indians who refused to accept the Christian way of life. He concluded that the only way to "stem the tide of dissipation and ruin" that he saw around him was to take his "little band of catechumens out of the reeking camp - in a sense, indeed, to beat a retreat, but only for the purpose of gathering up our strength, securing our position, and thus the more successfully to confront and assail the evils around us." In consultation with the Indians, Metlakatla, the old village site of the Tsimshian tribes, was selected as the location for a completely new kind of Indian village. In May 1862 Duncan and a small group of Tsimshian followers left Fort Simpson to establish a brave new world.

There were many reasons why a significant number of Tsimshian should be willing to make such a radical break in their pattern of life by following a missionary from another land to establish a model village based on the standards of
another culture. Important among the reasons for the move was the disruptive influence that the settlement frontier had had on Tsimshian society. Towards the end of the 1850's the traders at Fort Simpson noted a change among the Tsimshian: drunkenness was increasing to the point where it threatened to disrupt the trade seriously.\textsuperscript{60} An entry in the Fort Simpson journal noted that "We now have immense trouble with our Indians and in a few years I have some doubts if an establishment can be kept up at this place."\textsuperscript{61} After 1858 more and more Tsimshian made the summer trip to Victoria. Tsimshian leaders were becoming very concerned about the debilitating effects of these excursions.\textsuperscript{62} An old Indian told Duncan that "they had seen nothing among the first whites who came among them to unsettle them in their old habits",\textsuperscript{63} but now the Tsimshian were faced with serious social problems that they were finding difficult to cope with. The disruption of Tsimshian society in the late 1850's and early 1860's was not, as one historian has claimed, a consequence of the absence of any means of social control among the Tsimshian,\textsuperscript{64} but rather a result of new and disturbing influences that impinged from outside Indian society. Indian solutions to social problems were no longer effective, and many Tsimshian felt that they were losing control of their situation. Duncan sensed that, particularly among the young, the presence of the Europeans and the visits to Victoria had shaken Indian confidence in the old knowledge and had awakened a spirit of inquiry. He wrote in his journal that "There is generally a belief among them that the whites do possess some grand secret about eternal things and they are grasping to know it."\textsuperscript{65} The timing of Duncan's arrival among the Tsimshian was propitious: he was there to provide an answer at a time when
the Indians were being forced to ask fundamental questions.

The fact that the Tsimshian faced a situation that was calling old beliefs into question was dramatically highlighted at the time of the move to Metlakatla. Two days after Duncan and his followers left Fort Simpson the smallpox, brought north from Victoria, struck among the Indians. The impact of the disease provided an important object lesson for Duncan and for those Indians who were considering joining his new community. At Fort Simpson "the heathen sought refuge in their charms & lying vanities . . . they sang their heathen songs and kept the rattle of the conjurers almost perpetually going." But many hundreds were stricken with the disease, whereas at Metlakatla only five died out of those who had originally left with Duncan. The Tsimshian shaman was confronted with a situation that was alien to his experience and with which he was unable to cope. All the "deceits" of the "conjurers" proved to be of no avail; it was clearly a victory for the white man's god.

Another student of Duncan's mission to the Tsimshian has contended that his successes were in part the result of his ability to accommodate to Indian ways. It has also been claimed that Duncan was particularly influenced by the ideas of Henry Venn, who was the secretary of the C.M.S. from 1841 to 1872. Venn advocated a degree of toleration of native customs, and thought that the major objective of the C.M.S. should be the establishment of "Native Churches" run by the indigenous population. But it was not Venn who went to work among the Tsimshian, and it is crucial in studying the cultural impact of
any C.M.S. missionary on an indigenous population to look, not at the current missionary theory being advocated in London, but at what the individual agent actually did on the spot. There is an inherent contradiction in the argument that Duncan was a Victorian missionary whose "cultural reference was always London", and the claim that he acted in response to Tsimshian culture. There is very little evidence that Duncan, in his dealing with the Tsimshian, was particularly tolerant of Indian customs; in fact the evidence is overwhelmingly to the contrary. Like most missionaries, Duncan came among the Indians essentially to teach rather than to learn, and to convert rather than to conserve. It was, for instance, true that Duncan was prepared to close his school to allow the Indians to participate in the spring fishing. Clearly, Indians who came to school starving would not make particularly receptive pupils. Duncan was, however, adamantly determined not to close the school when Tsimshian leaders claimed that it interfered with the winter ceremonial. This was the kind of rigid policy that, by provoking the hostility of Tsimshian leaders, very nearly led to a disastrous situation. It is also very difficult to see that "Duncan was at great pains" to treat the Tsimshian chiefs "as they were treated by their own people", when he was making every effort to destroy the potlatch that was the major basis of their authority. It was impossible to attack the ritual that validated chieftainship and not lower the authority of the chiefs.

Duncan may have made minor concessions to Tsimshian culture while he was at Fort Simpson and his position among the
Indians was tenuous, but the move to Metlakatla was an emphatic assertion of Duncan's desire to disengage his followers from Indian culture. The object was to draw the Indians "out of the miasma of heathen life, and away from the deadening and enthralling influence of heathen customs." The point of moving to Metlakatla was to isolate converts from Indian customs, not to foster their continued existence. Metlakatla was to be a community that was to be in contrast with, not similar to, other Indian villages. One only has to look at the rules that Duncan laid down for residents at Metlakatla to see just how radical the break with the Indian past was. Duncan required his followers

1) To give up their Ahlied or Indian devilry.
2) To cease calling in conjurers when sick.
3) To cease gambling.
4) To cease giving away their property for display.
5) To cease painting their faces.
6) To cease drinking intoxicating liquor.
7) To rest on the Sabbath.
8) To attend religious instruction.
9) To send their children to school.
10) To be cleanly.
11) To be industrious.
12) To be peaceful.
13) To be liberal and honest in trade.
14) To build neat houses.
15) To pay the village tax.

Here was the essence of the change that not only Duncan, but most of the missionaries in British Columbia, hoped to bring about
among the Indians. Five regulations prohibited traditional Tsimshian customs that had been integral to the Indians' old way of life, and ten more were designed to establish a new way of life. And these were only the minimal requirements that Duncan expected of those who joined him. He knew very well that obeying these injunctions meant giving up the customs that were "most dear to the heathen Indians", and that for many Indians to surrender to his regulations was "like the cutting off the right hand & plucking out the right eye". Christianity at Metlakatla was to mean the subversion of every "evil" Indian custom, and according to Duncan there was to be no compromise. This was not the kind of gradual change that Venn had advocated.

Duncan was quite consciously trying to replace the Indian past with a future based on the precepts of Victorian England. The site of Metlakatla may have been Indian, but the village itself was Victorian. There were a few minor concessions to the Indians. In the first houses that were built at Metlakatla Duncan permitted more than one nuclear family to live in each dwelling, although in different rooms. This kind of concession does not, however, deny the thoroughness of the social changes that he made. To many observers the houses at Metlakatla still seemed to be "similar to labourers cottages at home", and inside those homes Duncan himself wanted to see the Indians surrounded by all the Victorian trappings. The houses were arranged according to the European manner, in streets running at right angles to the coast, rather than in a single line facing the water. Metlakatla was a model of Victorian order and
regularity. Dominating the village was the massive church; not built according to any Indian pattern, but with arched windows, crenellations, flying buttresses and all the features of the European mason's craft assiduously carpentered into northwest coast cedar. In the organisation of the village there were apparent concessions to the Indians that were not really concessions at all. Duncan refused to permit certain Christian rituals to be celebrated at Metlakatla, not just because he thought that they would be misunderstood by the Indians, but also because his refusal to accept ordination disqualified him from conducting the sacraments of the Church of England. Law and order was maintained at Metlakatla by a group of twenty uniformed constables, but the fact that Duncan selected Indians for these positions would seem to be not so much the result of "remarkable insight" as the simple reality that there was no one else around to carry out these duties. Discipline at Metlakatla was strict and rigorously administered, with a severity that some missionaries objected to. The government of village affairs was nominally in the hands of a Native Council of twelve, but effectively Duncan was the ruler. Chiefly rank was not recognised at Metlakatla, clan divisions and obligations were ignored, polygamy was disallowed, and patrilineal inheritance replaced the old Tsimshian system of matrilineal inheritance. According to missionary propaganda, Metlakatla elevated the Tsimshian from being "savages of the most degraded and ferocious kind" to "decent orderly Christians" who were now to be seen "clothed and in their right mind, and sitting at the feet of Jesus." Both Indians and Europeans were impressed with the
contrast between the Christian Indians and those of the surrounding tribes, and none more so than Admiral Arthur Cochrane, who visited Metlakatla in 1873, and on observing the Indians at work was prompted to exclaim "I say these men are not Indians, they are white men."

At Metlakatla Duncan was the source of all authority, both religious and secular, and in this respect he deviated from the missionary theory of Henry Venn. For Venn the most important function of the C.M.S. missionary was to train members of the indigenous population as pastors so that they could take over the missionaries' role. Venn believed that the missionary who did not educate an indigenous ministry to replace himself was building on an insecure foundation. The missionary should, therefore, avoid putting himself before the people as a leader. According to Venn, "Prompting to self-action is more important than inducing men to follow a leader".

These concepts, that Venn developed in response to the specific problems faced by C.M.S. missionaries in East Africa, were not applied by Duncan at Metlakatla. Duncan was a proud, determined man who could tolerate no limitation on his leadership, either by a European or an Indian. He was a man who enjoyed the praise and adulation of others. In his early journals he reprimands himself for his pride and his enjoyment of the admiration of the other students at Highbury.

As a missionary on the northwest coast Duncan relished the notoriety and acclaim that his work brought him among the European population as much as the adulation that he received from his Tsimshian followers. He was not willing to share these advantages of leadership with anyone. At Metlakatla
Duncan's rule was absolute. The Tsimshian may have chosen the site, but it was Duncan who ran the village. As one of the missionaries who tried to work with Duncan complained "even the most trivial and private matter is known to & controlled by Mr. Duncan from whose decision there is no appeal." 

Contrary to Venn's exhortation that the missionary should not become indispensible to his followers, Duncan led the people of Metlakatla in all things. Duncan's authority as religious leader of the settlement was augmented by secular power when he was appointed to the office of Justice of the Peace in 1863. This position made Duncan a representative of British law on the coast and enabled him to call on the assistance of the Royal Navy. At least one Governor felt that Duncan was "a little too fanatical to be trusted with the direction of the proceedings of a ship of war 500 or 600 miles from Head Quarters", but the fact that he could call on vessels of war to buttress his authority greatly enhanced his power over the Indians. Yet another role that Duncan assumed was the control of the commercial dealings of the settlement. Duncan described his position in the village this way,

I saw it to be necessary that I should for a time be everything to this settlement & the Indians naturally & confidently look to me to be everything to them; - thus I have placed myself at the head of their trade, - I am appointed their magistrate, - they pay their taxes to me, - I carry on their public works, as well as attend to the duties which properly belong to my sphere. 

The trouble with positions of leadership like this is that they tend to become self-perpetuating. Outside observers felt that Duncan ran his mission in an autocratic and patri-
archal manner, and A.C. Anderson was probably correct when he wrote that the weakness of the Metlakatla system was that if Duncan died tomorrow then "the whole edifice which he has founded with so much pains, would probably crumble to the ground." Nor was Anderson alone in that opinion. Joseph Trutch also thought that if the mission was deprived of Duncan's presence then much of the good work would be undone. Duncan could tolerate no one who might threaten to usurp his position. No Tsimshian pastors were ordained during the thirty years that he worked among them. None of the other missionaries that the C.M.S. sent out to work with him, either ordained or lay, stayed at Metlakatla for long. Some of them departed for other reasons, but many left because they found Duncan impossible to work with. Similar factors lay behind Duncan's disagreement with Bishop William Ridley in the 1880's and his final rift with the C.M.S. If, as Venn had advocated, the first object of the mission was to train Indians to take over the leadership then it would not have mattered whether Duncan or Ridley was the pre-eminent representative of the C.M.S. at Metlakatla.

Many missionaries in British Columbia, of various denominations, followed Duncan's example: both the specific example of Metlakatla and the general example of trying to introduce a new way of life to the Indians. Few, however, were able to emulate Duncan's success. Other missionaries lacked Duncan's drive and determination and were unable to isolate their followers so completely from outside influences. Moreover, other Indian groups proved to be less tractable than the Tsimshian. For example, Roman Catholic missionaries worked for
over ten years at Fort Rupert but made very little impression on the Kwakiutl. Yet, while Duncan's achievements may have eluded them, missionaries did follow the Metlakatla example.

There were C.M.S. missionaries who spent some time at Metlakatla before moving to establish missions of their own. The first of these offshoot missions was established at Kincolith on the Nass River. Work among the Nishga was begun by Rev. Robert Doolan in 1864 and three years later the mission was taken over by Rev. Robert Tomlinson. It was Tomlinson's objective to change the Nishga "from ignorant bloodthirsty cruel savages into quiet useful subjects of our Gracious Queen", and to this end he founded the mission village at Kincolith on the same principles as Metlakatla. Further expansion occurred in the 1870's. The Haida had frequently visited Metlakatla in order to trade; they had observed the mission there, and often asked for a missionary to come and work amongst them on the Queen Charlotte Islands. In response to these requests Rev. W.H. Collison established himself at Massett in 1876. Two years later the Rev. A.J. Hall began work at Fort Rupert, which had been abandoned by the Roman Catholics. Later he moved his mission to Alert Bay. In 1883 Aiyansh was established up the Nass River and placed in the charge of Rev. J.B. McCullagh who also modelled his village on Metlakatla.

In 1860 the newly arrived Bishop of Columbia, George Hills, went on a tour to inspect his new diocese. Crossing over from Victoria to New Westminster, he then travelled up the Fraser River as far north as Lillooet. In the following few years Anglican missionaries, under the auspices of the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, began to work among the Indians at many places that the Bishop had visited. By the end of the decade the Society's missionaries were active in Victoria, Cowichan, Saanich, Nanaimo, Comox, Alberni, New Westminster, Yale and Hope, Lytton, the Cariboo and Kincolith.  

Perhaps the most successful of these missionaries was Rev. J.B. Good who was stationed first at Nanaimo and then at Yale. While he was at Yale, Good received a request from the Lytton Indians to go and work amongst them. Good thought that the upper Thompson, who lived a "free independent life on horseback", were Indians "of a superior order". So in 1867 he moved north and began a mission amongst the once warlike Lytton Indians. Before he went to work with them Good had pointed out to the Lytton people "all their manifold hypocrisy, uncleanness, and idleness, and many other sins and evil practices", and he had warned them that things would have to change. Accordingly Good began his mission by attacking such customs as shamanism and polygamy as well as teaching Christianity. In an effort to reduce disease he advocated new methods of sanitation, and he tried to direct the Indians towards "the formation of habits of steady industry, economy and sobriety." In the first months of his mission he started a boys' school to instil "habits of instant obedience." Within a few years Good had acquired a piece of land a small distance from the "evil influences" of Lytton township. He built a church on the site, and Saint Paul's became the centre of his mission. In the Indian villages of the surrounding area he worked to secure the allegiance of
the chiefs and he appointed Indians as watchmen to observe and report on the behaviour of community members. Good was less authoritarian than Duncan but these measures are reminiscent of the Metlakatla system and, like Duncan, Good's aim was to "carry out a perfect code of social and domestic reform."  

Roman Catholic missionaries also spread out from southern Vancouver Island over the mainland during the 1860's beginning the "grand task" of converting and "civilising" the Indians. From the centre in Esquimalt the Oblate Vicar of Missions to Oregon, Father Louis D'Herbomez, directed the work of his order in British Columbia. The first mainland station was established in 1859 when Father Charles Pandosy was sent to work among the Okanagan Indians. Other stations were established at Kamloops and Williams Lake but it was perhaps in the lower Fraser valley that their influence was strongest. In 1861 Father Leon Forquet established the Saint Mary's mission near the site of the present Mission City and it became an important centre for disseminating Roman Catholicism among the Salish. The Indian schools at Saint Mary's placed particular emphasis on industrial education and some government officials were impressed with the results that they achieved. These schools were organised along lines that were advocated as the most effective for re-educating Indians. Day schools were held to be unsatisfactory because they only allowed temporary contact with the Indians. What was felt to be necessary were industrial and agricultural schools "where the children are lodged, boarded and clothed" and where they could "spend several years in acquiring regular habits of order and discipline and a taste and liking for
work". By removing Indian children from traditional influences such schools were designed to be a primary means of acculturation, as were the Christian communities that the Roman Catholics developed among the Sechelt Indians during the 1860's.

These communities were not dissimilar from the pattern at Metlakatla. Indians who joined villages established according to the Oblates' "system" were required to build new houses after the European pattern, and in each community the dominating building was the church. Like Duncan, the priests required their followers to adhere to a set of rules which demanded that the Indians give up old customs such as dancing, gambling, potlatching, and patronising the shaman, and they also had to pledge to abstain from intoxicating liquor. Control of each village was in the hands of a few "chiefs" often appointed by the missionaries. Other Indians were designated to police the rules of the community. These "watchmen" reported on the conduct of the village people, a system of "spying on other Indians" that some observers found objectionable. The Roman Catholic Church had centuries of missionary experience behind it, and its missionaries were usually more tolerant of traditional Indian customs than were the Protestants, so there was probably a greater degree of syncretism in Roman Catholic villages than there was at Metlakatla. Nevertheless the "system" had considerable cultural impact on the Indians. In 1871 the sacrament of confirmation was administered to all the Sechelt Indians and observers also reported considerable change in the secular culture of the Indians.

The third major denomination whose missionaries were
active among the Indians of British Columbia in the 1860's was the Methodist. In February 1859 Rev. Ephriam Evans, Rev. Arthur Browning, Rev. Ebenezer Robson and Rev. Edward White arrived in Victoria, the first Methodist missionaries to begin work among the Indians. These men divided their time between the Indians and the European population, and this practice limited their impact on the Indians. It was the young, enthusiastic Thomas Crosby who developed the Indian mission as a separate entity and he was to be instrumental in plucking many "brands from the burning". Working first as a lay missionary, but later being ordained, Crosby began his missionary career at Nanaimo in 1863, then he moved to the Chilliwack area, and in 1873 established a mission at Port Simpson. In the course of his career, Crosby waged a total war against Indian customs. At Nanaimo the chiefs tried to extract concessions from Crosby. If they could be allowed to continue their dances, they promised to attend church and send their children to school. Dancing was not very evil, they said, and they ought to be able "to keep up a little of what their fathers told them." But Crosby was obdurate. He told the Indian leaders he could have nothing to do with the old way, "the dance, the potlatch etc., it is all bad". The Indians whispered among themselves that the missionary was as immovable as a post. Crosby, like other Methodist missionaries, placed a great emphasis on itinerant preaching and camp meetings as a means of evangelisation. But his village at Port Simpson was in some respects modelled on Metlakatla. Once again the buildings were European in style, a code of laws banning many Indian customs was drawn up, and a council esta-
The many missionaries working in British Columbia met with varying degrees of success. In some places the Indians remained aloof or were even positively hostile to missionary teaching. Missionaries made little impression on the boisterous, unredeemed Kwakiutl. Many Indians felt that the missionaries required them to give up too many of their old customs. This feeling was particularly strong among those who had an investment in the continuance of the traditional Indian way of life. So older people and Indian leaders frequently resisted the efforts of missionaries. When the C.M.S.'s Nass mission was established and the Nishga chiefs remained unmoved by Doolan's preaching, Duncan concluded that the reason must be that these leaders, realising that on becoming Christian they would have to forgo many of the benefits of their present position, were unprepared to make the sacrifice.

Unconverted Indians sometimes made efforts to reassert traditional culture against the inroads of the missionaries. Duncan wrote home of attempts among the Tsimshian to revive "heathenism". Within that tribe, as within others, the effect of the missionary presence was to divide the Indians into pro-missionary and anti-missionary factions. The consequent hostilities between the two groups produced further fragmentation in Indian society.

As well as attempts to reassert traditional Indian culture there were also some syncretistic movements among the Indians. Rev. Good recalled one such phenomenon that had occurred during the time that he was stationed at Lytton. An Indian prophet on
the lower mainland had acquired, through a vision from heaven, a secret medicine that rendered the user invulnerable from bullets, or any other weapon. He also taught his adherents a kind of military drill which he claimed would make them triumphant over any foe. This prophet travelled up the Fraser River gathering followers as he went. According to Good, he was animated by a ferocious hatred of the white man, and urged his followers to combine to throw the Europeans from the country. Evidently this movement fizzled out when the prophet was killed by poisoning, but the appearance of such mystical religious sects is a common reaction of indigenous people to the intrusion of Europeans. A mixture of Christianity and autochthonous elements, these millenarian movements looked forward to the time when the Europeans would be driven from the land and the things that they had usurped would be returned to their rightful owners. Many of these movements had in common the belief that their faith and ritual would preserve them from the bullets of the Europeans. Typically these sects arose at a time of cultural dislocation. They were the product of a limited acquaintance with missionary teaching, and often they were indicative of the fact that the European had become so dominant that more rational means of resistance were seen to be ineffectual.

Other Indians undoubtedly observed the forms, but not the substance, of the new religion. Bishop Hills noted that Indians would give their attention for a time to anyone who went amongst them with any appearance of authority. Secular observers claimed the Indians merely parroted the liturgy, but attached no great significance to the new ceremonies, and continued to indulge
their favourite vices after they had left the church.  

Attracted by novelty or motivated by a desire for the goods and the technical abilities that the missionaries brought with them, some Indians observed the requisite formalities without necessarily being "born again" into a new way of life. They modified some of their behaviour but not their way of thinking.

Indians might become Christian for reasons that were quite different from those that the missionaries thought were prompting them. When Crosby began baptising large numbers of Indians at Port Simpson, Duncan wrote that the Methodist missionary "did not know (perhaps he did not care to know) that the poor Indians were seeking baptism from his hands to act as a charm for their bodily preservation."  

Presumably Indians at Metlakatla could also have been similarly motivated to seek baptism.

Some parts of British Columbia, particularly in the interior, were still covered only by itinerant missionaries. These missionaries scarcely remained in one place long enough to induce the Indians "to adopt the habits of civilisation." Other missionaries dissipated much of their energy fighting the influence of other denominations. Thus missionaries operated against each other. Feeling was particularly strong between the Protestants and Roman Catholics at times. The C.M.S. held that "Romanised heathenism is far more difficult to deal with than the same element in its original state". For some Protestants converting Indians from Roman Catholicism seemed as important as converting them from paganism.
Notwithstanding the fact that there were limitations on their effectiveness and variations in their impact, there is no doubt that the missionaries introduced considerable social change to many groups of British Columbian Indians. Numerous non-missionaries commented on the changes that the missionaries had wrought among those Indians who were receptive to their teaching. When anthropologists began making field trips to British Columbia in the 1880's they sometimes made implied criticisms of the missionaries' role as social innovators. Franz Boas said of the Lytton Indians that they "unfortunately have been Christians for a long time, and that stands very much in my way. I hear very little about olden times."  

At the same period of time, about the end of the 1850's, the settler and the missionary began to impose major social change on Indian society. The missionaries worked within the framework of governmental coercion established by the settlement frontier. Indeed many officials saw their programme of social renovation as the Indians' only hope for the future. Governor Douglas expressed the opinion that Duncan's work "gives rise to the gratifying hope that the Natives will yet, through God's blessing be rescued from ignorance, and assume a respectable position in British Columbia." Eight years later one of his successors, Governor Frederick Seymour, agreed with him.  

There was, however, a vast difference between the change which was introduced by the settlers and the changes that the missionaries planned for the Indians. For the settlers the Indians were largely irrelevant to their concerns, and in any case it was thought that they were destined for extinction before
very long. As far as many of the settlers were concerned the Indians had no future. To the missionaries, however, the Indians very definitely had a future; although that future was seen in terms of them ceasing to be Indians and closely imitating the whites. The belief that the Indians would soon die out, which for some settlers was an excuse to ignore their problems was, for the missionary, a spur to immediate action. The missionaries thought that the Indians could be saved from extinction if they could be turned, as quickly as possible, into red-skinned replicas of the Europeans. The missionaries were the representatives in British Columbia of the optimistic, humanitarian view that European colonisation need not necessarily be an unmitigated disaster for the Indians. They believed that by taking the appropriate action and by passing the appropriate legislation the Indians could be saved, even though their culture would be destroyed. Both settler and missionary believed that the Indian was degraded by contact with "civilisation", but the missionary thought that, given the right conditions, the process could be arrested. The matter was, however, extremely urgent. Duncan thought that, unless something was done for the Indians of the Victoria area, in five or ten years they "will have passed into the jaws of the insatiable destroyer". In order to avert such a disaster the missionaries planned for an Indian future in a way that many settlers thought was unnecessary.

The differing approaches of the settler and the missionary were clearly exemplified in their attitude to the Indians who lived on the reserve across the harbour from Victoria. To the settlers these Indians were irredeemable reprobates who ought
to be removed from the vicinity of the town. Many settlers favoured removal simply because out of sight would be out of mind. The missionaries, however, planned for the "improvement" of the Songhees. Often they also advocated the removal of the Indians from the debilitating influence of the Europeans. But for the missionary, removal was to be accompanied by positive plans for social change: removal was not simply a negative deferral of the issue of the Indians' future. During the summer of 1860 Duncan spent some time in Victoria and concerned himself with the plight of the Indians there. He gave Governor Douglas a great deal of advice on how to ameliorate conditions on the Songhees reserve, and outlined a plan for setting up an organised community that would have been very similar to Metlakatla had it been established. The Rev. A.C. Garrett was also prominent in efforts to organise the future of the Victoria Indians. He opened a school among the Songhees and was active on an Indian improvement committee in the early 1860's. Both of these men registered their strong objections to the opinion of many settlers that either a passive policy should be adopted towards the Indians, leaving them alone to meet their fate, or that their eventual doom should be hastened by a policy of extermination. At a missionary meeting in Victoria Duncan, striking a histrionic pose, said that the colonists would be judged by future generations on their treatment of the Indians, either to their disgrace or their honour. Presumably the former was the case, as Duncan was disappointed in the lack of effort on the part of the Government to improve the condition of the Songhees.

Because of their differing conceptions of the Indians'
future, missionaries and settlers sometimes clashed. Many settlers thought that the missionaries were simply wasting their time. De Cosmos wrote in the *Colonist* that the populace had "heard too much about educating Indians." He claimed that one "might as well try to turn the waters of the Fraser from their course, as to think of reforming the older savages". The editor did concede some hope for the younger generation providing they were removed from the influence of the Europeans. In many ways the movement to protect the Indians conflicted with the chief preoccupation of the settlers. While Duncan thought that the future would judge the colonists on the basis of their treatment of the Indians, most settlers thought that the truest test of their civilisation lay in the development of roads, towns, farms and trade. The Indians were not an important factor in any of these considerations. Most missionaries realised that any effort to secure a future for the Indians had to be based on a sound economic foundation and that culture change and economic development must go hand in hand. For them this conclusion meant that the Indians had to have sufficient land to develop an agricultural way of life. So missionaries often became advocates of the Indians' right to fair treatment over the land question. By acting as spokesmen for the Indians they often aroused anger among the European settlers. At Metlakatla Duncan aimed to put his community on a secure economic footing by developing the village as a trading post. By vigorously developing trade at his mission station Duncan earned the disapproval of many of the white inhabitants of the coast. Often the aims of philanthropy could not be reconciled with those of
colonisation. Given such difference of purpose it is ironical that the more successful the missionaries were the more they tended to encourage settlement. To the extent that they convinced the Indians to abide by British law they reduced the threat of violence and thus made the Colony more attractive to settlers.

That the missionaries aimed for a different kind of impact on the Indians than the fur traders had done was made evident by an incident in 1868 on the Nass River. In the spring three Indians from the missionary village at Kincolith were murdered by other Indians. Duncan demanded that the Government take action to apprehend the killers. A naval vessel was sent to deal with the problem, but apparently George Blenkinsop expressed the opinion that the missionaries should follow the example of the officers of the Hudson's Bay Company and confine themselves to their "legitimate business", leaving the Indians to settle their own drunken quarrels. Of course this sentiment did not go down well with Duncan. He had once criticised the fur traders for their lack of concern for the bodies and souls of the Indians, and as far as he was concerned it was most definitely the "legitimate business" of the missionary to interfere with all aspects of the Indians' way of life in order to rescue them from barbarism and bring them to salvation. The demands of the fur traders had been easily incorporated into Indian society, their activities being quite comprehensible to the Indians. But the missionaries were a part of the settlement frontier and required major social change from the Indians.

Because the missionaries did not separate western
Christianity and western civilisation, they approached Indian culture as a totality and demanded a total transformation of the Indian proselyte. Their aim was the complete destruction of the traditional integrated Indian way of life. The missionaries demanded even more far reaching change than the settlers, and they pushed for change more aggressively than any other group of whites.
CHAPTER VII

Government Administrators

The Indians really have no right to the lands they claim, nor are they of any actual value or utility to them; ...

It seems to me, therefore, both just and politic that they should be confirmed in the possession of such extents of land only as are sufficient for their probable requirements for purposes of cultivation and pasturage, and that the remainder of the land now shut up in these reserves should be thrown open to pre-emption. 1

The third major acculturative agent at work among the British Columbian Indians after the advent of the settlement frontier was the government official. Sometimes these administrators supported the efforts of the missionaries; mostly they represented the demands of the settlers, but seldom did they advocate the interests of the Indians. The single most important exception to the latter was James Douglas. As long as he was Governor of the two Colonies the Indians did have a sympathetic advocate who stood between them and the unrestrained pressure of settlement. Within the limitations of the means at his disposal, Douglas tried to protect the Indians from the worst effects of the settlement frontier. With his departure from public office, however, this restraint was removed and the Indians began to feel the full brunt of a settler oriented set of government policies.

During the transitional years Douglas had tried to act as a mediator between the needs of the Indians and the demands of the settlers, and he continued to fulfil this role after
1858. As Governor, Douglas tended to be autocratic. He often acted singlehandedly and with a minimum of consultation. Colonials, anxious to gain access to power, naturally resented Douglas's lack of enthusiasm about devolving governmental authority. For the Indians, who would be unrepresented in a settler dominated administration, there were advantages in having a Governor whose position was not dependent on the popular will and who was prepared to act in their interests.

At the time of the arrival of the gold miners the Colonial Office had urged Douglas to consider "the best and most humane means of dealing with the Native Indians." The Secretary of State for the Colonies, Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, left the details of policy to the Governor's "knowledge and experience", but warned him that the "feelings of this country would be strongly opposed to the adoption of any arbitrary or oppressive measures towards them". In reply to this exhortation, Douglas made the same commitment to the Colonial Office that he had made to his House of Assembly three years earlier: that he would make every effort to ensure that all the "civil and agrarian rights" of the Indians were protected. Douglas's expectations for the Indians were well expressed in his hope that Duncan's mission to the Tsimshian would have the effect of raising the Indians to "a respectable position in British Columbia." He wanted to see the Indians treated, as much as possible, on a level of equality with the whites, with the eventual objective being assimilation into settler society. Douglas thought that as friends and allies the Indians could render valuable assistance to the Colony, and he knew that their
enmity would lead to much suffering among the settlers and would retard the development of the Colony. 5

Being concerned about the "numberless evils" that would flow from Indian hostility, Douglas agreed with the need to treat them with "liberality and justice." 6 It was on this premise that he acted in his efforts to establish law and order on the gold fields. He was determined to impress upon the minds of the miners "the great point that the law will protect the Indians equally with the white man." 7 Based on the Australasian example Douglas appointed gold commissioners who also acted as policemen, magistrates, and Indian Agents on the gold fields. When selecting these officers Douglas looked for men who had some knowledge of the Indian character and who could administer the laws with "propriety and discretion", 8 although the shortage of good candidates in the new Colony meant that these ideals were not always lived up to. Douglas advised the Indians to seek redress through these representatives of British law, rather than resorting to the traditional modes of retaliation. 9 Douglas's personal capacity for settling disputes was strikingly demonstrated during the conflict at Hill's Bar in 1858. Strong words were said to each side. The miners were told that the law would protect the Indians no less than the white man, and Douglas took one of the Indians involved in the affray into the Government service. Douglas wrote that the man was "an Indian highly connected in their way, and of great influence, resolution and energy of character", and he proved to be "exceedingly useful in settling other Indian difficulties." 10

Douglas was determined that disputes between Indians and
miners were to be treated with caution. Subordinates who dealt circumspectly with disagreements between the races were praised, while those who interfered hastily were reprimanded. Douglas expressed his approval when, during a dispute between miners and Indians, an official made no attempt to punish the Indians for offences merely alleged to have been committed. Such action would have been tantamount to waging war on the Indians who were to all intents and purposes Her Majesty's subjects and entitled to the protection of the law.  

Douglas wanted to be judicious and yet he was firm on the need to maintain law and order on the frontier. His placement of government officials at likely trouble spots usually had the desired effect. An Indian Agent in the Oregon Territory, noting that in British Columbia treatment of the Indians was more conducive to peace between the races, argued that the Colony's system of government placed greater restraint on the lawless class in society. In the United States there was more individual freedom, but in the gold mining areas of British Columbia the government official's tenure was not dependent on the mood of the populace. The consequence was that vigilantism, which in the United States was a response to the absence of effective law and order on the frontier, did not flourish in British Columbia, and the Indians were afforded a greater degree of protection.  

Douglas also continued efforts to maintain law and order on the coast, but again his intention was that the law should protect the Indians as much as the whites. Both in Victoria and up the coast, Douglas used the vessels and men of the Royal Navy
to settle disputes between Indians and Europeans and, increasingly, to intervene in inter-tribal hostility. In Victoria the colonists were still apprehensive about the possibility of an attack on the settlement by the northern Indians. Douglas, while acknowledging that there were isolated incidents of violence, thought that there was no real cause for alarm. There were fabricated reports of Indian attacks circulating, but when there was a real need to do so Douglas intervened to settle disputes. In 1859 there was a conflict between the Tsimshian and Haida at Victoria and he assembled a military force and interceded to prevent any threat to the town. The Colonial Office approved of this action, but at the same time cautioned Douglas that military force should be used only when absolutely necessary and then only with great caution. Further up the coast Indians were receiving lectures from naval officers on the desirability of ending inter-tribal warfare, and in 1860 Rear-Admiral R.L. Baynes advised Douglas of the need to place magistrates on the coast to maintain law and order and to protect the Indian against the white man.

In pursuance of that objective Douglas instituted proceedings even in questions involving his former employers. In 1859 Naval officers reported that there had been a dispute between Hudson's Bay Company men and the Indians at Nanaimo over the theft of the key to the Company store. When the Indians were not sufficiently forthcoming on the matter two of them were beaten up - one was flogged insensible and the other was found by a naval surgeon to have had his "arm broken and head badly damaged." Douglas set an investigation of the incident in
motion but was eventually unable to bring charges for lack of evidence.17

Douglas was not able to bring justice to all Indians of this "turbulent frontier". The Indians of the west coast of Vancouver Island were particularly obstreperous and naval vessels were frequently sent to pacify them. The first and only exclusively Indian agent appointed by Douglas, William Banfield, was also sent to this area. He was instructed in 1859 to stop the sale of spirits to Indians, to prevent disturbances arising among the Indians, and between Indians and white men and, if possible, to induce the Indians to abandon "their revolting and savage customs" and live "in accordance with civilised usages".18 This was a lot to ask of one man among a population of unruly Indians. In 1862 Banfield disappeared and it was assumed in Victoria that he had been killed by the Indians of Barkley Sound.19

On the periphery it was difficult to arrange fair trials in matters involving Indians. When an Indian was shot by a European at Alberni, Sproat, as local magistrate, arranged an ad hoc inquest into the cause of death. The jury of white men first brought down a verdict that the victim had been "worried by a dog", and then, after retiring to reconsider, that he "fell over a cliff."20 Even at the centre, in Victoria, the court trials of Indians involved many pitfalls. In 1860 Alfred Waddington published a four page broadsheet entitled Judicial Murder in which he complained that a Tsimshian Indian had been hanged on evidence obtained through an interpreter who spoke Chinook but who was competent in neither Tsimshian nor English.21 Often it was difficult for the courts to decide whether Indians were
providing valid evidence or merely using the British judicial process to settle old scores. The Indian tried for murdering Banfield was acquitted on the strong suspicion that the man who gave evidence against him wanted to eliminate the accused as a dangerous member of the community. Other Indians in similar situations were less fortunate. Even where there were the best of intentions on the part of officials, frontier justice was often rough and ready in its handling of Indians.

It was policy on the crucial land question, the issue that was so vital to the interests of each race, that most clearly expressed the attitude of the various colonial administrations to the Indians. In this important and indicative matter Douglas attempted to treat the Indians judiciously and, as in other areas, to defend their interests against the encroachment of settlers. Douglas was not opposed to the influx of agricultural settlers; on the contrary he positively encouraged it. He thought that without "the farmers aid, British Columbia must forever remain a desert", and accordingly he gave consideration to governmental measures to encourage settlement. It was particularly important to Douglas that settlement should be fostered in a way that would result in the "English element" preponderating in the Colonies. But he was also determined that the Indians should not be swept aside as the settlers scrambled to possess the land. Douglas was told by the Colonial Office that there were already too many instances where colonists had forgotten the claims of the Indians and so, in Vancouver Island and British Columbia, when settlement began to impinge on Indian land, "measures of liberality and justice" should be adopted to
compensate them for the surrender of their territory. This instruction from Downing Street seemed fairly straightforward, but the following month a qualification was added. Douglas was cautioned to avoid laying out Indian reserves that might check the progress of white settlers in the future. So, even in the Governor's instructions, a tension was created between the demands of the settlers and the rights of the Indians that was difficult to resolve. This tension was fundamental to the increasing inadequacy of Indian land policy during the colonial period.

Douglas's policy, until 1859, was to compensate the Indians for the surrender of their land, and to lay out anticipatory reserves in the areas that settlers were beginning to move into. He rejected the American system of removing the Indians from their traditional homes and relocating them on large amalgamated reserves. Rightly concluding that this policy produced hostility rather than settlement, Douglas advocated that Indian reserves should always include the Indians' cultivated fields and village sites "for which from habit and association they invariably conceive a strong attachment, and prize more, for that reason, than for the extent or value of the land." Having established reserves according to these principles, Douglas was equally concerned that they should not be reduced, either by the encroachment of individuals or the collective action of the House of Assembly of Vancouver Island. This determination was demonstrated by his responses to efforts to have the Songhees removed from their Victoria reserve. In 1858 the Secretary of State for the Colonies declared that "I highly approve of the steps which
you have taken, . . . with regard to the Indians."

There were, however, new factors that were beginning to place limitations on Douglas's freedom to act according to his own precepts. Following his appointment as Governor of the Gold Colony in 1858, and the consequent severance of his ties with the Hudson's Bay Company, Douglas could no longer dip into the Company stores for the goods that he had given to the Indians as compensation for the surrender of their land. At the same time the Indians were becoming more aware of the value of their land and so the cost of extinguishing their title was increasing. A new source of cash was required but, it proved, was not available. This problem was made abundantly apparent when settlers began moving into the Cowichan-Chemainus district of Vancouver Island. During his expedition to the Cowichan area to apprehend the Indian attacker of Thomas Williams in 1856 Douglas had been impressed by the valley and the prospects that it held for settlers. Within three years settlers were moving into the area, the Cowichan were becoming uneasy about the activities of survey parties, and even some colonists were demanding that, in their own interests, Indian title to the area ought to be extinguished. In 1850 the Cowichan had offered to sell their land and Douglas had turned them down, but now the Indians were divided over the question of selling. One party was in favour of a sale while another, including mostly young men, was opposed. Douglas anticipated trouble in "adjusting" these differences between the Indians, but the real trouble was to come from elsewhere.

"Want of funds", rather than Indian intransigence, was
to prevent extinguishing Indian title to the Cowichan-Chemainus district. In 1860 the colonial estimates included the provision of £2,000 to extinguish Indian title to the Chemainus district. Most members of the Vancouver Island House of Assembly felt that it was the responsibility of the Imperial Government to provide funds for the purpose, and at a meeting on 3 July 1860 the item was stricken out of the estimates. In 1861, bearing in mind "that from the dawn of modern colonisation until the present day, wars with aborigines have mainly arisen from disputes about land," the Assembly petitioned the British Government to provide a loan of £3,000 to extinguish Indian title to the Cowichan-Chemainus area. In London the request was placed on the bureaucratic merry-go-round. The Treasury argued that, as the Vancouver Island House of Assembly had asserted the liability of the Imperial Government to extinguish Indian title, they were actually asking for a grant and not a loan. It was also felt at the Treasury that only land required immediately for settlement needed to be purchased and therefore that £3,000 was an excessive amount to grant. In short, they were not prepared to pay. Newcastle replied to Douglas that, while he was "fully sensible of the great importance of purchasing without loss of time the native title to the soil of Vancouver Island", the acquisition of title was a purely colonial matter and the British taxpayer could not be burdened with the expense. The Colonial Office simply handed the matter back to the local legislature, saying that it should give Douglas the power to raise the loan locally.

In spite of their pretentions, neither the Imperial Govern-
ment nor the Colonial authorities were prepared to allocate money to extinguish Indian title to Vancouver Island. The administrators of a post Corn Law Empire were unwilling to spend money on the Colonies, while the colonial Legislature considered itself unable to raise the loan. Caught in the centre, the Indians of the two Colonies failed to receive compensation for the alienation of their land after 1859. Although the Governments of Great Britain and Vancouver Island both recognised aboriginal title, from this point in time reserves were laid out for the Indians without the signing of treaties to extinguish their title to the land. 39

Although he was unable to give the Indians compensation for the loss of their land, Douglas nevertheless continued to advocate the protection of their rights. The realities of the situation were accurately expressed when he wrote to the Colonial Office that "the Native Indian tribes are protected in all their interests to the utmost extent of our present means." 40 The chronic shortage of funds was a constant limitation on the implementation of Indian land policy. In 1862, for example, Douglas could not grant the request of the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works for $35 to defray the costs of staking out Indian reserves. 41 Financial restrictions severely circumscribed his freedom of action, but within these limits Douglas tried to treat the Indians with favour.

When issuing instructions to those laying out Indian reserves Douglas made it clear that the Indians were to have as much land as they wanted. In the interior reserves were laid out by the Gold Commissioners. Many were established by William
Cox, the Gold Commissioner at Rock Creek in the early 1860's, whose sympathy for the Indians was evidenced by the fact that his land allocations to them were substantial by later standards. He staked out reserves in the Okanagan, on the South Thompson River and on the Bonaparte River, following Douglas's orders that the Indians were to have whatever land they asked for. At Kamloops, for example, Cox laid out a reserve extending approximately six miles up the North Thompson, twelve miles along the South Thompson and running back to the mountains. 42

The instruction that reserves were to be established "as they may be severally pointed out by the Indians themselves" was so frequently repeated that there is no room for doubt that this was Douglas's policy. 43 This instruction was to be followed by all those officials laying out Indian reserves, and where the area required by the Indians appeared to be insufficient for their needs additional areas were to be laid off. 44 On at least one occasion after a reserve had been laid out Indian complaints that the area was not sufficient got back to Douglas, and his response was to ensure that their grievance was met. In a letter to Colonel R.C. Moody, the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works in the mainland Colony, his views were clearly expressed.

Notwithstanding my particular instructions to you, that in laying out Indian Reserves the wishes of the Natives themselves, with respect to the boundaries, should in all cases be complied with, I hear very general complaints of the smallness of the areas set apart for their use. 45

This observation was followed by instructions to Moody to investigate the complaints, and to enlarge the reserves sufficiently to remove all cause for objection by the Indians. In response to
the criticism Moody claimed that the "interests of the Indian population are scrupulously, I may say jealously regarded by myself and every officer and man under my command." But there had been other complaints about Moody's department. Settlers claimed that land had been reserved by the Lands and Works Department, and subsequently thrown open to pre-emption without sufficient notice, so that only members of the Department could benefit. There were also complaints that rather too many pieces of land were recorded in the names of government servants, particularly those in the Lands and Works Department. Douglas sometimes had difficulties with his local officials and he felt that Moody in particular was inclined to be insubordinate. In this case the Governor ordered that all Government and Indian reserves should be publicised so that it was quite clear what land was available for pre-emption.

Confusion over what land was free to be pre-empted sometimes encouraged settlers to lay claims to parts of Indian reserves. But having established reserves in accordance with the wishes of the Indians, Douglas was equally concerned that these areas were not be reduced by the encroachment of settlers. Europeans who took land permanently occupied by Indians in the hope that the Government would later validate their claim were to be disappointed. Colonists were informed that they would not be permitted to encroach on Indian reserves, and the village and cultivated sites of the Indians could not be legally pre-empted. The obvious probability that the settlers would take advantage of the Indians was the reason why Douglas did not grant the Indians title to their reserves, but instead retained it in
the hands of the Crown. In 1858 Peter O'Reilly was supervising the survey of Hope township and, in order to facilitate matters, advised the Governor that the Indian reserve adjacent to the town should be moved "to some more suitable locality." O'Reilly thought that the move could be easily accomplished "by making a trifling remuneration to the Chiefs", but a note pencilled on his letter by Douglas simply stated that "the Indians must not be disturbed." While Douglas was Governor of the two Colonies the Indians were, on occasions, permitted to add to their reserves when they wanted to re-locate a village. A reserve laid out for the Indians of the Coquitlam River later proved to be "altogether insufficient to raise vegetables enough for their own use" and Douglas had the area increased. At Langley when the Indians wanted to re-establish their village on the other side of the river, opposite the Fort, they were granted a new reserve of 160 acres.

During the Douglas regime not only were the reserved lands of the Indians to remain secure, but other methods of acquiring land were also open to them. In May 1862 Moody wrote to Douglas that a Squamish Indian desired to purchase a suburban lot near New Westminster. He pointed out that the lot was "at some distance from the town, so that it cannot prove an annoyance", and he requested instructions on the matter. Douglas replied to the effect that Indians could both pre-empt land and purchase town lots under similar conditions to anyone else in the Colony: that is providing they resided on the claim, built a dwelling and cleared and cultivated a certain amount of land. His immediate response to Moody's letter had been that as the Indians
"are in point of law regarded as British subjects" they "are fully entitled to the rights and privileges of subjects." Implicit in the decision to allow the Indians to purchase and pre-empt land was the notion that culture was not racially determined, and that Indians had the capacity for social "improvement" and could assimilate into white society.

Near the end of his term of office Douglas outlined his Indian land policy to the colonists. He claimed that his policy of reserving the "Village sites, cultivated fields, and favourite places of resort" of the Indians and securing them against encroachment by settlers had been "productive of the happiest effects on the minds of the Natives". Seemingly his remark had some validity. Many Europeans were impressed with the positive influence that Douglas's personality and policies had on the Indians. Helmcken recalled that the Indians always felt certain of receiving "favour and justice" from Douglas, while Rev. Edward Cridge said that Douglas's treatment of the Indians gave him "unbounded Influence" among them. After his retirement from the Governorship, while many objected to other policies, most settlers agreed that his handling of the Indians had been "of vast benefit to the colony". In retrospect at least the Indians of the two Colonies were also satisfied with the treatment they had received under Douglas. More than ten years after his retirement Indians still recalled and praised the manner in which he had dealt with them. Yet, in spite of all this favourable reaction, nearly every aspect of Douglas's Indian policy was drastically altered after his retirement.

As long as Douglas remained in office the strength of
his position was that he could intercede personally on behalf of the Indians and, within certain limits, protect them from the worst effects of settlement. The weakness of his policy was that it was too dependent on his own personal magnanimity. His Indian land policy was never codified in any legislative enactment. This failure to establish a self-perpetuating policy mattered little as long as Douglas was Governor, but after his retirement the effects quickly became apparent. Because his land policy had not been established by statute it was subject to misinterpretation and manipulation when men less favourably disposed towards the Indians came to power.

Many colonists found Douglas's method of government objectionable and were not particularly sorry when he retired from office. Although the populace also quickly tired of the new Governors, in 1864 there was a hope that they would introduce a new age in the Colonies. The last of the fur traders had retired from official life. In Vancouver Island the settlers were said to be delighted "at the contrast between the quondam fur-trapper and his gentlemanly successor", and in British Columbia editorialists expressed the hope that the new Governor would inaugurate an "enlightened" Indian policy. The Indians, with good reason, were not quite so confident about the future in 1864.

In that year Douglas was succeeded by two men, neither of whom had his interest or influence in Indian affairs. Neither Frederick Seymour, in British Columbia, nor Arthur Kennedy, in Vancouver Island, was as substantial a figure as Douglas. Of the two, Kennedy was probably more able but his rule in Vancouver Island was only an interlude of two years in the middle of six
other Governorships. Unlike Chief Factor Douglas, both Seymour and Kennedy came as careerist Governors, and both suffered from a malady that was not uncommon among men who moved about from post to post on the periphery of empire. It was often assumed that all "natives" were about the same and, therefore, that experience with the aborigines of one colony somehow equipped an administrator for dealing with those of another. Kennedy had already held two Governorships - in Sierra Leone and Western Australia - before he came to Vancouver Island and by virtue of that experience felt quite competent to govern the Indians. Kennedy announced to the Indians soon after his arrival that "I have had experience in the government of native tribes in various parts of Her Majesty's dominions and I can therefore the more easily appreciate your character." Seymour, whose most recent post had been Lieutenant-Governor of British Honduras, was also confident of his ability to deal with native races. Early in his Governorship of British Columbia he gained local popularity and Colonial Office praise for his dealing with the Indians responsible for the killings at Bute Inlet in 1864. Although praise of his firm handling of this affair seems to have upset his judgement somewhat and he earned a rebuke from the Colonial Office when he noted in a despatch that, in the event of a real emergency, "I may find myself compelled to follow in the footsteps of the Governor of Colorado . . . and invite every white man to shoot each Indian he may meet." The policies of both of the new Governors differed in fundamental ways from those of Douglas. Kennedy was prepared to permit settlers to occupy parts of Indian reserves provided it
did "not involve trouble with the Indians." Kennedy also thought that it was a mistake to allow an Indian reserve to exist near Victoria, thus allowing the two races to mix together "to the great degredation of one, and the demoralisation of both." He therefore advocated removal. Having been a fur trader Douglas did not think in terms of the separation of the two races, so he had no objection to the existence of the Victoria reserve. Nor did he lay out other reserves with separate development in mind. But he aimed to provide the Indians with a base from which they could establish a position within colonial society. The notion that races could be separated, as was being proved in other parts of the Empire, was chimerical anyway. Nevertheless Kennedy had governed in Africa and Western Australia and he knew all about "natives". It was his considered opinion that the Indian policy of the two Colonies, while it "may have been at one time expedient", is "certainly no longer necessary or possible".

Efforts to suppress violence apart, Seymour operated more on the level of vapid generalities than of establishing a sound Indian policy. His professed concern for the Indians of British Columbia mostly involved dispensing largesse rather than protecting their interests. Soon after his arrival Seymour became aware that the Indians felt that they had lost a protector and a friend with the departure of Douglas from official life. The new Governor determined to demonstrate to the Indians that he had "succeeded to all the powers of my predecessor and to his solicitude for their welfare". His method of making this point clear was to extend an invitation to the Indians to come
to Government House in New Westminster and celebrate the Queen's birthday. On the first of these occasions, in 1864, a luncheon was provided at the expense of the Government; but the guests were informed that the rewards "to all good Indian Chiefs" would be greater next time. Accordingly Seymour requested the Colony's agents in London to forward "One hundred small cheap canes with silver gilt tops of an inexpensive kind, also one hundred small cheap English flags suitable to canoes 20 to 30 feet long." Seymour's innovation in Indian policy was to introduce a "practice which worked very successfully in Honduras, of presenting a staff of office to the chief of each friendly tribe." Understandably, some Indians were not impressed by this nonsense, and ridiculed those who attended future Queen's birthday celebrations at Government House.

These gatherings did, however, provide some Indian leaders with an opportunity to express their opinion on matters that concerned them more acutely than free luncheons and gilt canes. On at least three occasions the Indians present at the celebrations petitioned Seymour to protect their reserves. The first time his reply was clear. "You shall not be disturbed in your reserves", the Indians were told. Three years later the reply was a little more equivocal, as the Indians were assured that their reserves would not be reduced without Seymour's personal inspection. The actual wording of the replies is, however, somewhat immaterial. While Seymour was making reassuring gestures at Queen's birthday celebrations his Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works was carrying out a reallocation of reserves that involved a considerable reduction in size, and there is no
evidence that Seymour visited any of the reserves concerned. In relation to the Indians' land, Seymour's professed "solicitude for their welfare" was verbal rather than real.

The Imperial authorities, who had been so concerned about the treatment of the Indians in 1858, took less interest in their welfare after 1864. British Columbia was established during a period of downturn in enthusiasm for empire, and the Colonial Office always had more important matters to deal with. British Columbia and Vancouver Island were never among the most crucial concerns of the imperial authorities, and other colonies demanded, and got, more attention. When the British Government refused to help pay the cost of suppressing the Chilcotin Indians in 1864, local newspapers did not miss the point that the mother country was currently financing a war against the Maoris in New Zealand. But the Imperial Government remained unwilling to spend money on a colony "which has been forced into existence by its gold discoveries". Just as it was unwilling to pay the expenses of the Colony, the Colonial Office did not pay much attention to British Columbia's Indian policy. It is quite untrue to say that "the land policy of the Imperial Government effectively restrained the actions of the colonials and their local officials" in British Columbia. Britain's mild commitment to fair treatment of aborigines was of little help to the British Columbian Indians. It was the men on the spot who formulated and executed Indian land policy in the Colony after 1864.

Policy-makers in the Colonies were not a third party acting as an arbitrator between Indian and European, but were deeply involved in the society of settlers. They were dealing
with matters that intensely affected their own lives and so were hardly likely to be objective. The humanitarians in Britain had long advocated that native policy should be added to the four other areas that Durham's report had recommended as being Imperial responsibilities. They assumed that settlers would, if given the opportunity, oppress the aborigine, and therefore urged that Indian affairs should not be controlled by colonists. During the debate in the British House of Commons on the establishment of the Colony of British Columbia Henry Labouchere, once Secretary of State for the Colonies, also advocated the need for a strong executive to prevent white settlers from molesting the Indians. When Douglas had been appointed Governor of Vancouver Island it was partly because, as a fur trader, he would protect the Indians from the "mere caprice of ordinary settlers", but now Indian policy was firmly in the hands of those capricious settlers.

The restraining hand of Douglas had been removed; Seymour and Kennedy were less concerned than their predecessor about Indian rights regarding land, and the Colonial Office ceased to be a moderating influence after 1864. The person who stepped in to fill this vacuum was Joseph William Trutch, who was appointed Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works for British Columbia in 1864. For the next seven years he was to have more influence on Indian land policy than any other individual. He was recommended for the post by Douglas because he was a competent surveyor and engineer, not because of any ability to deal with Indian affairs. But, in the absence of any other effective authority, Indian policy devolved to him, and Trutch was very
much a part of settler society.

Trutch epitomised the developmental mentality which brought so many men to the Colonies. He arrived in British Columbia in 1859 with eight years' experience behind him in the United States as a surveyor and farmer. After working for five years in British Columbia as a surveyor and engineer he succeeded Colonel Moody as Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works. Trutch's interest in the Gold Colony in the early years was in building roads and bridges, in surveying townships and establishing farms and amassing a personal fortune. To him the Colony was an area of land requiring development and consequently anything, or more importantly anyone, who stood in the way of that development had to be moved.

Trutch was also very much a product of imperial Britain's confidence in the superiority of her own civilisation. Other races came somewhat lower on the scale of human existence than the English, and in the racist hierarchy the Indian was scarcely human at all. In a reference to the Indians of the Oregon Territory Trutch used revealing terminology. "I think they are the ugliest & laziest creatures I ever saw, & we shod. as soon think of being afraid of our dogs as of them". The indigenous American tended towards the bestial rather than the human to Trutch, and his view was essentially unmodified by continued contact with the Indians. Between 1859 and 1864 he employed Indians on his public works projects in British Columbia, and as Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works he visited Indian villages in many parts of British Columbia. Yet he continued to see the Indians as uncivilised savages. In 1872 he told the
Prime Minister of Canada that most of the Indians of British Columbia were "utter savages living along the coast, frequently committing murder amongst themselves, one tribe upon another, and on white people who go amongst them for the purpose of trade". 86 Trutch had stereotyped the Indians as lawless and violent, and was frequently preoccupied with the need to suppress them by a show of force. Violence amongst the Indians themselves was bad enough, but violence directed against Europeans was the ultimate breakdown of the colonial situation. What was needed in such cases, thought Trutch, was a theatrical demonstration of European power. The dispatch of warships to coastal trouble spots, for example, would produce "a salutary impression" on the Indians. 87 Whereas Douglas had wanted the law to operate "with the least possible effect on the character and temper of the Indians", 88 Trutch insisted that British law must be "enforced among them at whatever cost." 89

Douglas had mostly referred to the "Native Indians", but Trutch seldom called them anything other than savages, and he was skeptical about their capacity for "improvement". After twenty years on the northwest coast, and even a visit to Metlakatla, he was to remark that "I have not yet met with a single Indian of pure blood whom I consider to have attained even the most glimmering perception of the christian creed." The reason for this situation, according to Trutch, was that "the idiosyncrasy of the Indians of this country appears to incapacitate them from appreciating any abstract idea, nor do their languages contain words by which such a conception could be expressed." 90 There is no evidence that Trutch was particularly fluent in any of the
Indian languages, or that he had made any study of Indian religion, poetry or art. But then stereotypes are seldom based on concrete evidence; they are more often than not the product of ignorance.

It was this man, this archetypal colonialist, who made Indian land policy from 1864 to 1871. His views regarding colonial development and the absolute inferiority of the Indian governed his attitude to the Indian land question. His attitudes coalesced to produce something of an obsession with the idea that the Indians were standing in the way of the development of the Colony by Europeans. To men like Trutch the Indians had to be relieved of as much land as possible so that it could be "properly" and "efficiently" used by European farmers. For Trutch, British Columbia's future lay in agriculture. The Colony's development had to be fostered by "large and liberal" land grants to settlers, and Indian land claims could not be allowed to hinder this development. As Governor, Douglas had also been an advocate of colonial development through European settlement, but he had not allowed this view to override his concern for Indian rights. In contrast to Douglas, who wanted to protect the Indians from the progress of settlement, Trutch wanted to move them out of the way so that settlement could progress.

Under Trutch a policy of reducing Indian reserves was carried out, so that much of the land that they had acquired under Douglas was subsequently taken away from the Indians. The process of whittling away the reserves began in 1865 when Phillip Nind, the Gold Commissioner at Lytton, reported on Indian land.
claims in the Thompson River area. The main point of his letter to the Colonial Secretary was that the Indians were claiming "thousands of acres of good arable and pasture land" and that these claims had "the effect of putting a stop to settlement in these parts." The areas referred to as "claims" in Nind's letter were the reserves that Cox had laid out earlier. Governor Seymour referred and deferred to Trutch on this matter, and Trutch was quite satisfied from my own observations that the claims of the Indians over tracts of land, on which they assume to exercise ownership, but of which they make no real use, operate very materially to prevent settlement and cultivation, in many instances beside that to which attention has been directed by Mr. Nind, and I should advise that these claims be as soon as practicable enquired into and defined.

Settlers were wanting to acquire the area of the Thompson River that had been reserved for the Indians, and clearly a settler government could not allow settlement to be impeded. In a letter to Trutch the Officer Administering the Government in Seymour's absence, Arthur N. Birch, felt that it was too late in the year to carry out a general reduction of reserves, but he noted that the Governor was very desirous of reducing the Thompson River reserves and requested that Walter Moberly, the assistant Surveyor General of the Colony, inquire into the matter. On the basis of Moberly's report Trutch informed Birch that the reserved land was "entirely disproportionate to the numbers or requirements of the Indian tribes", and that it was "very desirable, from a public point of view, that it should be placed in possession of white settlers as soon as practicable". Trutch had never taken a census of the Indians of the
area and so he could not know what their numbers were, and naturally their requirements were as Trutch, and not the Indians, assessed them. But the land was valuable and therefore, even though it had been reserved for the Indians, they had to make way for settlement. By October 1866 a notice was appearing in the Government Gazette indicating that the reserves of the Kamloops and Shuswap Indians had been redefined. The so-called "adjustment" meant that out of a forty mile stretch of the Thompson River the Indians were left with three reserves, each of between three and four square miles. The remainder of the land hitherto reserved for them was to be thrown open to pre-emption from 1 January 1867.97

The reallocation carried out in the Kamloops area provided a precedent when Trutch carried out a second series of reductions involving Indian reserves in the lower Fraser area. Pressure for these reductions came from the settlers. In February 1867 John Robson moved in the British Columbia Legislative Council that the Governor be informed of the desirability of having the lower Fraser reserves "reduced to what is necessary for the actual use of the Natives".98 Again it seems that Seymour referred the matter to Trutch for a report, and once again Trutch advocated reductions. His reasoning was similar to that adumbrated in the Kamloops case. The Indians were holding good land that they were not using in a productive way, therefore it ought to be made available to settlers. Trutch also concluded that, as in the case of the Kamloops and Shuswap reserves, there was no great need to compensate the Indians for the land that they lost. After all, wrote Trutch,
The Indians really have no right to the lands they claim, nor are they of any actual value or utility to them; and I cannot see why they should either retain these lands to the prejudice of the general interests of the Colony, or be allowed to make a market of them either to Government or to individuals. 99

Having denied the lower Fraser Indians the right to retain even the lands that had been reserved for them under Douglas, and therefore to compensation for land that they were relieved of, Trutch initiated the policy of "adjustment". Seymour, forgetting his promises to the Indians, authorised and approved of the action.100 It is difficult to discover the precise extent of these reductions, although there can be little doubt that they involved a considerable area. The report of one of the surveyors who marked out the reserves noted that the new boundaries would open 40,000 acres for settlement.101

In carrying out these reductions Trutch had changed Douglas's Indian land policy to make it fit more closely the priorities of a settlement colony. In attempting to validate his actions Trutch, with some help from the Colonial Secretary, W.A.G. Young, deliberately misrepresented the nature of Douglas's instructions to his officers. Trutch also adopted the tactic of claiming, quite wrongly, that those responsible for laying out the original reserves had either exceeded or misunderstood their instructions. The consequence was that Trutch reduced reserves that Douglas had expressed himself to be quite satisfied with in their original form.102

The changes made by Trutch were also indicative of a fundamental change in attitude towards the position of the Indian in the Colony. Men like Trutch thought that the Indians would
play only a very minimal role in the future of British Columbia, and therefore that they required only a minimal amount of land. Indian pre-emption of land, proposed by Douglas as the means by which the Indian could integrate into settler society, was virtually denied them in 1866. A Land Ordinance of that year prevented the Indians from pre-empting land without the written permission of the Governor,\textsuperscript{103} and by 1875 there was only a single subsequent case of an Indian pre-empting land under this condition.\textsuperscript{104} It was Trutch's opinion that to allow Indians to pre-empt land would create an "embarrassing precedent".\textsuperscript{105} At the same time as he was reducing Indian reserves to a minimum Trutch was advocating measures that would increase the amount of land that a settler could acquire. His suggestion was that a European, in addition to a pre-emption of 160 acres, be allowed to purchase up to 480 acres, was incorporated in the 1865 Land Ordinance.\textsuperscript{106} Meanwhile he was requiring that an Indian family exist on ten acres, an area that was not only insufficient for many Indian families to subsist on, but which also failed to take into account the differences in the economies of the various Indian groups.

Trutch's notion that Indian reserves should be reallocated on the basis of ten acres per family was another basic change from Douglas's policy. Douglas had included in his directions to those laying out reserves in British Columbia the provision that if the area demanded by the Indians did not equal ten acres per family then the reserves were to be enlarged to that extent.\textsuperscript{107} Instead of using ten acres as a minimum as Douglas had intended, Trutch used it as a maximum figure. When instructing O'Reilly to
re-allocate the Bonaparte reserve, for example, Trutch wrote that "as a general rule it is considered that an allotment of about ten acres of good land should be made to each family in the tribe." Such was never the intention of Douglas. His opinion was clear enough in his instructions at the time, but he outlined them with even greater clarity some years later. "It was never . . . intended that they should be restricted or limited to the possession of 10 acres of land, on the contrary, we were prepared, if such had been their wish to have made for their use much more extensive grants". The letter containing this statement was written by Douglas in 1874 in response to a request for information by I.W. Powell, the Provincial Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Powell had asked Douglas if, during his administration, there had been any particular acreage used as a basis for establishing Indian reserves. Douglas answered the specific question, but also commented more generally that his surveying officers had instructions to meet the wishes of the Indians in every particular. "This was done with the object of securing to each community their natural or acquired rights; of removing all cause for complaint on the ground of unjust deprivation". This letter in which Douglas recapitulates his policy indicates the extent to which Trutch brought radical change to the Colony's dealings with the Indians and their land, and makes nonsense of the claim that in laying out reserves officials throughout the colonial period followed Douglas's example.

While Trutch's Indian land policies were discordant with those of Douglas, they were very much in tune with settler demands. To the extent that it is possible to assess the attitudes of the
settlers, they coincided with Trutch's. The newspapers certainly approved the reduction policy. The British Columbian reported on the good service that had been done for the Colony by re-claiming "a most valuable and extensive tract of land improperly given to the Indians, under a previous administration". The editor of The British Columbian, who claimed to be a constant defender of Indian rights, hastened to add that those rights did not include the right "to hold large tracts of valuable agricultural and pastoral land which they do not and cannot use".

One could always rely on De Cosmos to be forthright on Indian matters. Readers of the Colonist were told in 1863 that they could no more talk of Indian right to the land "than we can prate of the natural right of a he-panther or a she-bear to the soil". To the editor both the problem and its solution were simple.

... shall we allow a few red vagrants to prevent forever industrious settlers from settling on the unoccupied lands? Not at all. Locate reservations for them on which to earn their own living, and if they trespass on white settlers punish them severely. A few lessons would soon enable them to form a correct estimation of their own inferiority, and settle the Indian title too.  

Colonial newspapers also disapproved of the notion of allowing Indians to pre-empt land. The British Columbian was horrified at the thought of Indians being able to locate land wherever they pleased, and urged that they be absolutely confined to their reserves. White men, wrote the editor, would be hardly likely to want to settle where there was the possibility of having Indian neighbours on every side.

These newspapers undoubtedly reflected the opinions of
a good many of their subscribers. After all, one of them reminded its readers, you cannot expect the farming pioneers of a new country to have "that sentimental regard for the 'poor Indian' which certain members of the Legislative Council" have exhibited.116

That comment notwithstanding, the representative assemblies in both colonies reflected settler opinion on Indian land, and much of the pressure for removing the Indians from their land came from these institutions. In Victoria there were the efforts of the Assembly to remove the Songhees from their reserve, and there were similar pressures on the mainland where the Legislative Council urged the reduction of reserves. One member of the British Columbia Legislative Council even felt that ten acres of land per family was unnecessarily large for the Indians.117

Although most government members advocated the interests of the settlers, it was perhaps Trutch's own official position that most clearly pinpoints the influence of settlers on government. That the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works should also control Indian land policy goes a long way towards explaining why it so closely mirrored the aspirations of the colonists. Because the same person was responsible for allocating land to Europeans and Indians he could not reflect the interests of both; and because that person was Trutch Indian rights were not considered important. British policy, and to a lesser extent Canadian policy, was formulated by men who were not so closely involved in the process of settlement.

The Indians had no constitutional body which could represent their views, but it is clear that they were unhappy about
the new policies. Trutch had informed Seymour that there would be no difficulty in reducing the reserves "with the full concurrence of the Indians themselves".\textsuperscript{118} This assurance was quite misleading. Trutch had failed to perceive, or completely ignored, Indian objections to his policy. One of the many petitions on the question forwarded to Seymour demonstrates that the Indians saw with great clarity what was happening to their land, and they by no means liked what they saw.

Governor Douglas did send, some years ago his men amongst us to measure our Reserve and although they gave us only a small patch of land in comparison to what they allowed to a white man our neighbour, we were resigned to our lot . . .

Some days ago came new men who told us that by order of their Chief they have to curtail our small reservation, and so they did to our greater grief; not only they shortened our land but by their new paper they set aside our best land, some of our gardens, and gave us in place, some hilly and sandy land, where it is next to impossible to raise any potatoes: our hearts are full of grief day and night . . . 119

The petitioners went on to express their confident belief that such a measure could not have been approved by the representative of the Queen who was "so gracious and so well disposed towards her children of the forest." Unfortunately their confidence in Seymour was misplaced. This petition was representative of numerous complaints being made by Indians about their treatment over the land question. In the late 1860's Indians from many parts of the Colony were objecting to the way in which the settlers had taken their land.

Indian dissatisfaction over settler behaviour towards them made them restless and sometimes led to violence. In the absence of a satisfactory Indian policy the Government had to
use coercion to keep the lid on Indian discontent. On the coast warships continued to be used against recalcitrant Indians. Some naval officers believed that in conflicts "between the White Population and the Indians the fault is more generally on the part of the former than the latter." Yet the retribution that was taken by the navy against the Indians was often harsh. When the trading vessel Kingfisher was captured and its crew murdered by the Indians of Clayoquot Sound the naval vessels Sutlej and Devastation were sent to seek vengeance. In the course of trying to capture the culprits nine Indian villages and 64 canoes were destroyed by shelling, and thirteen Indians were killed. It probably would have been of little consolation to the Clayoquot Indians if they had read in the Colonist the report which noted that this action "was conducted according to the strict rules of civilised warfare." The point was that the navy was not supposed to be waging a war, but conducting a police action. The shelling and destruction of Indian villages on the coast by naval vessels was not uncommon during the colonial period.

Policing inter-racial contact in the interior was more difficult, but the dissidents of the Chilcotin country learned in 1864 that they were not immune from British law. Governor Seymour organised two parties of men to go into the Chilcotin country to capture the murderers of the Bute Inlet road workers. One party, under William Cox, was made up of volunteers from the gold fields and approached from Alexandria while another, under Chartres Brew, approached from Bentinck Arm. Seymour himself accompanied the latter expedition. Settlers in the interior
expected harsh measures to be taken against the Chilcotin and some believed that the government forces should exterminate the tribe. Cox's force was composed mostly of Americans who were "not much disposed to relish the restraint" which the Governor placed on them while carrying out the operation. Seymour said that he had joined the expedition to ensure that the Indians were treated with moderation. Eventually Klatsassin and some of the others involved in the murders were misled, either intentionally or unintentionally, into surrendering to Cox's party, and were subsequently tried and executed. Other Chilcotin Indians also suffered as a result of the action taken against the killers. Because they were involved in these operations during the hunting and fishing seasons a number of Chilcotin died of starvation during the winter of 1864-1865. The Colonial Office, while warning Seymour about the danger of taking any action that might result in warfare with the Indians, was pleased with his handling of this affair.

The colonial authorities were not, however, always so impressed with the vigour with which Seymour responded to disputes involving Indians. When three Metlakatla Indians were murdered by some Nass people Seymour twice sent the gun-vessel Sparrowhawk to the area but, because the conflict involved Indians only, the naval officers refused to make any arrests. In response to Seymour's claim that the matter was now taken out of his hands, the Colonial Office had to point out to the Governor that his present inaction "contrasts strongly with the stirring and expensive operations" that he took against the Chilcotin when they committed outrages against Europeans. Seymour was
reminded that Indians who had "placed themselves under what they suppose to be the protection of British Law" were as much entitled to rely on the Government for redress as any settler. 129 Seymour was finally goaded into action by the rebuke and went north on the Sparrowhawk himself to settle the matter. Shortly after leaving Metlakatla, in June 1869, Seymour died on board ship.

Generally it had been Seymour's policy to interfere in crimes involving Indians. Early in his Governorship when an Indian murdered a woman "in accordance with Indian custom" Seymour had the man arrested and tried. Presuming that Douglas had made no effort to capture Indians who killed other Indians, Seymour commented that much as he wished "to follow the Indian policy of my predecessor, I cannot sanction murder being committed in our most settled districts". 130

Apart from taking their land and suppressing violence, the colonial Government's policy towards the Indians was largely one of neglect. At least twice towards the end of the colonial period the Government's Indian policy was attacked as being hopelessly inadequate by those with a humanitarian concern for the Indians. Rev. William Sebright Green, in a letter to the Aborigines Protection Society, and Rev. George Hills, Bishop of Columbia, in a letter to the Secretary of State for the Colonies both criticised British Columbia's Indian policy. In both cases Trutch was called upon to defend colonial action, or rather inaction. He had already revealed his basic belief about the Indian policy of the Colony at a meeting of the Legislative Council in February 1869, where he is reported to have maintained
that

Our system of treatment of the Indians was more humane than in any other country. Our laws entitled them to all the rights and privileges of the white man; they have thriven under them and had vastly improved in every respect by contact with the white man. The laws when applied to the Indians were always strained in his favour. 131

This statement was erroneous on every point, but subsequent defences of policy were merely an elaboration of this fundamental attitude.

The burden of Green's criticism was that the Government of British Columbia had neither policy nor concern for the Indians. Governor Anthony Musgrave, who made no real contribution to Indian policy, requested Trutch to comment on these criticisms and afterwards agreed with his opinions. 132 Part of Trutch's reply was that the Government had "striven to the extent of its power to protect and befriend the Native race". In fact, he continued, "its declared policy was that the Indian should in all respects be on the same footing as Europeans". We have seen how, under Trutch, the Government's notion of equality worked in relation to the important land question. As Trutch explained it, the Indians were given such lands "as were deemed proportionate to, and amply sufficient for, the requirements of each tribe". 133 The settlers were treated equally because they were also allowed what was sufficient for their requirements.

Nor were the Indians equally protected by the law. In some instances Indians who brought cases of their cultivated areas being trampled by settler's cattle before the courts failed to secure convictions, 134 whereas Indian defendants in similar cases were found guilty. 135 A government official pointed
out that Magistrates had no power by legislation to eject settlers who encroached on Indian reserves. In some places white settlers were even granted pre-emption certificates for areas of land that included potato patches belonging to Indians. No doubt the Indians concerned in such cases would have been intrigued with Trutch's claim that they were equal with the European before the law.

In his memorandum, written in response to Green's criticisms, Trutch also took the opportunity to claim that British Columbia had always denied the idea of aboriginal title. He wrote that "the title of the Indians in fee of the public lands, or in any portion thereof, has never been acknowledged by Government, but, on the contrary, is distinctly denied." Trutch does not, however, explain why the Vancouver Island House of Assembly should ask the Imperial Government in 1861 for £3,000 to extinguish an Indian title that they did not recognise the existence of. He also argued in the same memorandum, and again quite wrongly, that the treaties that Douglas made with the Indians of Vancouver Island were "not in acknowledgement of any general title of the Indians to the lands they occupy" but were simply "for the purpose of securing friendly relations between those Indians and the settlement of Victoria". This was quite definitely not the interpretation of those most closely involved in the signing of the Fort Victoria treaties. Douglas clearly considered that he was purchasing Indian land, and the Indians themselves, although they had yet to comprehend European notions of land ownership, knew that the paper that they were signing involved more than a declaration of friendship.
In 1871, the year of British Columbia's confederation with Canada, the Indian policy of the Colony was again under fire, this time from the Bishop of Columbia who was concerned about the paucity of government spending on Indians. This point may have proved a little difficult for Trutch to refute, as the colonial estimates indicate that allocations for Indians were miserable; and often only a fraction of the amount included in the estimates appeared in the end-of-year statement of actual expenditure. Trutch did concede that "from the pecuniary inability of the Colony in the past no such appropriations have been made as could have been wished". He did, however, neglect to mention the fate of money collected by leasing Indian reserve land. It will be remembered that Douglas had intended that rents from the leasing of the Victoria reserve were to be used for the benefit of the Indians. Early in 1873 the newly appointed Superintendent of Indian Affairs was having difficulty in discovering what had happened to the sum of $1,984.82 that had been handed to Trutch in 1869 by the commissioners of the Songhees reserve. The reply was that, instead of being spent on Indian needs, the sum "formed part of the assets of the Colony at the date of Confederation". In spite of the fact that he had misappropriated Indian money Trutch apparently had no conscience about describing British Columbia's Indian policy "as a well considered system, ably devised by experienced men specially interested in favour of the Indians".

Trutch did, however, have some other arguments to offer on the question of parsimony with funds. While British Columbia had not spent as much as she might have done directly on the Indians,
the Bishop of Columbia was forgetting that the Indians were partaking of "the advantages of civilisation which we have brought to them". For example, the Indians could now use roads and trails without even having to pay the tolls that were often imposed on white people. Europeans had also brought to the Indians implements "of husbandry and agriculture, the chase and fishing etc., which before they were without." Trutch does not explain how the Indians had survived in the northwest coast environment without developing some very sophisticated equipment for gathering food. Another of the benefits of civilisation mentioned was one that was particularly close to his heart.

... the blessings which result from the preservation of law and order throughout the country, instead of those scenes of bloodshed and robbery which prevailed formerly among them, and amidst which their lives were passed in a state of constant dread and uncertainty of life and property; ...

With arguments such as these Trutch had little difficulty in convincing himself that Indian policy in British Columbia had been "essentially benevolent towards the Indians." 144

Trutch's facile attempts to defend it simply reveal how emaciated colonial Indian policy was. With a government so blatantly pro-settler one cannot help feeling that, from an Indian point of view, the advantages derived from the "blessing of civilisation" were bound to be outweighed by the disadvantages. So-called blessings such as British law and order and the freedom to use roads and bridges hardly compensated the Indians for the dispossession of their land.

Even being subject to law and order was a blessing in disguise. The result was that Indian leaders were losing their
authority. Chiefs were manipulated to serve the ends of the settler government. Government officials assumed that Indian leaders had far more authority to make decisions affecting their people than was actually the case. Traditionally leadership was based on respect rather than authority. Indian chiefs were not absolute governors but, having made the mistake, whites often held chiefs responsible when other Indians refused to abide by arrangements made between Indian leaders and government officials. If one individual proved difficult to deal with a more pliant personality was sometimes elevated to "chieftainship" by government administrators. A new kind of Indian leader emerged: one who was not necessarily qualified according to the traditional standards but who fulfilled the role of mediator with the whites. These spokesmen were often invested with symbols of office in order to bolster their authority among the Indians.  

This was the beginning of a development which resulted in the title "chief" meaning to many Indians a man appointed by a government official to conduct the affairs of the reserve. 

It has been said that probably "the most significant turning point in the acculturative history of an Indian tribe was the loss of political autonomy." This was exactly the experience of many British Columbian Indians during the 1860's. They were losing their freedom of choice within the contact situation. They could no longer adapt selectively to the alien culture and could not destroy its representatives without severe retribution. They were losing control of their own destiny as it was increasingly directed from the outside by a government that ignored Indian needs in order to satisfy settler demands.
CHAPTER VIII

The Consolidation of Settlement: the 1870's and 1880's

Everybody says, "sure what the devil is the
good of a Government that can't put a few
siwashes off a man's land". 1

British Columbia's confederation with Canada was perhaps the last chance that the Indians had of policy towards them undergoing any significant change. But the chance was lost. The 1870's and 1880's simply saw the continuation and consolidation of policies designed by settlers to meet settler requirements, while Indian needs continued to be ignored by Government.

Knowing that the Indian policy of Canada was somewhat different from British Columbia's, the Indians hoped that a new system would be adopted towards them after confederation. 2 They thought that the changes in the white man's world might bring them a better deal, particularly over the land. Throughout the 1870's the Canadian authorities were making treaties with the Prairie Indians to extinguish their title to the land. These treaties were indicative of an Indian land policy that was different from British Columbia's in a number of ways. The Prairie Indians had none of the freedom of choice implied by the word "treaty", for the numbered treaties were imposed on the Indians rather than negotiated with them. 3 Yet these treaties were a recognition of the principle that the Indians had rights to the land that ought to be extinguished before settlers moved in. 4

The minimum of 160 acres per family was a much larger allocation of reserve land than British Columbia had given, and in addition
there was provision in the treaties for initial payments followed by annuities and other forms of assistance. The formality of a treaty involved a minimal recognition of Indian rights and needs such as had not occurred in British Columbia since 1859, and after confederation the Indians hoped that this policy might be extended across the Rockies.

But they were to be disappointed. The Indians were totally unrepresented in the negotiations that preceded confederation, so their concerns were given virtually no consideration in the business deal that established the union with Canada. The majority of British Columbians were non-participants in confederation. During the debate on union in British Columbia there was only a minimal discussion of Indian affairs. A motion for the protection of the Indians during the change of government was lost twenty to one and another, advocating the extension of Canadian Indian policy to the new Province, was withdrawn. Consequently the Terms of Union proposed by the Governor in Council of British Columbia contained no reference to the Indians. Presumably Clause thirteen of the final Terms, the one that deals with Indians, was added in Ottawa, and as Trutch was the only person closely involved with colonial Indian policy who was present at those discussions, he can be fairly attributed with responsibility for the Clause.

Clause thirteen of the Terms of Union states that:

The charge of the Indians, and the trusteeship and management of the lands reserved for their use and benefit, shall be assumed by the Dominion Government, and a policy as liberal as that hitherto pursued, by the British Columbia Government shall be continued by the Dominion Government after the union.
To carry out such a policy, tracts of land of such an extent as it has hitherto been the practice of the British Columbia Government to appropriate for that purpose, shall from time to time be conveyed by the Local Government to the Dominion Government in trust for the use and benefit of the Indians, on application of the Dominion Government; and in case of disagreement between the two Governments respecting the quantity of such tracts of land to be so granted, the matter shall be referred for the decision of the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

The wording of this Clause is very curious indeed, particularly the stipulation that "a policy as liberal as that hitherto pursued by the British Columbia Government shall be continued by the Dominion after the union." A variety of words could be used to describe colonial policy prior to Union, but "liberal" is not one of them. Certainly, if Canadian policy was to be the criterion, the Colony's policy was considerably less liberal than that of the Dominion. Trutch must have been aware of this fact, and even if he really believed that British Columbia's was a liberal policy, Clause thirteen remains deliberately misleading. Subsequently David Laird, the Canadian Minister of the Interior from 1873 to 1876, thought that the framers of the Clause "could hardly have been aware of the marked contrast between the Indian policies which had, up to that time, prevailed in Canada and British Columbia respectively." Unfortunately it is more likely that the British Columbian representatives were aware of the discrepancy in policies but wanted to camouflage it. Certainly Trutch was quite satisfied that "as to Indian policy . . . the wisest course would be to continue the system that has prevailed hitherto". Maintenance of the status quo was precisely what the British Columbians hoped to achieve by
agreeing to give the Dominion Government only as much land for Indian reserves as had "hitherto been the practice of the British Columbia Government to appropriate for that purpose".

Clause thirteen was aptly numbered. It was unlucky for the Indians because it meant that some time was to elapse before the Federal authorities realised just how illiberal the Colony's treatment of them had been. The Province meanwhile was determined to stand by the letter of the Law. In the years following Confederation federal officials trying to extract concessions on the land question from the Province on behalf of the Indians were notified that "all that it is 'reasonable and just' to demand of the Provincial Government is that the 13th Section of the Terms of Union should be faithfully observed."\footnote{11} Naturally, in interpreting the Clause, the Province took the policy "hitherto pursued by British Columbia" to mean Trutch's policy and not Douglas's.

Just as they were excluded from the process of confederation, the Indians were prevented from having any role in government after 1871. Responsible Government came to British Columbia after confederation and increased the settler's power over the Indians. Although it was a great boost to settler ego, Responsible Government held no advantage for the Indians. No one in government was responsible to them and so they had no way of influencing policy. There was no thought of giving the Indians of British Columbia the vote, even on the same conditions as Europeans. Quite the contrary, in 1872 and 1875 legislation was passed which specifically excluded Indians from voting purely on the grounds of race.\footnote{12} Even the new De Cosmos newspaper,
The Victoria Daily Standard, was editorially opposed to such racist legislation. As was being proved in other parts of the British Empire, protecting native interests was incompatible with granting self-government to settlers.

Because they were excluded from the political process, the only way that the Indians could ameliorate their condition was by self-help. But even this road was often blocked by the settlers. In 1879 there was a meeting of a large number of the tribes of the southern interior at Lytton. Indians from the Fraser and Thompson Rivers, the Nicola valley and the Similkameen area gathered to discuss their problems. Gilbert Sproat, the Indian Reserve Commissioner, was present at the meeting and he reported on the measures that were taken. The Indians agreed on a set of regulations designed to foster the education of their children, to improve sanitary and medical facilities in the villages, to subdivide arable land on an individual basis, to reduce the number of non-working days, to abolish the potlatch and to levy fines for drunkenness and gambling. A head chief, a Spuzzum Indian named Michael, and a council of thirteen were elected to administer these ordinances. This meeting was a promising attempt by the Indians to adapt to the settlement frontier and to compete with the Europeans. In nearly every respect the measures proposed by the Indians at Lytton paralleled those advocated by European philanthropists. Sproat remarked in a letter to Ottawa that the Lytton meeting demonstrated "the laudable desire of the Indians to make efforts, at their own cost principally, to improve the physical condition and the minds of their children and to train themselves for citizenship."
The settlers, however, were horrified at this development. They were not so much interested in Indians improving their physical and social conditions as in the threat that any "confederation" of tribes might pose to their security. Apparently only Europeans were to be permitted to confederate to benefit themselves. In the preceding years there had been rumours of an Indian outbreak in the interior, and the Lytton meeting provoked a recurrence of settler fears. Many objected strongly and loudly to this attempt by the Indians to organise themselves. De Cosmos, both in his newspaper and in a letter to the Prime Minister of Canada, emphasised the danger to white security posed by this development. He thought that the Indians should not be allowed to combine for any purpose in case they might endeavour "to obtain some privilege or concession antagonistic to white interests". He considered the Lytton gathering to be "in every way objectionable", and he hoped that the head chief would not be recognised and the regulations not be confirmed. Many other settlers wrote of the supposed danger of any attempt by Indians to organise, and their opinions were supported by the Indian Superintendent in Victoria and the Department in Ottawa. Sproat, on the other hand, felt that many of these objections arose out of a simple ignorance of the Indians and their problems. According to him, many settlers, "whose notion of Indian management is terrorism", seemed to have had their racial prejudice "stirred to the depths" by these elementary proposals by the Indians to improve their condition. Certainly the settlers were more interested in keeping the Indians under control
than in improving their condition, and the way to ensure their
subjugation was to keep them divided. Hence the settlers feared
and discouraged any attempt by the Indians to co-operate to
advance their own interests. The Rev. J.B. Good, who had
worked as a missionary among the Lytton Indians for more than ten
years, noted that there was a ready chorus in the Province
against any action either for, or by, the Indians, however
sensible it might be. The settlers intended to maintain their
position of dominance and so they did not even want to foster
Indian development, in the manner of the paternalist, towards
a distant future when the Indians would be able to act indepen-
dently. The Indians were wards of the Crown and should be
treated as such.

As far as the settler Government was concerned the Indians
were a population to be administered rather than listened to.
Decisions were made to be imposed not discussed. The Indians
remained irrelevant to the major concern of the settlers: the
development of the resources of the Province. Neglect, and even
hostility, on the part of the settlers meant that Indian adminis-
tration in British Columbia in the two decades after confederation
was a shambles.

The Federal Government appointed two men to be responsible
for the administration of Indian affairs in the Province during
the 1870's. Dr. Israel Wood Powell was appointed Indian Super-
intendent in 1872 and was based in Victoria, and in 1874 James
Lenihan was appointed as second Superintendent centred in New
Westminster. Powell was the senior Superintendent with particular
responsibility for the coastal Indians while Lenihan was expected
to concentrate on the interior tribes. Neither man, however, was entirely suited to the position he held.

The appointment of Powell was foisted on John A. Macdonald by pressure from the British Columbian Members of Parliament even though the Prime Minister thought that the appointee "ought to have known more about the Indians." Others were also unimpressed by Powell's qualifications for the position. Douglas, writing in private to his daughter, indicated that he was somewhat less than enthusiastic about the appointment of Powell as Indian Superintendent. Sproat thought that Powell knew little about Indian ways and, nine years later, Franz Boas thought so too. Apart from Powell's personal inadequacies, Sproat observed that to try to administer Indian affairs from an office in Victoria "is an absurdity." Powell also continued to practise medicine in Victoria at a time when the management of Indian affairs should have been a full time occupation.

The selection of Lenihan as the second Superintendent is even more difficult to understand. At the time of his appointment he was in business in Toronto and there is no evidence that he was particularly familiar with the Indians or the Province to which he was sent. Furthermore, it was apparent to some at the time of his arrival that he was mentally inadequate for his task, and by the end of the 1870's it had become quite obvious to most. Lenihan was, in the parlance of the day, going "soft in the head". It was evident to Sproat in 1877 that Lenihan felt quite uncomfortable in the presence of Indians and, in conferences, succeeded only in offending them. Lenihan's incompetence nearly resulted in disaster in the tense situation that existed in the
Kamloops area in the summer of 1877. By 1880 Powell had to admit to his superiors in Ottawa what was common knowledge in British Columbia, that Lenihan was "too weak in the mind to talk five minutes with Indians". The Indians were shrewd negotiators and whenever Lenihan tried to deal with them he was "at once made the unfortunate subject of ridicule."  

Indian administration in British Columbia was chaotic because, in addition to the personal inadequacies of the officials, nearly every action that they tried to take was impeded by the deliberately obstructionist tactics of the Provincial authorities. Constant wrangling between the Provincial Government and federally appointed officials frequently paralysed Indian policy. The Province was totally unwilling to make any concessions to the Indians and certainly did not want to see the Federal Government make any significant changes to the settler dominated policies that had operated before confederation. British Columbia strongly resented Ottawa's "interference" in Indian matters. As one Provincial Premier wrote to Sproat, the Canadian Minister of the Interior was thousands of miles from the scene and knew nothing of the facts or merits of Provincial policy. Andrew C. Elliott said that the Provincial Government wanted to treat the Indians justly, but that justice also required that the interests of the settlers should not be sacrificed. He was merely restating, and not reconciling, the old incompatible opposites. Most members of the Provincial Government were either farming settlers or were involved in land speculation and they fostered their own, and not Indian, interests. Sproat was amused at the dogmatism of those Government members who had spent
all their time in Victoria, and perhaps knew enough Chinook to 
ask an Indian to blacken their boots, and yet gave the appearance 
of understanding the wishes, requirements, and social condition 
of a large and widespread Indian population.\textsuperscript{33} Out of ignorance 
or antipathy the Provincial Government did little for the Indians 
and then blamed the Federal Government when things went wrong. 

Initially the Federal Government's plan was to establish 
a three man Board to manage Indian affairs in the Province. 
The Board was to comprise the two Indian Superintendents and the 
Lieutenant-Governor. But the newly appointed Lieutenant-
Governor was Joseph Trutch, and he was determined to defend 
colonial policy, his policy, against the encroachment of differing 
ideas held in Ottawa. He had been opposed to Powell's appointment 
in 1872, not because he had any criticism of his professional or 
business ability, but because he thought that the Lieutenant-
Governor should control Indian affairs. According to Trutch, 
Dr. Powell "might perform the duties of the office well enough if 
acting under the ultimate direction and advice of someone of 
more experience here."\textsuperscript{34} That "someone of experience" was, of 
course, Trutch himself. If he retained control of Indian policy 
he would ensure that things remained as they were. So when the 
three man Board of Management was established in 1874 Trutch was 
not interested in serving on it unless he directed its actions, 
and he was prepared to hinder its work if he was not given a 
controlling position. Powell was preparing to visit Kamloops 
in the summer of 1874 to discuss the land question with the Indians 
and Trutch objected to the trip on the grounds that Powell was 
acting too independently. The Lieutenant-Governor did not want
Powell to make any promises to the Indians that would interfere with any future action of the Board.\textsuperscript{35} He told the Minister of the Interior that he was prepared to act on the Board only if he had the authority to direct the management of Indian affairs in the Province.\textsuperscript{36} By now, however, the Federal Government was becoming aware of some of the elements of the situation in British Columbia: an awareness that was reflected in Laird's reply. Trutch was told that "I very much doubt . . . whether the Government would be prepared to delegate to any person in British Columbia the general control of Indian affairs in the Province."\textsuperscript{37}

Trutch's was not the only attempt to frustrate Powell's work. After his appointment, Powell quickly ascertained that the land question was still the most crucial, and therefore the most troublesome issue. Just as quickly he also realised that it was going to be extremely difficult to extract concessions from Provincial officials, or even to obtain their co-operation. The Federal authorities were faced with a running battle over the acreage question in the early 1870's. In 1873 Ottawa suggested that Indian reserves should be allocated on the basis of eighty acres per family, but British Columbia countered with an offer of ten. Powell managed to gain a shortlived agreement on twenty acres, but with the collapse of that accord no further bids were taken. The final stage of these negotiations was the acceptance in 1875 of a suggestion by William Duncan that no specific acreage be allocated, but rather that individual situations be examined by a commission and a decision reached on the basis of the local knowledge of the then non-existent Indian Agents.\textsuperscript{38}
But these inter-governmental negotiations only exposed the surface of the problem and at the local level there was even more confusion. In 1874 Powell completed a survey of the Musqueam reserve which indicated that, although the band included 70 families, they had only 314 acres reserved for them, 114 of which, in Powell's opinion, were quite useless. Evidently the band had not received ten acres per family, and on the basis of twenty acres they required 1,400. The Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, Robert Beaven, who Sproat described as "a narrow, stubborn man", replied to Powell's request that an appropriate amount of land be surveyed for the Indians with a series of petty and ridiculous questions designed to obstruct the survey. The Provincial Government demonstrated that it was still more concerned with reducing Indian reserves than with any just settlement of the matter. Beaven informed Powell that he was unable to grant extensions to present reserves unless the Superintendent would guarantee, on behalf of the Dominion Government, that the Indians would agree quietly to reductions. In 1875 Powell again applied to the Provincial Government for lands to make up the deficiency in reserves that had been surveyed. This time the reply was that the basis of twenty acres agreed to only applied to future reserves and not those already in existence. As some reservations amounted to only two acres per family, Powell felt that he could do little else than terminate surveys until the question was settled.

Powell made this decision in spite of the growing urgency of the problem. He knew that Indians from all over the Province were becoming increasingly dissatisfied as a result of the
Government's dilatory policy. Powell felt that visiting the Indians, particularly in the interior, when he could bring no finality on the land question did more harm than good to race relations. From the coast and the interior, wherever whites had settled or looked likely to settle, Indian complaints poured in about the treatment that they had received over their land. When Lenihan opened his office in New Westminster he was inundated with Indian complaints, and the paramount concern was land. Lenihan also discontinued visits to Indian groups because he was unable to answer satisfactorily their questions about land policy.

A petition sent to Powell by 110 Indian leaders of the lower Fraser area in 1874 was representative of many complaints he received from Indians of the coast and lower mainland. They protested the arbitrary way in which the British Columbia Government had located and divided their reserves, and the fact that their cultivated land was not protected against encroachment by whites. These Indians said that they had attempted to adopt the white man's ways. "We are not a lazy and roaming-about people, as we used to be", they told the Indian Superintendent. They had tried to develop agriculture and animal husbandry, but they were discouraged and depressed. Having laid their complaints before Government officials on many occasions, they had received no redress. Now, they told Powell, they felt "like men trampled on, and are commencing to believe that the aim of the white man is to exterminate us as soon as they can". The leaders of the Nanaimo Indians told Trutch that their men were "getting old and grey" waiting for the promises of the Government to be fulfilled.
Sometimes the Provincial Government refused even to listen to these complaints. When Alexis, the Chief at Cheam, wrote to Lenihan complaining about the inadequacy of his reserve, his letter was duly passed on to the Provincial Secretary. Alexis had pointed out that the reserve had been laid out without consultation with the Indians and that even twenty acres per family "was a mockery, was destruction to the Indian race." The Provincial Secretary, however, also discovered that the Chief's letter contained language "disrespectful to her Majesty" and threats of violence against white settlers. He therefore informed Lenihan that he did "not consider it within the scope of my duty to submit to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council any such offensive document." 48

In the interior similar grievances were similarly expressed. The Chilcotin, for example, were continuing their hostility to the intrusion of whites, maintaining that the land was theirs, and objecting to settlers living on it. Apparently the Chilcotin thought that the Europeans were going to appropriate their land without compensation, and that they would be confined to limited reserves. Oddly, given that this had been his precise policy in the past, Trutch, in a letter to Ottawa, described the Chilcotin fear as a "misapprehension." 49 It was in the Kamloops area, where Trutch first carried out his reduction programme, that discontent was really simmering. The grievances are familiar. As the Oblate missionary, Father C.J. Grandidier, wrote:

The whites came, took land, fenced it in, and little by little hemmed the Indians in their small reservations . . . Many of these reservations have been surveyed without their consent, and sometimes without having received any notice of it, so they could not expose their needs and
their wishes. Their reserves have been repeatedly cut off smaller for the benefit of the whites, and the best and most useful part of them taken away till some tribes are coralled on a small piece of land, as at Canoe Creek or elsewhere, or even have not an inch of ground, as at Williams Lake. The natives have protested against those spoliations, from the beginning. They have complained bitterly of that treatment, but they have not obtained any redress. 50

The Shuswap-and related Indians of the southern interior had become so suspicious of Government officials that the bands of Nicola and Okanagan Lakes refused to accept presents from Powell "lest, by doing so, they should be thought to waive their claim for compensation for the injustice done them in relation to the Land Grants." 51 In 1874 Powell visited Kamloops and heard the complaints of the Indians. They told him that they had insufficient land for their large and growing herds of cattle and horses while white settlers around them were able to pre-empt and lease thousands of acres of land and then often treated the Indians with cruelty. 52

Powell returned from his visit to the interior convinced that the Indians had valid grievances that ought to be rectified. He also realised that many of the problems arose out of the reductions that had been carried out by Trutch. He had written to Douglas to ascertain the nature of his land policy and concluded that it was the actions of his successors, in response to settler demands, that had engendered most of the discontent. 53 And now the situation was becoming even more acute. The Indians were learning the value of their land at the same time as they realised that they were rapidly being hemmed in on their limited reserves. The Government had appeared before many of the Indians
only as an official wanting to "adjust" their land, so they could be forgiven for thinking that the only policy that the Government had towards them was to take their land. As some interior Indians put it "first one chief had come, then another and another, all saying the same thing and all afterwards cutting and carving their lands." Powell was of the opinion that the fact that there had not been an Indian war in British Columbia was "not because there has been no injustice to the Indians, but because the Indians have not been sufficiently united."

Other people, both inside and outside the Province, were also becoming aware of the injustice of the Government's Indian land policy. The Governor General of Canada, Lord Dufferin, wrote to the Colonial Office drawing attention to the fact that since 1864 British Columbia had carried out land appropriations without "reference to the consent or wishes of the original occupants." All the Indian grievances were repeated and Dufferin urged the Colonial Secretary to intervene as Canada's reputation for "just and Humane" dealings with the Indians depended on a proper settlement of the dispute. Two years later, when Dufferin visited British Columbia, he pointed out to the Government that its actions since Douglas left office had produced an "unsatisfactory feeling amongst the Indian population" and that it was time that their rights were recognised. The Government was also under pressure from some editorial writers to change its attitude. Newspapers in the east were reporting on the "high handed injustice" with which British Columbia treated its Indians, and even locally there were editorial calls for the Government to stop behaving in a way that was bringing disgrace
to the Province. But the Government still blandly argued that the colonial Government had done its best for the Indians, and Premier George Walkem even claimed that the Indians had been satisfied under the old land system. Walkem had signed a memorandum in 1875 that highly praised pre-confederation Indian policy, and Sproat, who was living with the Premier at the time, was, in his ignorance, impressed with the document. Subsequent investigation of the facts, however, disclosed the truth to Sproat. The Government meanwhile continued to act as if the Indians did not exist. In 1874 the Province passed a new Land Act that consolidated all previous legislation on land. The Act was disallowed by the Federal Government because it included no reference to Indian title or rights to land and failed to make any provision for the establishment and protection of Indian reserves. In spite of Federal objections, the Act was allowed to come into effect after some inconsequential amendments had been made.

The Provincial Government remained under some pressure to change its views and in 1875 it appointed a committee to investigate Indian lands and reserves. To assist the work of this committee the Government also published the Papers Connected with the Indian Land Question, 1850-1875. These papers were made public with understandable reluctance. For some time the Premier refused to table the papers, then there was some delay at the printers when it was discovered that he had "mistakenly" laid bogus material before the House. This reluctance is understandable because the papers collectively constitute an indictment of British Columbia's Indian land policy. The committee of
investigation accordingly advocated the acceptance of the memorandum of the Canadian Minister of the Interior of the previous November. In this memorandum David Laird had established the inadequacies of past policies and the corollary that adhering to the thirteenth Clause of the Terms of Union would not be sufficient to "satisfy the fair and reasonable demands of the Indians." He therefore recommended that the Province should be required to take necessary steps to redress Indian grievances.63

As soon as the Walkem Government realised that its own committee was taking the Federal line it began to filibuster the tabling of its report. Walkem and Beaven, who as members of the committee had refused to attend any of its meetings, now argued in the House that the report was invalid because some members of the committee had failed to attend the meetings. Walkem added that the Indians already had more than enough land because in laying out the original reserves Cox had thrown pieces of paper into the air on a windy day and the spots where they landed marked the boundaries of the reserve. The remark drew the appropriate laughter from his colleagues. For the Premier the Indian land question was something to joke about, but apparently Federal Indian policy was no laughing matter. At the meeting of the House on 20 April 1875 the report was referred back to the committee so that the Government could put "the Committee in possession of any information it might possess bearing upon the subject."64 Yet the two ministers still refused to attend any meetings apart from dropping in to browbeat the other committee members into forgetting about the report altogether. On 21 April it was announced that the House would be prorogued at 2:30
the following day. For the first time in history Trutch arrived on time and, as Lieutenant-Governor, declared the session closed before the committee's report could be tabled. The Walkem Government was clearly not of a mind to listen to any advice on its handling of Indian affairs.

It might be expected that the subtleties of the Government's manipulation of the House would pass unnoticed by the Indians, but, as Sproat reported, the Indians of the Province were "wide awake" and knew exactly what was going on in Victoria. The Government's handling of the committee of inquiry was fully reported in *The Colonist* and half-breeds in Victoria read the newspapers to Indians who in turn transmitted the news from tribe to tribe "with a rapidity that outstrips the mail." The missionaries also provided the Indians with information about Government policies towards them. Many Indians were thus able to keep abreast of all the subtle variations in Provincial Indian policy.

In 1876 the Province came to an agreement of sorts with the Federal Government on the Indian land question. The basis of this accord was William Duncan's suggestion that Indian lands should be examined by a Commission and then allocated according to individual situations rather than a set acreage. The Dominion Government had apparently given up any idea of extinguishing Indian title, partly because of the expense that would be involved and partly because Ottawa already had troubles enough with the "spoilt child of confederation". As long as the Indians remained "contented" the Federal Government was not disposed to raise the question of their rights to the soil. Now that there was an area of agreement some were hopeful that the vexed land question
was on the way towards a satisfactory solution. But there had been no change of Government in British Columbia and no real change in governmental attitude. It was portentous that the Province deleted the words "speedy" and "final" adjustment of the question from their version of the terms of the Commission.68

In 1876 two Commissioners, one to represent the Dominion and another representing the Province, were appointed and, after some delay by the local Government the third, joint Commissioner was selected. Two old Hudson's Bay Company men, A.C. Anderson and Archibald McKinlay, were chosen to represent Canada and British Columbia respectively. Anderson, however, was constrained to address the Provincial Government "pointedly" on a number of occasions about the appointment of the third member of the Commission,69 and the summer, the best time for field work, had passed before a decision was taken. Finally agreement was reached on the appointment of Gilbert Sproat to represent both Governments.

Sproat was the pivotal and most energetic member of the Joint Commission. He had returned to British Columbia in 1874 after an absence of nine years. His earlier writings, in which he records his experiences during his residence at Alberni in the early 1860's, reveal him as a thoughtful observer of the Indians and their reactions to the presence of the European. Now, as Reserve Commissioner, Sproat proved to be long-winded and opinionated, sending a blizzard of letters to Ottawa. Other officials found Sproat's lengthy letters and reports rather tedious. The Department of the Interior, for example, was impressed with Sproat's ability, but thought him to be "somewhat prolix" when
he sent "a volume as his first report." In British Columbia Walkem huffed that Sproat was "wholly unfit for anything but verbose, voluminous, tiresome correspondence." The judgement of the Province's first minister notwithstanding Sproat's letters to Ottawa provide a detailed and generally accurate account of the working of the Joint Commission and the considerable problems that it encountered. They also reveal Sproat's tendency to become more and more sympathetic with the predicament of the Indians and correspondingly critical of the Provincial Government's dealings with them. In fact he defended his lengthy reports on the grounds "that great evils have been caused in the past by loose and curtailed records of many transactions of the government with the Indians". It is also evident that Sproat was a great admirer of Douglas and his Indian policy; and he concluded, along with many others, that the reversal of Douglas's policies was at the root of the current Indian dissatisfaction.

From the beginning it seemed that the Provincial Government intended to hinder every action taken by the Joint Commission. After delays on the appointment of personnel Victoria began to prevaricate on the question of the expenses of the Commission. Because it considered Indian affairs to be a purely Federal matter, British Columbia was initially unwilling to contribute anything towards the cost of the Reserve Commission, but the argument did move on to become one over the relative share of the expense that each Government would bear. Because of these delays the Commission was not able to start work among the troubled tribes of the interior during 1876, but had to confine its activities to the lower mainland and Vancouver Island. The Commission-
ers realised the urgency of their task and felt that these delays would produce a "pernicious effect" among the Indians. But Sproat was hopeful that the work that the Commission did on the coast during the winter of 1876-77 would begin to allay the fears of the interior Indians. He understood that whatever they did on the coast would be known by the inland tribes.

The Reserve Commission began its work with an examination of the Musqueam reserve on Point Grey. Here, as at each place they visited, a census was taken so that, for the first time, reserves were based on some knowledge of the Indian population in the locality. Existing reserves were confirmed and in many places extended and new reserves were also established. Indians were told that the Commission would not interfere with land legally held by settlers, but it did try to arbitrate in places where the rights of settlers and Indians clashed. The Indians of the coast were also informed that they would not be given land to lie idle, even though the day after McKinlay had made this point to the Musqueam he recorded in his diary that it was a great pity to see so much fine farming land unused because it was in the hands of white speculators. McKinlay, as Provincial representative on the Commission, was particularly prone to delivering homilies to the Indians on how the white man had improved the land and the benefits of following the settlers' example. However, the Commissioners had been especially instructed not to make any attempt to alter radically the habits of the Indians, "or to divert them from any legitimate pursuits or occupations". Within their terms of reference the members of the Joint Commission did try to treat the Indians of the lower
coast with a modicum of liberality and justice.

Meanwhile in the southern interior the Indians were growing more and more angry. The delays in the visit of the Commission had only increased their discontent. They had expected the Commission in the summer of 1876 and were exasperated when it failed to appear. It was to be late in June 1877 before the Commissioners arrived in Kamloops. Already the Provincial Government was agitating to have the Commission abolished. The Province complained that the Joint Commission was an excessively expensive way of settling land disputes with Indians and, in any case, only those Indians presently in contact with settlers needed to have reserves allocated. Throughout the greater part of the Province, wrote the Provincial Secretary, the Indians were likely to remain completely isolated from intercourse with the whites. Even if this were true, it was evident that experience had still not taught the Province that the land question should be dealt with before it became a problem. The Province suggested that in future reserves should be allocated by the Indian Superintendents, subject to the approval of the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works. But, as Sproat rightly observed, if decisions were dependent on the approval of the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works not a single reserve would be laid out.

Early in June the Commission's trip to the interior was still being delayed by discussions between Victoria and Ottawa. Then, suddenly, there was a demand for action. A member of the Provincial Government came to the Commissioners' office in Victoria urging them to leave at once for the interior. After their enforced inactivity the members of the Commission found this
sudden impetus for action surprising. It later transpired that the Government was responding to settlers' fears of an Indian uprising in the interior. 80

There is conflicting evidence on whether the Indians were actually planning militant action against the settlers of the southern interior in the summer of 1877. Many settlers were quite sure that the Indians were organising an uprising, while others thought that there was no cause for alarm. The Upper Thompson, Shuswap and Okanagan Indians had always been seen as a greater threat to the settlers than most groups, so some of those who predicted an outbreak were undoubtedly panicky. But other quite level-headed individuals, who were careful to point out that they were not alarmists, thought that there was serious cause for concern. 81 Growing dissatisfaction over the land question certainly reached a peak among the Shuswap and Okanagan Indians during 1877. In their exasperation some Indians argued in councils that armed force was the only way to extract concessions from an unresponsive Government. There was talk that the Indians were contemplating linking up with the Nez Perce insurgents in the United States. Indians among the Shuswap claimed to have recently come from Chief Joseph's camp and they gave accounts of the battles that the Nez Perces had fought. 82 Other Indians were said to be in contact with a Spokane sect which advocated complete withdrawal from any kind of contact with the European. 83 There was a meeting of Indians to discuss problems and tactics at the head of Okanagan Lake in late June or early July. This council was an attempt to confederate the Shuswap and Okanagan Indians, although it is doubtful if it
produced absolute unanimity. An Okanagan chief known to Anderson for many years told him that the young men at the meeting were eager to fight but that the older chiefs advocated caution. What does seem to have come out of the meeting was a determination to present a united front to the Reserve Commissioners who were expected in the area.

When the Commission finally arrived in Kamloops they were expecting to have to deal with Indian dissatisfaction, but they were not prepared for the depth of disaffection that they encountered. On their arrival at Kamloops the Commissioners found the Indian village to be nearly empty as most of the inhabitants were away at the Okanagan meeting. Sproat, who said that he preferred to gather his own evidence rather than to rely on the judgement of others in Indian matters, concluded that those officials who felt that there was no cause for alarm were mistaken. He thought that settlers often did not know what was going on right under their noses among the Indians, and that if an attack was being planned the Indians would hardly be likely to inform local officials of their intentions. While some settlers underestimated the gravity of the situation, the Reserve Commissioners were sufficiently impressed to send a desperate telegram to Ottawa claiming "Indian situation very grave from Kamloops to American border - general dissatisfaction - outbreak possible".

It was Sproat's opinion that any outbreak that occurred would be the logical outcome of Provincial policies. An Indian rising "would not be a revolt against authority, but the despair-
ing action of men suffering intolerable wrong, which the Provincial Government will take no steps to remedy." Ottawa concluded similarly. It is obvious, wrote the Minister of the Interior, "that the discontent of the Indians is wholly due to the policy which has been pursued towards them by the local authorities". And he added that in the event of an Indian war "the people of Canada generally would not sustain a policy towards the Indians of that Province which is, in my opinion, not only unwise and unjust, but also illegal." Peace in the interior was tenuous for a time, but eventually the Reserve Commissioners were able to cool the situation off. Sproat tried to calm the Indians by telling them not to brood over the past but to prepare themselves for the future. Before leaving Victoria he had spoken to Douglas who recalled that he had always been very careful to keep the Shuswap and Okanagan Indians in a good humour. The Commission therefore gave the Indians time to express all their complaints in their own way. The Commissioners realised that the Indians had different concepts of time and methods of negotiating, and they felt that there was a marked contrast between the attention that they gave to the Indians and the abrupt manner in which they were treated by the Colonial Government.

But the ultimate tactic of the Reserve Commission was to divide the Shuswap leaders, thus breaking up the nascent "confederation". The Roman Catholic missionary, Father C.J. Grandidier, had persuaded the Adams Lake band not to attend the council at the head of Okanagan Lake but to meet with the Commission instead. So while the Kamloops Indians were away at
the meeting a settlement was reached at Adams Lake and with another group on the North Thompson River. These northern bands had always been among the most isolated of the Shuswap Indians. When Louis, the Kamloops leader, returned he was furious with these Indians for settling, but other chiefs were beginning to waiver. Messages were constantly passing between the different bands and a settlement in one place facilitated negotiations in another. Within some bands there were divisions between young and old. Young Indians were said to have fewer bitter memories and were less inclined to argue about the past. At Spallumcheen, north of Okanagan Lake, the prestige of an old chief was destroyed when his views on the land question were rejected by other Indians negotiating with the Commission. By playing off the old against the young agreement could often be reached in situations which appeared impossible. But Sproat cautioned that while land grievances might be settled, memories of brutal and unjust treatment could not be easily erased.

Leaving Kamloops, the Commissioners proceeded to Shuswap Lake and then through the Okanagan valley and into the Similkameen area before winter caught up with them. The summer of 1877 was the last in which the Joint Commission was active. In 1878 pressure from the Provincial Government had the three-man Commission dissolved and Sproat carried on alone until 1880. Many Indians wondered if yet another change in the manner of dealing with them meant that once again their needs were to be trifled with. But as sole Commissioner Sproat continued to try and achieve a reasonable settlement of the land question.

Sproat felt bound to speak for the Indians because they
had great difficulty in making even their most reasonable
wishes known "through an atmosphere thick with prejudice and
injustice." He took a great interest in the Indian way of
life and argued strongly that their "manners and customs" had
to be understood before reserves could be satisfactorily
assigned to them. He pointed out that different parts of tribal
land were frequented at different times of the year and were
"linked to the hearts of the people by many associations." It
was therefore impossible to open the country for settlement with­
out interfering with the Indian mode of life. Sproat thought
that this point had not been appreciated by the rulers of British
Columbia since Douglas left office. The Indians of the interior
were constantly on the move and Sproat knew that it would be
dangerous to try and confine them to limited reserves. They
liked to gallop about to visit friends and to fish and hunt where
they pleased. Sproat concluded the reserves could not be
allocated as though assigning land to Ontario farmers: giving
so many acres to each individual. Many interior Indians were
not so much interested in acreage and good arable land as the
"old 'places of fun' up in the mountains or some places of
fishing . . . where, at certain seasons, they assemble to fish,
dig roots and race their horses." Sproat sometimes had Indians
beseeching him that if the Queen could not give them good soil
then would she at least give them the rocks and stones of the
"old loved localities" now possessed by the whites.

While he did not want to alter radically the Indians'
traditional way of life, it was also evident to Sproat that many
were changing anyway. Among the Shuswap, for example, there had
been great changes since 1865 when Nind reported that they "do nothing more with their land than cultivate a few small patches of potatoes here and there". Now they had large herds of stock, and grain and root crops were grown on most reserves. As a result of Nind's report the Indians were deprived of land, but now that their stock numbers were increasing they required more land, particularly as overstocking in the interior was already destroying the natural bunch grass and replacing it with sage brush. Sproat also pointed out frequently that in the arid interior land without water was useless. While Provincial legislation laid down minimal Indian rights to land, there was no mention of water rights. There were desultory attempts to deal with the land question but nothing was done to ensure that the Indians had access to water.

Even as Sproat was working to solve some of these problems his time was running out. Public opinion was rapidly building up against the Reserve Commission. Many settlers, both on the coast and in the interior, thought that the Commission was being too liberal towards the Indians. Sproat had told Indians that it was not possible to turn the country "topsy turvy" to settle land disputes. Instead compromises had to be reached. But the settlers appeared to be unwilling to compromise. Although Indians were never given as much land by the Commission as they could have pre-empted if they were white, many settlers complained that Indians were being treated too generously. In the interior Sproat had tried not to interfere with the interests of the settlers, but they still protested bitterly when Indian reserves were established adjacent to their land. One group of
South Thompson River settlers objected to Indian neighbours as being "a constant source of annoyance" because of their trespassing stock and "the well known thieving proclivities of the Indians themselves." Furthermore, they wrote, the roads "will be constantly haunted with hooting savages yelping curs and other frightful objects, rendering traffic on it either dangerous or impossible." In a petition to the Government these settlers said that the result of having an Indian reserve adjacent to their land would be that their property "on the improvement of which we have expended upwards of a decade of our most vigorous manhood, will be confiscated, for property with such surroundings will be utterly valueless in market."

Other settlers protested about Indians trespassing on their land. A man named William Smith who lived near the mouth of the Fraser river wrote to the Indian Superintendent that

their is some Indians settled on my
Preemption and I can not get them off also
their dogs are a bothering my Stock and
Stealing ever thing they can get hold of
and the Indians are tramping down my dykes
and when I say any thing to them they call
me all the mean names they can think of so
I think it is time they was moved off with
strick orders not to come back on the place
any more.  

Other, more literate, complaints were received. Archibald Dodds, a Cowichan settler, concluded that "there is no law or justice here for a white man, the Indian has everything his way", and some wag in the Okanagan said that the object of the Reserve Commission was to put the whites on reserves.

Sproat realised that there was bound to be some opposition of interest between stock raising settlers and stock raising Indians if the lands of the latter were to be defined. But he
felt that objections like those of the South Thompson settlers were "the angry utterance of men steeped in prejudice." Many settlers treated the Indians well, but when there was tension between the interests of the two races, the settlers all took a similar position. They forgot the "obligation of regarding the Indians as equal before the law, in practice, as well as theory." When settlers thought that they had been badly treated by the Commission they began to abuse it. They stirred up the newspapers and, because most of its members were "farming settlers with the prejudices of their class", settlers had a great influence on Government. Sproat began "to think that people here believe that the Indians have no rights, and that they cannot acquire them." Sproat's assessment of the mood of the settlers was generally accurate. Some disagreed with the majority opinion. The Inland Sentinel's sentiments were more admirable than its spelling when it urged that "it is far better to deal fairly with those whom the creator first gave possession of the Great Loan Land". But most settlers put their own interests ahead of those of the Indians and they most assuredly had the ear of the Government.

Both the Elliott administration, which held office from February 1876 to June 1878, and Walkem's Government, which both preceded and followed Elliott's, were well tuned to the demands of settlers. The votes of settlers in the interior could often be crucial to these Governments with their small majorities. As Sproat asked rhetorically, "would a member or a minister, himself a settler, disregard angry and prejudiced messages from his
neighbours, merely for the sake of the Indians".\textsuperscript{114} Elliott's Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, Forbes George Vernon, told Sproat that he agreed with the Commissioner's views on the land question in the Okanagan, but owing to the approach of his election in the district he could take no action.\textsuperscript{115} As far as Sproat was concerned there was little to choose between the two administrations on Indian land policy. Walkem had made the original agreement to establish the Reserve Commission and so Elliott campaigned on the idea that Walkem had made an extravagant and expensive concession. What the Indians thought about the Commission, or the actual cost of its operations, were irrelevant as neither the Commissioners nor the Indians were consulted. It was the old story said Sproat, "anything will do for the Indians."\textsuperscript{116}

The attitude and inaction of the settler Government in Victoria was a continuing impediment to the Commission's work. To meet with the approval of the Provincial Government, Indian reserves had to conform to every letter of the law, at the same time as all kinds of laxity was permitted with settlers' pre-emptions. For instance, the Commission was informed in 1879 that the Government would not recognise reserves that had not been surveyed according to the regulations laid down in the Land Amendment Act of that year. Adhering to the provisions of this Act would result in greatly increased expenditure by the Commission and the Act was also to apply to reserves that were already established.\textsuperscript{117} In the end not a single reserve laid out by the Reserve Commission was approved by the Provincial Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works.\textsuperscript{118} In some places all the
good land had been taken up by settlers before the Commission arrived, making it difficult to find land for the Indians. In other places the Provincial Government allowed settlers to purchase land after it had been reserved for the Indians by the Commission, and in the interior whites continued to run their cattle on winter range land set aside for the Indians. When Sproat wrote to Government officials about such cases they simply ignored his correspondence, although they always paid prompt attention to any letter containing the complaint of a settler. One Government official told Sproat that drawing Walkem's attention to a letter on Indian business "was like calling his attention to the presence of a rattlesnake." When the Reserve Commissioner wrote to the Provincial Secretary regarding the land fiasco in the Cowichan area his letter was annotated with finely reasoned comments such as "impertinence" and "presumptuous assurance". It gradually dawned on Sproat that "no government of the province will effectually recognise that the Indians have any rights to land. If it is possible to deprive them of their land, or prevent them getting a bit of land, it will be done." Under these conditions it must have been very difficult for him to convey to the Indians the professed "anxious desire of the Provincial Government to deal justly and reasonably with them".

Sproat had told Ottawa that basically there was little difference between the two Governments, but at the same time he advised the Dominion that it would be wise to settle all Indian matters while Elliott was in office. He warned that once Walkem and his two cronies, Ash and Beaven, got back into power the situation would once again become impossible. They "will do
anything to embarrass and defeat the Commission", wrote Sproat prophetically. Walkem was called upon to form a Government in June 1878 as public pressure continued to mount against the Reserve Commission. Sproat noticed that the criticism of him was becoming more bitter. The Member of Parliament for Yale, Francis James Barnard, said in the House of Commons that the Reserve Commissioner "seemed to think all he had to do was give the Indians whatever land he fancied". De Cosmos wrote to John A. Macdonald advising him that the services of Sproat ought to be dispensed with. Finally Sproat resigned under pressure from his position as Reserve Commissioner early in 1880. James Fell, a Victoria businessman, wrote to congratulate Macdonald as "it was high time that G.M. Sproat was brought to book and put in his proper place, and you have just done the right thing, one head is all that is required." Sproat had paid the price of allowing British Columbia's Indian land policy lapse into fair treatment of the Indians.

By 1880, not only had Sproat been eliminated from any role in Indian policy, but a number of the old gang of the early 1870's were back in office. Macdonald was Prime Minister of Canada again and now had the additional portfolio of Minister of the Interior, which included responsibility for Indian Affairs. Walkem was back as Premier of the Province. Even Trutch was back in an official capacity, having been appointed Dominion agent in British Columbia on railway matters. Trutch was also to "take an advisory interest in Indian matters in British Columbia". Accordingly Macdonald asked him to suggest a replacement for Sproat and Trutch replied that his brother-in-law would make a good Reserve Commissioner. So Peter O'Reilly was
duly appointed.

Some old attitudes were also being expressed. Trutch agreed with those who had opposed Sproat's actions. He still did not "consider it of special moment to secure extensive tracts of land for the Indians and thought that many Indian reserves established by Sproat were "unreasonably large", or, as Trutch was so fond of saying, "out of all proportion to the actual or prospective requirements of the Indians". Trutch later told the Prime Minister that the reserves laid out since 1871 had never been used by the Indians except as hunting grounds and nor were they likely to be used. Therefore Trutch advised Macdonald that in future the decisions of the Reserve Commissioner should be subject to confirmation by the Indian Superintendent and the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, and this suggestion was accepted by the Department of Indian Affairs.

O'Reilly was appointed Indian Reserve Commissioner in spite of, or perhaps because of, the fact that the Indians had made strong complaints about nearly every reserve that he laid out as a Magistrate during the colonial period. The Nicola reserves were a case in point. The reserves in the Nicola valley were first established by O'Reilly in 1868. Immediately one of the Nicola chiefs complained to Rev. J.B. Good at Lytton that O'Reilly had ignored his expressed wishes and excluded his favourite living place, with its burial sites, water courses and potato patches, from the reserve. Governor Musgrave was petitioned on the case and he consulted O'Reilly who claimed that when he established the reserve he had been instructed to deal liberally with the Indians. In fact there was no instruction to
this effect in Trutch's original letter, and yet O'Reilly said that he had followed this non-existent instruction when laying out the Nicola reserves. He also argued, again quite erroneously, that as Good had never been to Nicola Lake he was in no position to comment on the matter. In short, O'Reilly saw no reason to change his original opinion about the adequacy of the reserves that he had established for the Nicola Indians. Having laid out their reserves in violation of the wishes of the Nicola Indians O'Reilly then, as Magistrate, levied heavy fines against them when their cattle wandered on to a settler's unfenced field of grain.

With this man as Reserve Commissioner the allotment of land to the Indians once again reflected settler demands, or as Trutch and O'Reilly were often pleased to put it, "the public interest". At a meeting of the Legislative Assembly on 14 January 1804 a resolution was passed recommending to the Dominion Government that it rearrange Indian reserves so that unused agricultural or timber lands could be thrown open to settlers. The Premier of the Province, William Smithe, said that the previous Commissioners had allocated reserves with "reckless extravagance". O'Reilly, who was personally involved in a number of ranching ventures in the Province, agreed with these opinions. He spent a large amount of his time revising the work that Sproat had done. Reserves were reduced and the commonages that Sproat had established in the interior for the Indians to run stock on were now taken away from them. O'Reilly had two reasons for relieving the Indians of these commonages: first that they made no use of such areas for stock raising, and second that the
Indians' horses had eaten out these ranges to such an extent that they were destroying the grasslands. When he allocated new reserves O'Reilly's procedures were in marked contrast to the meticulous care with which Sproat worked. It was back to the earlier method of rushing into an area, making a decision with little or no consultation, imposing it on the Indians and then wondering why they were dissatisfied. At Soda Creek, for example, a reluctant Chief was told that he had better take what land was offered to him as the Commissioner had to leave the following day. This part of the Cariboo was proving particularly difficult to settle as all the good land had already been taken up by settlers. At Alkali Lake O'Reilly gave the Indians some land that had been left by settlers only because it was impossible to irrigate. With decisions like these it is not surprising that the Provincial Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works now felt that he could approve the reserves allocated by the Reserve Commissioner, and the Premier was able to write to O'Reilly that since he had assumed the position "a much fairer and more accurate appreciation of the duties and responsibilities of the office has been displayed."

Apart from the fact that Indian land policy was now back to normal, there were other indications of the settlers' dominance in the 1880's. Sometime during the decade the Indians were outnumbered by the non-Indian population of the Province. During the 1880's the Indian population had declined to about 25,000. According to the census of 1880 the Indians were still the majority of a total population of 49,459, but by 1891 the Indians constituted less than one third of a total of 98,173.
The Indian Proportion of the Population of British Columbia, 1881, 1891 and 1901

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Indian</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>25,661&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>49,459&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>35,203 (?)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>98,173&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>25,488&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>178,657&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Canada, Census of Canada, Ottawa, 1882, IV, p.11. This figure is probably more accurate than others of the period as it reflects the careful enumerations of the Indian Reserve Commission in some places and the counts taken by the newly appointed Indian Agents.

b. Ibid., IV, p.3.

c. Canada, Report of Indian Affairs 1891, part 1, p.253. The census of Canada for 1891 gives no figure for the Indian population of British Columbia. This figure is based partly on estimates and, like most estimates, is probably too high. In 1873 Powell had reckoned the Indian population of the Province to be 28,500 but thought that his estimate was probably too large. See Powell to Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, 19 April 1873, B.C. Papers, p.115.


e. Canada, Census 1901, I, pp.285 and 2. In 1894 the Department of Indian Affairs had revised its estimate of the Indian population downwards to 25,618 (Canada, Report of Indian Affairs 1894, part 2, p.311) and by 1901 its estimate of 24,576 was much closer to the census figure (Canada, Report of Indian Affairs 1901, part 2, p.182.)
The changed ratio of the population was the result of the nearly doubling of the non-Indian population during the 1880's but also of the continuing decline of the Indian population. The reversal of the population balance had implications for the power relationship between the races. In many areas of the Province the whites no longer had any fear of an Indian uprising threatening their presence and they were correspondingly less concerned about conciliating the Indians.

The railway, the real link with Canada, was completed in 1886 and helped to consolidate the settlers' grasp on the country. A number of Indians found temporary employment on the railway gangs, although they lost these jobs when construction was completed. Railway workers also subjected the Indians to some of the more unsavoury aspects of western civilisation, bringing drunkenness and prostitution to those areas in which they worked. The railway and railway land also introduced a new ingredient into the Indian land confusion. The Canadian Pacific Railway ran through Indian land in a number of places without any compensation being given to the occupiers by the Provincial Government. By 1885 white property owners had been paid compensation for land taken up by the railway, but the rights of the Indians to similar treatment had not been conceded.

By the 1880's settlers were beginning to probe the farthest corners of the Province. In the far north whites were moving into the Cassiar district and there were reports of encroachment on Indian land and mistreatment of the inhabitants, while in the southeastern corner the Kootenay were losing large parts of their range to settlers. The Upper Kootenay lived
adjacent to the border with the North West Territories and traditionally they had crossed the Rockies for the annual buffalo hunt. Because of their knowledge of the Prairies, the Kootenay, perhaps more than any other Indians in British Columbia, could appreciate the differences between Federal and Provincial Indian policies, particularly after their transmontane neighbours, the Blackfeet, signed a treaty in 1877. Like the plains Indians, the Kootenay had suffered from a loss of food supply with the decline of the buffalo. By 1880 their hunting trips across the mountains were unsuccessful. So the Kootenay were turning increasingly to cattle raising at the same time as settlers were beginning to covet their land. By 1884 it was apparent to the Indian administrators that reserves should be allocated to the Kootenay and so the Reserve Commissioner was sent out.

O'Reilly laid out the Kootenay reserves with his customary clumsiness. He was unable to take a census and so was not in a position to assess accurately the needs of the Indians. The Kootenay chief, Isadore, refused to accept O'Reilly's allocations and was most dissatisfied when the Commissioner left the area as several favourite camping spots had been excluded from the reserves. Local settlers, however, complained that the Indians had been treated too generously and William Smithe, as Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, wrote to O'Reilly that "I cannot but think that in Kootenay you have overestimated the requirements of the Indians and underestimated those of the whites". But Lawrence Herchmer, the Commissioner of the North West Mounted Police, visited the Kootenays in 1887 and concluded that the reserves established by O'Reilly were "altogether inadequate".
The loss of land was at the heart of Kootenay discontent.

In 1887 Isadore's followers expressed their dissatisfaction with the authorities when one of their number, an Indian named Kapula, was arrested on suspicion of killing two miners. Two years earlier the bodies of the two miners had been found near Deadman's Creek and it was assumed, on very little evidence, that they had been murdered by Indians. Isadore's response to the arrest of Kapula was to use force to release him from jail, although a local resident felt that the Kootenay were more concerned about their land than the arrest. An ad hoc commission was sent to the Kootenays by the Provincial Government to treat with the Indians and a detachment of North West Mounted Police from Lethbridge was sent in under Inspector Sam Steele. Later Steele was to recall that the Kootenay were generally a law-abiding and disciplined group, and he was especially impressed by Isadore's capacity for leadership. The provincial commission consisting of Powell, O'Reilly and Forbes George Vernon, came to deal with the fundamental land dispute. But these men had learnt nothing from experience. Though Isadore and his band were away when the commission arrived, the reserves were revised in their absence. The commission confirmed O'Reilly's earlier decision that the part of Joseph Prairie occupied by Isadore's band had to be relinquished to Colonel James Baker, a local rancher and Member of the Legislative Assembly. Steele was instructed to acquaint Isadore and his Indians with these decisions. The Commission also left a message for Isadore telling him that he had failed in his "duty" by allowing his men to free the murder suspect, and that "When a chief does not do his duty,
another chief is put in his place. On his return Isadore was not pleased, either with the decision of the Commission or with the sentiments expressed in their message.

This kind of shabby treatment of the Indians and their land was continuing in other parts of the Province. On the northern coast the Tsimshian were also complaining bitterly. O'Reilly laid out reserves for the coastal Tsimshian and the Nishga during the 1880's. Again he did not allow time for the Indians to consider and express their needs or for himself to unravel the complexities of Tsimshian land tenure. His allocations therefore created more problems than they solved. It is sometimes argued that because the coast Indians lived largely off the sea they were less concerned about the land question. But the Tsimshian and the Nishga were certainly worried about the loss of hunting lands and fishing sites. They also raised the much more fundamental question of Indian title to the land. For the Metlakatla Indians the land question was also tied in with the conflict between Duncan and his followers and the C.M.S. One reason for the move to New Metlakatla in Alaska in 1887 was Indian dissatisfaction over land. When the Tsimshian obstructed attempts to survey their land, the ringleaders of the opposition were repeatedly jailed. Finally in 1887 a Dominion-Provincial Commission was sent up the coast to hear the Indians' grievances.

The Tsimshian hoped that at last there would be some action taken, but the Commissioners, Clement F. Cornwall representing the Dominion and Joseph P. Planta representing the Province, were empowered only to hear and report the Indians' complaints.
The Commissioners felt constrained to "combat and deny" the notion of Indian title "by stating the law on the subject." Cornwall's opinion was that the "Indian in his wild state has no idea of property in or title to land." He has no concept of definite boundaries, said Cornwall, and his ideas regarding territory are extremely vague. In fact "the beasts of the field have as much ownership in the land as he has." The Commissioner thought that it was important to make the Tsimshian understand that the Government would give absolutely no consideration to the idea of Indian title, "but at the same time to humour and smooth them down and show the interest taken in them by the Government." But the Tsimshian were not to be humoured. They told the Commissioners that they were not ignorant people and that they knew the value of their land. Nor were they impressed when they were told that the land belonged to the Queen. "We nearly fainted when we heard that this land was claimed by the Queen", said a Kincolith chief, and at Nass Harbour an old man wanted to hear the name of the chief who had given the land to the Queen. In response to vigorous assertions of Indian title the Commissioners said that the Indians' words would be reported to the Provincial Government but that there would be no recognition of their title to the land. A Kincolith man retorted that they had heard Government promises often enough before; this time they had hoped that the Commissioners had come empowered to do something.

The coastal Indians were also concerned about European encroachment on their fishing privileges. Commercial fishing and canning operations increased during the 1870's and 1880's, and
with them Indian worries that their favourite fishing grounds would be depleted. For the coast Indians protection of their fishing rights was as important as the reservation of grazing and arable land was to the interior Indians, and the lack of effective action had made the coastal Indians as suspicious of Government officials as the Indians of the interior. When O'Reilly went to lay out reserves for the Seymour Inlet Indians they were very reluctant to point out their fishing places because they felt that once any white man knew about them others would inevitably come and exploit them. From the Fraser to the Nass the development of canning operations meant that traditional Indian fishing sites were sought after by whites.

The 1887 Commission to the Indians of the Northwest coast also uncovered another question. Many Tsimshian were so dissatisfied with the Government that they refused to accept the newly appointed Indian Agent. The Commissioners, for their part, concluded that one reason for the trouble with the Tsimshian was that they had remained isolated from Government regulations and control. Earlier the Federal Government, perhaps following Trutch's advice to Macdonald, had decided to divide British Columbia into Indian Agencies and by 1881 six Agents had been appointed. These men were supposed to advise the Indians and protect their interests, but they were also important agents of acculturation. The Cowichan Agent was hopeful that he would soon be able to break down the old customs that hindered Indian "improvement", and the West Coast Agent lectured the Indians freely "on their foolishness and ignorance".

The Indian custom that Indian Agents were most anxious to
eradicate was the potlatch. They felt that the potlatch was a "foolish, wasteful and demoralising custom", and their opinions were shared by the missionaries who were also agitating to have the potlatch banned. For the missionary the potlatch was the essence of heathenism. Nearly all the missionaries would have agreed with Duncan when he held that the potlatch was "by far the most formidable of all obstacles in the way of the Indians becoming Christian, or even civilised." Pressure from Indian Agents and missionaries in British Columbia prompted the Federal Government to pass a law prohibiting potlatching. The third clause of the 1884 Act amending the 1880 Indian Act stated that "every Indian or other person who engages in or assists in celebrating the Indian festival known as the 'Potlatch' or in the Indian dance known as the 'Tamanawas' is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be liable to imprisonment."

This Act was a blatant expression of the idea that a culture could be legislated out of existence. The potlatch was such an integral part of northwest coast Indian society that to eliminate it would almost be to destroy traditional Indian culture. In the event, the law prohibiting the potlatch proved virtually impossible to enforce. Indian Agents could not single-handedly apprehend all the Indians who took part in the ceremony, although there were occasional arrests. In 1889 the Alert Bay Agent, R.H. Pidcock, had a Kwakiutl chief named Hemasak convicted under the Act and sentenced to six months imprisonment. But Chief Justice Begbie, who heard the appeal, discharged the Indian on a technicality and noted in his judgement that the law banning the potlatch was imprecise. He pointed out that if the Legislature
"desired to create an offence previously unknown to the law there ought to be a definition of it in the statute."\textsuperscript{176}

As soon as the anti-potlatch law was passed many Indians began to protest vigorously, while others quietly determined to continue their potlatches in defiance of the law. Older people particularly, resented this attempt to interfere with their traditional customs. The Cowichan petitioned the Prime Minister to repeal the law,\textsuperscript{177} while the Kwakiutl simply ignored every exhortation by the Indian Agent to give up the custom.\textsuperscript{178} The Kwakiutl were especially determined to defy the law.\textsuperscript{179} When Boas visited the Newitty in 1886 he had to assure them that he was not a Government agent before they would accept him. Once they were sure of his intentions, however, they made it clear that they would not follow the orders to give up potlatching and that they despised the Indian administration, from Powell down, for giving such instructions.\textsuperscript{180} It would have been degrading and economically disastrous for many chiefs to stop potlatching while they remained heavily in debt. Then, apart from its ceremonial and festive functions, the potlatch was a means of re-distributing wealth. As a Kwakiutl group pointed out, to cease potlatching would mean that many people would not have enough to eat.\textsuperscript{181} But most of all the ceremony was fundamental to the social organisation of the coast Indians, and they could see no valid reason why it should be suppressed.

Although the Potlatch Law was virtually unenforceable in the 1880's its existence exemplified the settler attitude that Indian culture could be repressed by legal enactment. Because
of their efforts to eliminate the potlatch the Indian Agents were often seen as policemen rather than as advisors by the Indians, but the Agents only reflected the view of many settlers that the Indians should be policed not assisted. Trutch had told the Kitlakatla people some years earlier that "the days are past when your heathenish ideas and customs can any longer be tolerated in this land." During the 1880's this point was being demonstrated in many ways. In 1888 there was an incident near the forks of the Skeena River which indicated the trend. The Gitksan had been restive for a number of years and there had been more than one clash with Europeans. In 1888 a Kitwancool man killed another Indian in accordance with Indian custom. The murdered man was a sorcerer who was said to have been responsible for the deaths of a number of people. So Kitwancool Jim killed him, and Jim's brother married the widow. According to Jim's father "it was all settled." Apparently the Indian Agent in the area at first said that he would take no action but then Jim was asked to come down to the village of Kitwanga where, through a misunderstanding, he was shot by a special constable. The Indians were incensed and for a time it was thought that they might attack the whites in the area. An account of this affair appeared in a local newspaper under the headline "British Not Indian Law Must Prevail in Future." Another important measure of the nature of race relations in a multiracial society is the extent to which sexual relations between the races are legitimised by marriage. In British Columbia the pattern was indicative of settler dominance. Marriages with Indian women were less frequent than sexual exploit-
ation or concubinage over an extended period. Around the coastal towns the prostitution of Indian women was still common and in the interior settlers often lived with Indian women for long periods without formalising their relationship. There were continual Indian complaints about whites molesting their women, and even after a relationship had become more permanent the Indian woman often had no security. In the interior it was not uncommon for de facto Indian wives to be cast aside by settlers in favour of European brides. Indian women and their half-breed children were frequently left unprovided for after the death or marriage of a settler with whom they had lived for several years. The Indian Reserve Commission reported a case at the head of Okanagan Lake where the Indians complained about a settler named Nelson who had asked an Indian couple for their daughter in marriage. He cohabited with the girl for a number of years and had several children by her, but he did not marry her. Finally she was cast out of the settler's home, and when her father remonstrated with Nelson he was beaten up so severely that he died of the wounds. The Indians had no redress in such situations. Settlers treated the taking and deserting of Indian concubines with jocular good humour.

By the end of the 1880's the "pattern of dominance" was firmly established. To take two important examples - land and the potlatch - the possession of land was fundamental to the cultural survival of almost all the Indians of British Columbia and the potlatch pervaded nearly every aspect of the life of the coast Indians. During the fur trading period both had become increasingly significant aspects of Indian culture. The
possibility of Indians profiting from selling furs increased the value of their hunting lands and probably sharpened the Indian's notion of territoriality. The wealth brought by the fur trade had facilitated an increase in the number and size of potlatches. But now, with settlement, there were attempts to deprive the Indians of both land and the potlatch ritual. To the settler Indian improvidence was epitomised by their use of the land, just as to the missionary Indian improvidence was epitomised by the potlatch. So settlers and missionaries pressured the Government to enact legislation that would wean the Indians from these aspects of their traditional way of life.

Naturally some Indians resisted all these efforts to extinguish their traditions and as long as they did, vestiges of Indian culture remained. The Kwakiutl in particular still clung "with remarkable tenacity to their customs and old mode of life." But this was essentially a rear-guard action, for by the 1880's the European had the initiative. The culture of many Indian groups had already been seriously dislocated and eventually all Indians would experience to some degree the disruptive impact of the settlement frontier.

Some Indians attempted to adapt to the new situation. In their dealings with the 1887 Commission to the northwest coast the Tsimshian had taken the first steps in political action. But the Indians of the Province remained too divided for this to be an effective development. Other Indians made efforts to adapt to the changed economic situation. Around Burrard Inlet some Indians were employed as longshoremen; while along the coast others were employed by the canning companies, some as fishermen
and others in occupations in the often unhealthy conditions of the canneries. Often such employment was only temporary and these marginal occupations were hardly adequate compensation for the loss of land and fishing areas.

With the transition from the fur trade and the consolidation of settlement the Indian had been reduced from an integral to a peripheral role in British Columbia's economy, and this development largely explains the corrosion of traditional Indian cultures after 1858. During the fur trading period Indians and Europeans were mutually interdependent. Economically each race depended on, and benefitted from, the presence and activities of the other. The fur trade nurtured and stimulated Indian culture to such an extent that some anthropologists claim that the climax of Indian culture, particularly on the coast, was reached after the arrival of the white man. The Indians of British Columbia met the fur trade, grappled with it, and turned it to serve their own ends. The economic reciprocity of the two races resulted in a mingling of the two cultures. Because their way of life was not under any serious threat from the fur traders the Indians felt free to borrow adaptively from the alien culture.

Throughout the 1850's, almost imperceptibly at first, but with gathering momentum, the influence of the fur traders waned as newly arrived settlers began to assert themselves. During these transitional years, instead of a continuing community of interest, there was a growing separation of the two races. Different Europeans were arriving, and their different intentions were reflected in different attitudes towards the Indians. Settlers came to take up land and to develop the frontier in a
way that would not involve the Indians. So the European image of the Indian changed. From a primitive partner the Indian became a savage opponent in the mind of the white man. Both the settler economy and the settler view of the Indians reinforced the separateness of "savage" and "civilised" man.

In 1858, with unexpected suddenness, the fur trade was ended and the settlement frontier was founded. The tendencies of the 1850's were confirmed as the old relationship between the races was terminated and the white man became an imposition on the Indians. The combined, though different, impacts of gold miners, settlers, missionaries and government officials began to disrupt traditional Indian cultures. The Indians were largely irrelevant to the aims of the settlers and settler views were reflected in government policy. Many settlers thought that the Indians were doomed and that it was therefore unnecessary to be concerned about their future. The missionaries strove to eliminate traditional Indian culture and to replace it with a way of life based on European values. The Indians had been able to mould the fur trade to their benefit, but settlement was not malleable: it was unyielding and aggressive. It imposed its demands on the Indians without compromise. Because the Indians were either irrelevant or a hindrance to them, the settlers had no regrets about the dislocation or elimination of Indian cultures. As the whites became more aggressive towards Indian cultures many Indians found that they could not cope with the pace of change. Realising that their way of life was under attack many Indians became defensive and determined to conserve what they could of their culture rather than borrowing from the European. But the
whites were relentless.

During the 1870's and 1880's the settlement frontier was irrefutably entrenched. The developments of the 1860's were consolidated, as more and more Indian groups came into constant contact with Europeans. Indian objections to the treatment that they received were ignored and even Indian attempts to organise to help themselves were discouraged. The separation of the races was continued. Isolated in confined "rural ghettos", most Indians were unwelcome in the society of settlers. Nor did the settler governments welcome attempts to have Indian rights recognised or Indian needs satisfied. The actions of the Provincial Government constituted an attack on traditional Indian society and did nothing to substitute it with a new way of life.

The history of Indian and European relations after 1890, at least until the Indian renaissance of the middle of the twentieth century, was simply a reassertion of what had already been established by the consolidation of settlement. The Indians continued to find the white man's political system unresponsive. Their current needs were ignored while the old cultures were eroded away. Until about 1930 the Indian population continued to decline. Future Commissions and committees on the land question simply involved a repetition of the non-negotiations that had already taken place. The Potlatch Law was later to be enforced more vigorously than it had been in the 1880's. The Indians continued to be irrelevant to the mainstream of the Province's development. By the late 1880's British Columbia was on the threshold of its second development boom, but "the Great Potlatch" was not one to which the Indians would be invited.
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